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ABSTRACT

1900-1950

villagers.

performance style and combinations of 
•- . Special attention is given to 

------- s in the music making

gives a chronological account of the 
development of the Glenkens, 

the sources of information on 
before the early twentieth

Chapter one < 
geographical and historical 
and includes discussion of 
local musical traditions 
century.

The musical activities of the community from 1950 to 
the present day are explored in chapter four: details are 
given of the personnel, repertories and performance 
practice of groups such as country dancing clubs, choirs, 
guitar groups, socials and a "classical" music club. The 
conclusion of this chapter points to the connection 
between demographic changes in the Glenkens and music 
making.

A final chapter raises questions relating to the role 
of the schools in Glenkens music making - what have they 
contributed in the past? Should they have a role in local 
musical activities? What musical experiences do they offer 
children at the present time? I argue that a primary need 
of musicians is to be able to participate with others, and 
conclude by suggesting that the choice of music taught 
formally in local schools has implications for the future 
of music making in the Glenkens.

This thesis is an account of music making practices 
amongst the people of the Glenkens, Galloway.

In chapter three I look in more depth at the role of 
Robbie Murray, one of the shepherd fiddlers active m the 
first half of the century. His repertory of dance tunes 
and airs, and some aspects of his style of playing are 
examined with the aid of musical transcriptions. Rhythm 
and bowing, "chording" and the use of neutral tones are 
discussed with reference to another local fiddler, and 
contrasted with the style of the "tutored" Scots fiddler.

Chapter five concerns Tommy Edgar, an active local 
performer from 1948 to the present day. He comments on his 
role as a musician in the community, and his repertory, 
which includes a wide range of styles; Scottish, popular, 
jazz, country and western. A discussion of Tommy's 
accordion playing looks at his use of harmony and rhythm, 
and how this has evolved.

Chapter two covers the period of 1900-1950/ and uses 
the words of local people to explore the instruments, 
repertories, venues, ; 
musicians at that time. Special attention is given to 
discussing contrasts and similarities :
of the two main population groups — the shepherds and the
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PREFACE

Two years ago, an examination of the archive of the
School of Scottish Studies revealed an apparent dearth of
material on musical traditions in Galloway, in south-west
Scotland. There was a lack of manuscript and printed

and soundsources,

why the area had been neglected by collectors and
researchers.

factors which have led ethnomusicologists to explore other
areas of Scotland.

The Gaelic-speaking Highlands have, in the past,

received much of the School's

response to the widespread

which has existed for many centuries may be irreversibly

and many other manifestations of a people1s culture.

such as the Orkney and

have also attracted ethnologists; theirShetland Isles,
very remoteness makes it likely that they will have

preserved certain cultural features which have been eroded
Finally,from more urbanised parts of the country.

Aberdeenshire and other regions have been recognised as

either in terms of

style of performance.
/

8

concern that a way of life

recordings. There are several reasons

areas that are musically very rich,
numbers of musicians, specialised genres of repertory or

resources. This is in

declining, taking with it a language, a musical repertory,

First, though, we must identify some of the

Secondly, isolated districts,



nor does it. have
any unique musical

particularly remote, geographically/ although it remains
today perhaps one of the areas of Scotland least explored
by Scots themselves.

recommends it for detailed when there is a wealthstudy.

such as those mentioned above. still
to be explored?

The initial stimulus for this research came from my

and having been part of the
Glenkens community. I had memories of a very busy

childhood there. socially and musically. and wanted to
investigate the circumstances in which this had taken

place. Initial evidence indicated a lively community life.

in which music played a central role. The discovery that

little data on local music was available provided the

other reason for undertaking the project. These two

factors dictated the kind of information I was seeking:

drawnevidence of musical traditions past and present,

from a variety of sources:

thesis attempts to give a picture of

making over
the 20th century, since much of the material discussed

Fieldwork

from a base in theAn exploratory field trip,

9

a community's music

own involvement with Galloway,

comes from living informants.

written, printed and oral. The

What is there, then, which

Galloway has no language of its own,

of music, from areas

traditions or repertories. It is not

a broad period of time, but concentrates on



Glenkens ,

attempting to research, in the time available, throughout

the Glenkens itself
a prominent part of the community's social activities.

The bulk of the thesis is based on tape recordings
made in the Glenkens between January 1985 and September
1986. All tapes were recorded at 7.5 inches per second,
using a Uher 4000 reel-to-reel tape recorder. Most are

of tapes indexed and lodged in the School of Scottish

newspaper cuttings. Some use has been made of manuscript
and printed collections of local music. Most references to

What does the thesis aim to do?

This thesis aims to present data on traditions of
music making in the Glenkens throughout the twentieth

drawing on material from the sources mentionedcentury,
the musical experience of a) the

b) the family/ c) particular social groups andindividual,
This involves the study ofd) the community as a whole.

who the musicians are,

10

Studies archive (Appendix 1). The sound recordings are

mono recordings; those in stereo are indicated in the list

It was apparent at an
or even the Stewartry (see chapter one).

what their repertories are, where,

all of Galloway,

music making had been, and still was,

above. I discuss

supplemented by field notes, photographs, and copies of

early stage, however, that within

these occur in chapter one, and in appendices.

revealed at once the impracticality of

documents such as song and poetry collections, letters and



when and how they play, and why they play as they do.
Chapters three and five discuss in some detail two local
musicians, whose careers as performers are illustrative of
ways in which music making has changed since the earlier
part of the century. The description of localised patterns
in music making takes into account demographic and other
factors which have produced change

community life • The final conclusions of the thesis have
implications for the future of music making in the
Glenkens.
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CHAPTER ONE

GEOGRAPHY AND LOCAL HISTORY

This chapter alms to provide a chronological outline
of the life and landscape of Galloway, and the Glenkens in
particular, based on local historical writings, and other
evidence. Sources tell us little about local communities
before the 19th century, but after this

begins to emerge of how the majority of the population

lived, and what kind of social activities they took part

in. Information on music making at this time is drawn from

chapbooks, song collections,

such as

depopulation and changes in land use are discussed

briefly. These are important threads which will recur

throughout the thesis. What follows,

for the story of the music making traditions

of the Glenkens.

Galloway is in the extreme south west of Scotland,

and takes in the land from Dumfries and the Solway in the

Loch Ryan and the Mull of Galloway in the west. Iteast to
is generally divided into two roughly equivalent halves,

Wigtownshire in the west, and the Stewartry in the east.

is in the northernmost part of the Stewartry,The Glenkens
surrounds the River Ken and its loch. The areaand

12

a fuller picture

set the scene

then, is intended to

newspaper articles, letters

and poetry books. Socio-economic factors,



includes the four

(whose main

beneath the impressive
the Glenkens isrange,

far inland, and has therefore
had little dependence on the sea. The people have,
however, played their own distinctive part in the history
of the south west.

Early History

Galloway gained a unique place in Scottish history

when Whithorn became the earliest centre of Christianity

in Scotland. St Ninian (or Nynia), the first missionary to

century. In the following centuries the monastic church

brought from Ireland by Columba reached far into Galloway,

with monasteries being founded at Whithorn and elsewhere.

In the days when sea travel was common, Galloway

would have had close links with Northern Ireland,

regions than it is to central Scotland. The irregular
and has many bays and river

advantageous to traders (and smugglers), but

also made Galloway susceptible to invasion.

Galloway (orBy the 11th century
complex fusion of peoples and cultures,

13

village is New Galloway) and Balmaclellan.
Lying immediately

the only sizeable community in 
Galloway which is relatively

"Rhinns of Kells"

then was) was a

Cumberland and the Isle of Man, being closer to these

coastline, which is sheltered,

"Gallwedia", as it

mouths, was

parishes of Carsphairn, Dairy, Kells

Scotland whose name is known, came there in the 5th



with tensions between newcomers and the older population,
and a

Northumbrian, Gaelic and
Latin (used by the church). Gaelic endured right up until
the 17th century. There is
evidence to show that Gaelic
population: the Glenkens, sparsely populated and
geographically self-contained, may have been one of the
districts where the language remained longest.

During the reign of David I and subsequent kings

that the system of parishes in the Stewartry and
These were districts definedWigtownshire was established.

by the estates of the Anglo-Norman lords who had been
and to strengthen thebrought in to reform and improve,

land tenure and

the church (MacLeod, 1986:90). Through centuries of
settlement and re-settlement in Galloway by Britons,

folk there gained a reputation for ferocity and
unruliness. A popular phrase, apparently,
[unfriendly] Scot o'

The Church

Reformation of the Scottish ChurchIn the 1560s the
series of events which have hadbegan, activating a

1U

was the language of the local
no shortage of place-name

Galloway was brought under the jurisdiction of the crown

Gallowa'"

was "the fremit

as modern Scotland began to emerge. It was in the 1100s

English, Danish, Norse,

feudal system, linking it to government,

Irish, Angles and Norse, it is not surprising that the

(Chambers, 1826:16 ) .

diversity of languages in use simultaneously: Welsh,
Irish,



consequences that

In 1638 the National Covenant was drawn
up, listing the principles of the reformed religion and
exploiting the widespread fear of popery. This first

was mainly a conflict between church

towards the end of the

England, and was paralleled by the rise of the Jacobite
movement after 1689.

of 1685—1688 were mainly active in south west
Scotland, and their popular movement has been described as

"first significant political activity in Scotlandthe

which did not rely on leadership from the nobility"

The events and personalities of this time have been

well documented in MacKenzie's History of Galloway

(1841) and many other The long lists ofsources.

published during the

places familiar in the Glenkens today, and many local

churchyards contain a

huge fines rather than go to church.

local folk—memory, with occasional commemorative services

held at the secret places where the original Covenanters

worshipped and baptised their children. Attitudes arising
still manifest themselves infrom the late 17th century

15

"rebels"

Times"

"Killing Times" include names and

The Covenanting period is still very much a part of

These Covenanters of the "Killing

"martyrs' grave" in memory of

Covenanters who were executed. Other seceders incurred

Covenanting movement 

leaders, ^the nobility and the Crown. The second phase came

century, during the Restoration in

(Mitchison, 1972:135).

are still experienced by the Scottish
population today.



religious life today, and one aspect of this is the choice
of music used in worship.

Despite a decreasing membership over the past
century, the church has continued to influence local
culture, particularly in rural
throughout Scotland, the psalms are still

nature,
people:

(Rhymer, 1975:978)

In keeping with this, the tunes are also strong and
direct,
unembellished. The singing of well-known psalms is a
regular feature of ceremonies such as weddings or

A local anecdote tells of minister who was tofunerals.
preach at a neighbouring church on Whitsunday: his praise

which he had sent on in advance,list,
Attached was the commentbecause it included no psalms.

(Field Notes). Another aspect

considered blasphemous to sing the religious textsit was
Some of these compositionsoutside the context of worship.

also became songs

16

The themes which occur in the Psalms touch the whole 
range of human experience and desires, as might be 
expected from religious poetry with such deep roots 
in folk tradition.

"It won't do for Galloway!"
of psalm-singing was

a central part

was returned to him

pop u1ar, The Presbyterian Cat (ano ther version is The

areas. For worshippers

in their own right. One of the most

and, as sung by Lowland congregations,

of the church service. Many psalms have references to
and deal with the basic human experience of rural

the use of alternative texts, since



Cameronian Cat, after the Cameronianst

Covenanters),

in the Glenkens
exists
the
was
and Winchester Old

congregation with the
command

Before examining some of the accounts of musical
should look briefly at

references to the Glenkens in the 17th and 18th centuries,
and the living conditions of the communities there.

A Large Description of Galloway

The best contemporary account of late 17th century
Galloway is Symson's A Large Description of Galloway

this was developed by the Earl of Galloway in the 18th
century (MacLeod, 1986:158):

Dairy may have been small.

17

. Version B of The Presbyterian Cat 
imitates the precentor leading the

The Kirk of Dairy is seated upon the east bank of the 
river of Kenn••.About a furlong distant from the east 
end of the kirk, there is a little town commonly 
called St. John's Clachan, or the Old Clachan.

(Symson, 1684:8)

a concert party

m a

a sect of the

but its situation on the

"Sing I" .

earlier this century (Example 1A), and

activities in Galloway, we

original site at Midtown, as far as the modern village:

was part of the repertory of

sung in Galloway to at least two tunes, Coleshill

(MacKenzie, 1841). Dairy had not yet spread from its

variety of versions, including a setting by
composer Francis George Scott (Lindsay, 1980:125). It



EXAMPLE 1

A

and unto to it didOh thou perversed

So they straightway led that wicked

(BF Songbook -

B

An'

Other

Deuch

75-77)1901:(Trotter,

18

yore an institution 
-- 1 cat to execution .

The higher up the plum tree (
The more the Cobbler plies his trade,

The people all 
And and they were grieved sair 

cat before the minister.

All people 
Rax oot yer 
Or else, you 
You'll get a

"Precentors Lines"

were horrified, 
straightway led that wicked

papple had good yill tae sell
I had none
****
that on earth do dwell 
han's an help yersel 
may depend upon't 
scon an naething on t.

see appendix 6c: 25)

The people all were horrified
Tae hear o' sic a thing
The beadle whirled it roon his heid 

oot its brains did ding. Sing I

There was a Presbyterian cat
Whilst huntin' for its prey
Within God's hoose it killed a moose 
Upon the Sabbath day.

I?16. minister was horrified, ana unto to it did say
-t pussy cat, to break the Sabbath day.

The Sabbath1s been frae days of

grows the sweeter grow the plums 
, the broader grow his 

thumbs.

Far in the North of Scotland stands
An old town called Dundee
From which this tune did take its flicht 
And through the world did flee.

****
When I sat on the Brig o'
Carsephairn I thought on
John ] _
But money

(Field Notes: Miss Rutherford, Kirkcudbright.)

The Presbyterian Cat

There was a 
And killed aPresbyterian Cat went searching for her prey mouse within the house upon the Sabbath day.



pilgrim route steady flow of trade.
Another writer

1684:138).

Symson also mentions that New Galloway -
- had at this time

every Wednesday, (Symson, 1684:40).
In the 17th and 18th centuries New Galloway held one of
the main trysts on the trade routes from Ireland to

1630 the village became a Royal Burgh by a charter which
transferred to it the liberties bestowed by an inoperative
charter of 1629, upon the Old Clachan of Dairy. There has
been a tradition of rivalry between the two villages ever
since. Local people sometimes refer to New Galloway as

causeway which once ran through the village.

18th Century Living Conditions

The way of life early in the century for the majority
The main dietof Gallovidians was very simple.

grain, milk and the occasional piece ofconsiste^of kale,

and a bonnet, with perhaps
By the middle of the century,

minister of Kells parish was writing that

19

beside a yearly fair"

"toune" alongside

"a little
burgh-royal"

a coarse

to Whithorn ensured a

"a pretty good mercat

a black coat for Sundays

generation know Balmaclellan as “The Causey", after a

black and white plaid, hosemeat. Clothing was

1952:164). In

however, the

"The Royal Burgh", while Dairy is "The Clachan". The older

"Vhithorne" [Whithorn] and "Vigtonne"
[Wigtown] (Pont,

Dumfries, Carlisle and England (Haldane,

(Chambers, 1861:494).

assigns it a place as a
Kirkcudbright,



part of Scotland where the poor live bettert

so much animal food." (There is other evidence that
country people were generally better fed than those in the
towns: see Smout,

dancing, and other social
amusements" (OSA, 1797, vol.IV: 270).
the new agricultural improvements were beginning to show
results • They had not been implemented without a struggle,
however: the Glenkens was one of the areas involved in the

of 1723- 1724,
out of opposition to the new land enclosures (Chambers,

1861:492) .

Music in the 18th and 19th centuries

There are few accounts of music in Galloway before
Records relating to Glenkens musicthe 19th century.

making are in the form of letters, newspaper and magazine
In the 19th century

Crawfurd of Lochwinnoch and William Macmath of Airds of
Kells (Appendix 3) is invaluable.

historical events,
others are associated with myths and superstitious
beliefs. The latter are graphically described in J.Maxwell
Wood's Witchcraft in South-West Scotland.

20

1986:80 and Alistair Corrie,
SA/1985/106/B3). The Kells minister also comments that

a movement which grew

or eat

"Levellers Rising"

"they are fond of music,

songs were collected from the area: the work of Andrew

Galloway is rich in folklore: some tales are based on

By then, possibly,

articles, chapbooks and pamphlets.

such as the Covenanting movement, and

"there is no



One

"gaun buddies" [travellingwere the
folk] who wandered through 18th and 19th century Galloway,

dealing in horses

famous of the

many legends (see for example
84 j

1979:16-27). A full and

travelling musician in Galloway is given in a letter from

Joseph Train the antiquary (also exciseman at Newton

Stewart and Castle Douglas), to Sir Walter Scott in 1830.

probably William ap Prichard of Llandegai. He had lost his

sight while serving as a soldier, and he and his family

had taken to roaming the countryside. They all perished

when they were smothered while sheltering in a gravel pit

harp and the fiddle (Prevost, 1976:118-119).

A letter from John Dickson (a native of the Glenkens)

dated 5.12.1899 describes variously Dairy and the Glenkens

least someone oflandowner or atto have been a
considerable importance (Dickson/MacLeod, 1986). In the

referred to he succeeded William Grierson ofperiod
Garroch as secretary to the Glenkens Cottage Society

(started around 1830)/ and had planned a ball in New
the occasion of the annual meeting:Galloway on

21

group of people amongst whom there would 
certainly be music

interesting account of a

The blind minstrel (known as

was Billy Marshall (c.1671-

"Wandering Willie") was

"gaun buddies"

near Twynholm in 1816. Willie is said to have played the

1792), of whom there are

Dick, 1916:98-100, and Temperley,

in the 1830s or possibly 1839-40. Dickson (b.1807) seems

and making household goods. The most

McCormick, 1906:1-



a ball took place annually. Dickson lastAfter this,
attended a ball given by John Kennedy of Knocknailing in

grant of fifteen pounds from the County Commissioners to

"but in reality forsupply a bench for the magistrates,
the music at our ball." The Glenkens Cottage Society is

the conditions of the working classes
tradesmen, dyke-builders,competitions for schools,

scripture history andcottage improvements,

1845, vol .IV: 113 ).1986 and NSA,

of the balls held by the Kennedys of KnocknallingOne
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"Glenkens Society for improving
", which ran various

the later 1880s.In the early 1840s he says they received a

probably the same as the

In those days I ued to walk over to MUIRDROCKWOOD 
through the hills by AUCHENSHINNOCH of a morning to 
tish for salmon in the Deugh with TOM BARBOUR, who was 

vioi-incello player, while his father and
\----- a Played first and second violins. So I enlisted

young men in my ball project, and they engaged
3 of Ayr , who were great fiddlers of their day 

The eventful day soon came, and after 
was a dinner in the schoolroom...The 

to the Kenmure Arms to dress in 
that hostelry for the ball 

I suppose there never was a ball 
goodly company held in such queer 

was an empty granary on the west side 
opposite to the Kenmure Arms; and as

William 
the two 
the Halls, 
and generation, 
the show there 
party then rushed off 
such a mob in the bedrooms of 
at nine o' clock, 
composed of such a 
quarters, for it 
of the main street, 
the side ports had to kept open for ventilation the 
urchins in the burgh took advantage of them, and each of 
them was filled with faces resting on their elbows, 
and no one seeking to deprive them of their pleasure. 
Alexander Murray of Broughton, then and for many years 
Member for the Stewartry, and Mr Forbes both danced 
heartily with their tenants' wives and daughters and 
many others, while the young ladies from the Castle and 
Kells Manse graced the scene. And, in short, my ball 
scheme went off admirably.

ploughmen,
"the best managed cottage dunghill"! (Dickson/MacLeod,



is reported in a local newspaper of 1860:

Music also features in a description of an evening

sold for three pence. The programme included the songs

(MSP Fund Report,
concerts and other1866). Similar descriptions of dances,

functions are reported in contemporary newspapers (e.g.
10.10.1871 in McKeandGlenkens Show Dance at New Galloway,

Scrapbook),
there were social gatherings, there was also music making

to be found.

there is little evidence ofperhaps not surprisingly,
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"When we were boys together",

report of the proceedings was afterwards published and

"Ye Banks and Braes" and

"in spirit-stirring strain"pathos" and

honour of the teacher at the Free Endowed School, Dairy,

"The March of the Cameron Men", and in the report these
are followed by such comments as "with much feeling and

Mr peter Muir. The event took place in August 1866, and a

instituting the "Muir Scholar1s Prizes Fund" raised in

and we have no reason to doubt that wherever

——---- at Knocknailing. Mr and Mrs Kennedy of
Knocknailing gave a ball to the servants, tenants and 
neighbours, on the evening of the 25th ultimo. At six 
o clock the company sat down to a most excellent tea. 
Tea over, they adjourned to the handsome new billiard 
room, appropriated for the occasion. The dance then 
began. The music, as led by Mr McKay of Balmaclellan, 
was most excellent. Comic and sentimental songs 
intervened throughout the course of the evening. At 11 
o clock the company were conducted to the supper room, 
where an excellent and substantial supper was set out 
...After this repast, the party adjourned again to the 
ball-room. Dancing was kept up with great mettle till 
five o’clock in the morning.

(Dumfries & Galloway Standard, 3.11.1860)



instrumental

see Gilruth,
collectors managed to notate few airs in proportion to the
number of verbal

could read or write music,
thought as important as the texts. An instrumental item
affords us only a title

contain many references to people,

speculate that at one time there may have beencan an
indigenous repertory of fiddle tunes, in the Glenkens.
This is based on the evidence we have for other parts of

Scotland (it is generally accepted that the fiddle was in

being played in the Glenkens which were to be heard

throughout Scotland (see chapter three; repertory of

Robbie Murray's family). Most of this would be dance

players have always adapted the vocal repertory to suit

Chapbooks

in as in many European countries,

2U

music from Galloway manuscripts or printed 
collections (but

or an author by which to locate

use all over Scotland during the period in question) and

Probably song airs were also used as instrumental items

or because the music was not

early as the mid 19th century we know there were tunes

on the repertory of older local fiddlers: at least as

a song, on the other hand, mayits source. The text of

1936-7:51-52). Even the song

places and events. We

in Scotland, as

texts they wrote down, either because few

music, some of which remains in the local repertory today.

their own needs (and vice versa).

chapbooks have played an important part in song literature 

until the present century. The extinction of the chapbook



towards the

extent local

poemst songs and articles, usually of
local interest. Thus material continues to be circulated
within and between communities.

In Galloway, chapbooks were printed at Newton Stewart
and Kirkcudbright (relatively few at the latter). No doubt
chapbooks from other parts of Scotland, including nearby

The printers at Newton Stewart and Kirkcudbright were
McNairn and John Nicholson. Plates 1 and 2 show sampleJ.

title pages from two of their publications. Little is
known about either man. McNairn was probably working in
Newton Stewart sometime during the 1820s and 1830s. He

appears in PigQt£s Directory (Pigot, 1837:518) from 1820-
1837. His family were buried in Minnigaff between 1830 and

brother of the Borgue poet William Nicholson (see below).
to have been in the army until theJohn Nicholson seems

and he therefore set up aslate 1820s or early 1830s, a
Some of his chapbooks areprinter sometime after 1830.

Nicholson also ran a short-lived localdated c.1838-1840-
f The Stewartry Times (A.Trotter, 1901:41).newspaper

2$

newspapers still function like the cnapbook, 
printing stories,

end of the 19th century was hastened by 
improved education,

and national newspapers. To some

Dumfries and Ayr, also reached Gallovidians.

Nicholson, a bookseller in Kirkcudbright, was an elder
1837, and McNairn himself probably died soon after.

increased availability of books, and
the spread of local



PLATE 1

No2. PRICE ONE PENNY

THE REMARKABLE TRIAL AND

EXECUTION OF

FRANCIS RAVAILLAC,
$ For the Murder of Henry IV. King of France

WITH AN ACCOUNT OF

A TERRIBLE SEA-MONSTER,

A Selection of

flmufiing auU Enetructjiie
READING;

• COMPRISING THE

MEMOIRS AND ANECDOTES
09

HISTORICAL FACTS, AND

GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTIONS, &c., fcc.,

PRINTER AND PUBLISHER,

KIRKCUDBRIGHT

»
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B&

$

singular &3£txentrk Character#,

Ar

^Collected. from Costly and Rare Works,

BY JOHN NICHOLSON,
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FOUR EXCELLENT

S ® N G §.
KATE MOONEY’S PORTION.

WHEN JOHN A ND ME WERE MA RRIED.
KENMURE’S ON AND AWA’. .

GOW’S FAREWELL TO WHISKY

NE WTON--STE WA RT: 
HUNTED, AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND 

RETAIL, BY J. M'NAIR N.

PLATE 2



Appendix 2 contains an initial list of all the
Galloway chapbooks I have come
Kirkcudbright and 42 from Newton Stewart), together with
examples of Galloway

chapbooks and broadsheets by the majority of Gallovidians,

lady brought up at Carsphairn, in the early 19th century

way in which chapbooks are likely
to have reached folk in rural areas :

Although Birmingham is mentioned here, packmen came

Appendix 6c: The Packman,

not printed in Galloway did contain Galloway texts,

however (see Appendix 2).

"veryCunningham says that the former1s Journal is

of how it is circulated amongst the local shepherds:
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The shepherds, who are scattered there at the rate 
of one to every four miles square, read it constantly, 
and they circulate it in this way: the first shepherd 
who gets it reads it, and at an understood hour

a rather romantic account

a local song). Some chapbooks

as to how much use was made of

gives us an idea of one

although an article on the life and reminiscences of a

texts found m other chapbooks. There 
is virtually no evidence

popular"

The arrival of the packman was a great event in the 
lives of the Cannan children. Those in carts were much 
grander than those who walked. They brought Birmingham 
wares, knives, "draws" [fine things], ballads &c. - and 
a deal of "troking" [bartering] went on.

(Gallovidian, Summer 1912:86)

In a letter to Robert Chambers, the poet Allan

across (6 from

in Galloway, and gives

from many parts of the country, including Galloway (see



It. is difficult to assess the level of literacy in
18th and 19th century Galloway. We know from records such
as the Statistical Accounts that schooling was available

for most children by the end of the 18th century, although
often at a fee. From the precious collections of books and
pamphlets of older Glenkens shepherds today such as Robbie

who will feature in chapters two and three,Murray,

guess at the kinds of items (usually with some local

connection) which may have been acquired or retained by

country people during this period. From the evidence of

and the chapbook songs to be found inthe above accounts,
it is possible to conclude thatlocal repertories,

Glenkens folk made some use of chapbooks and similar

material in the transmission and retention of items.

Song Collectors

collected from oral sources in Galloway bySongs were
Crawfurd (1786-1854) of Lochwinnoch and WilliamAndrew

Macmath (1844-1921) of Airds of Kells on the edge of the

GJ_Qnkens • Their work is explored more fully in Appendix 3>

of relevance here to mention who their singersbut it is
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we can

were, what they sang, and when they sang.

places it under a stone on a certain hill top; then 
shepherd the second in his own time finds it, reads it, 
and carries it to another hill, where it is found like 
Ossian's chief under its own gray stone by shepherd the 
third, and so it passes on its way, scattering 
information over the land.

(Chambers, 1872:237)



One of Crawfurd's most important informants was Mary

repertory songs from these places. Other informants with
Galloway songs were two tailors from Stranraer and
Cumnock. Macmath collected many of his songs from his four

Jane Webster (1819-1901). Miss
Webster , to name
of her songs, usually servants or farm staff at Airds of

Kells. Among them were Samuel Galloway (Macmath MS

1:91), cotman at Airds (Macmath
MSS 8.12.1882) and Mary Williamson, a nursemaid (Macmath
MSS Jan.1883). Others who gave songs to Macmath were
Glenkens villagers, and many of their songs had been

learned from other local people. Their repertories

included ballads (see

children's songs, and local songs. Many of these

ordinary folk who sang about theirinformants, then, were
On farms andand around the fire at night.daily work,

estates where a number of staff were employed, repertory

transmitted between the families of servants andwas
came intoThis might happen when the two groupsowners.

contact while performing daily tasks, or at special
or balls like those at

above). The informants

the following chapter also describe parties and dancesin
the country in the early 20th century which hadin

probably changed little since their parents* youth in the

mid 19th century.
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spent at least part of her childhood 
travelling in Ireland

New Galloway and Knocknalling (see

sources for most

and Scotland, and drew into her

occasions such as fairs and kirns,

sisters and his aunt,

cassette: items 1 and 2),

Katie McGuire, wife of a

in particular, was able

MacQueen, who



The Poets

Poetry has always been
and poetry and music often

performance situation (see Appendices 7a and 7b). Poets t
and critical writings on them, also give us insightcan
into the attitudes, styles and conditions of their time.

poets had their work published in Galloway. Most drew

their inspiration from rural traditions, and some adapted
folk literature or incorporated it into their own work.
Many also wrote poems and articles for local newspapers

difficult to find amongst local communities. The poets

professions. This is shown in Modern Scottish Poets

where the editor lists among

his contributors everyone from ministers and teachers to

molecatchers and drapers. The Galloway poetsmusicians,

In the Glenkens,also reflect this spread of occupations.
doctors and shepherds have beenfamilies of ministers,

particularly creative.

chapbook texts,

repertory today as songs.
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and journals. Volumes of their published poetry are not

go hand-in-hand in a

Three 18th century poets are

a rich source of song texts,

some lyrics are still retained in the

came from all sections of society and a variety of

whose writing has been popular locally. As with the

Between 1850 and 1920 an astonishing number of local

It is worth mentioning a few of the Galloway poets

(Edwards, 1897 vol.XVI:xi),



remembered by their songs. Nathan McKie (1715-1781) wrote
Nae Dominies for
and Ritson,

Bess the Gawkie, which appears in Herd
(vol.11:154)

43-44. See appendix 2 for details of

chapbook collections referred to here). John Lowe (1750-
1798), perhaps the best known of

Kenmure in the parish of Kells, and it was at Airds of
Kells that he wrote Mary's Dream in 1773. Often two
versions of this

chapbooks ML 534 [8207], RW 641 [17:63] and RW 520

[25:92]. (Tunes and texts are discussed further in Miller,

1920-21:51-55 ) . Stenhouse claimed in the mid 19th century

that

still sung by the common people of the Glenkens in

(Stenhouse, 1853:38).

One of the best known Galloway songs today is The

probably a poem by William Nicholson of Borgue (1783-1842,

introduction to 1897 edition of his poems forsee Harper's
biography). Nicholson indicated The White Cockade asa

and the melody usually sung todaythe tune for the lyrics,
It is possible that Jeannie'sunrelated to this.is not
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1794 vol.I;253). James Muirhead (1742-1808) 
was the author of

Galloway"

"there are

and in several chapbook versions (e.g. ML

some songs of his [Lowe's] composition

"English" and "Scottish"

me, Laddie,

Gallowa Hills, made famous by Aberdeenshire traveller

(see Herd, 1776 vol.11:132

Jeannie Robertson's singing of it. The original was

sets. It is not clear whether

the three, came from

1825 vol.1:62-63/ Alexander, 1865/ vol.1:13 and 73/ and

both were Lowe's own composition. For examples, see Smith,

chapbooks, nos.

song appear in collections, described as



version of the song is an oral transformation of
Nicholson's poem (Gower and Porter 9

may also be that the

Another song many people associate with Galloway is
Bonny Gallowa1. The words by George Sproat, who hadare
much of his work printed in the Kirkcudbrightshire
Advertiser and other local papers in the early decades of
this century, . The lyrics of
Bonny Gallowa1 form part of a longer poem, The Rose o'
Palma Linn (Sproat, and were set to music
by G. Faed-Hornsby, LRAM.

Thomas Murray1 s Frae the Heather is a book still to

be found in a number of homes in the Glenkens and

throughout Galloway. Murray (1835-192?) was a shepherd at

on the Water of Ken. HisMoorbrock above Carsphairn,

grandson John Murray recalls:

interesting for the picture theyMurray's poems are

give of the life of a herd in the Galloway hills during

19th and early 20th centuries. A few poems in Fraethe

The Packman
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poem was derived from a song already 
in the oral tradition.

It
I remember he always 
the hills and he often

the Heather are by Murray's

He never had a coat and leggings in his life, 
was always the plaid he wore. 
carried ginger snaps to eat on 
handed some to us youngsters.

1888:32- 33),

son, George. One of these,

and another (not in the collection), The

1977:80-82), but it

(Mundell, 1981:51)

under the pseudonym "Venetia"



Gallant. Forty-Twa, have been taken up by singers in the
community.

Local poets,

song texts. Many of their poems and songs are retained by
older residents in

Packman, feature in the songbook of individuals (see
Appendix 6c).

Depopulation

Three of the Glenkens parishes are geographically

(with the exclusion of Minnigaff in Wigtownshire) the
largest in Galloway, and yet are amongst the smallest m

and transport,

the steady decline in rural populations throughout and

beyond the 19th century,

factors in operation (Smout, 1986:61-62). Most parishes

1851 (seereached their highest populations in 1841 or

appendix 4).

interesting development in Carsphairn

parish which led to the influx of around 300 people: a

(see map) between 1839 andcommunity existed at Woodhead

1873/ when the lead mines there were being worked. It is

certain if any direct employment for local peoplenot
resulted from the development. The community would

andcertainly have had a

3U

There was an

however, were all factors contributing to

social life of its own, however,

with both "pull11 and "push"

the Glenkens, and some, like The

their populations. Improvements in education, agriculture

then, have been an important source of



possibly there was some interaction with local folk.
Woodhead also
Church chapel at Lamloch.
was added to the Parish Church at Carsphairn.

Railways

The 19th

west Scotland were
opened during the second half of
important for commerce.
tourism to Galloway, many of those who travelled would
only be on their way to or from Ireland:
effort and enthusiasm that went into its construction, the
railway’s impact on the local community was slight”

(Thomas, 1971:128-129). The ’’effort and enthusiasm"

mentioned are evident in a poem written by a local poet on
the completion of the Wigtown line. Example 2 is an
amalgamation of the text printed by Thomas (op.cit. pp.31-

tune by Noel and Jean Charlton.

four miles from New Galloway,The choice of Mossdale,
for the only station in the Glenkens:was

needed to get there.transport was
shopping trips to Castle Douglas. Special

the days of the Galloway Music
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Festival in Newton Stewart, early this century (see
Example 3, dated 1914). One would have thought this the

century was the great age of railway 
development. The railways in south

"miners' gallery"

a poor one

went by rail on

which has been give a

At the time a

Although the railway brought some

Some people, however,

the century, and were

"In spite of the

32) with one obtained in Wigtownshire by Alyne Jones and

trains were timetabled on

had its own school, library and a Free



EXAMPLE 2

The Wigtown Railway

4

Lord Galloway, guid worthy

Has brocht us

J=4 4
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■—*--s-

Noo fill us up nae skimpet sip
But fill your glasses to the lip
Three hearty cheers - Hurrahl Hip Hip!
Hurrah 1 Hurrahl the Railway!

i

sixty simmers back 
toun was roof’d wi thack 
steep and rugged track 
a railway.

Hl

Oor
The parish kirk I 
And better still, 
Has come the Wigtown Railway?

Ye mind, 
When half
Oor
Oh,

--I <

The Wigtown Provost, he’ll be there
We hope to get a han1 some share
He said oor toun had nocht to spare 
T'inaugurate the Railway.

some 
oor 

street, a 
how unlike

What gudes we noo may hae to spare 
Be11 kintra growth or merchant ware 
Is sure to find a sale somewhere 
Thanks to the Wigtown Railway.

~ , guia wortny man
The enterprise at first did plan 
An great an1 sma1 put to their han1 
To help to mak the Railway.

Bonfires we'll hae on every hill 
Wi1 barrels fu1 o Wigtown yill 
An' stronger drink frae Bladnoch still 
Sent doun alang the Railway.

What gudes we want, be11 coorse or fine 
At price accordin' to its kin' 
We’ll get by Scotch or English line 
An doon the Wigtown Railway.

new clock lichted shows the oor 
has got a toor 
i up to our door

A while it stood at Sorbie Mill 
For want of cash to mount the hill 
But Johnstone Stewart wi richt gudewill 
Has brocht us up the Railway.



EXAMPLE 3

Prixe-wiimuig Choirs must depute eocne

rosette, which will pass them into the

Mr GERVASE ELWES.

PRIOMWOPBNCK.
Rewion-ttuwart.
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Adjudicator for Senior Qasses—Mr J. A. FULLER MAITLAND.
Adjudicator for Junior Classes—Mr EDWARD MERCER.

Accompanist, - - - - Mr ADRIAN BOULT.

EVENING CONCERT. I
See Programme for full particulars.

Admission to Concert, 2s 6d, Is, and 6d»

Galloway jtoical Cotnpeiitions 
time table and notices.

Ladles' Catering Committee.
Mrs Branford. Mrs Watson, Mrs George Kerr, Mrs Brown Douglas, Mrs Reid, Miss Murray 

Dunlop, and Miss Carson.
The Executive Committee and Ladies Catering Committee will wear pale blue rosettes, and the 

Stewards will wear red rosettes.
President: 

The EARL OF GALLOWAY.
Executive Committee:

The COUNTESS OF GALLOWAY.
Mrs JOHNSTON STEWART. Mrs COURTENAY.
Miss MAXWELL. Miss DUNCAN.
Sheriff WATSON. Rev. JOHN REID.
Mr JOHN MORRISON, M.A. Mr A HILL.

Advisory Committee:
Mr GERVASE ELWES. Mr J. A. FULLER MAITLAND.

Mr M'EWEN of Bardrochat.
Hon Treasurer:

Mr R. J. SCOTT, Commercial Bank, Newton-Stewart.
Hon. Secretary:

The COUNTESS OF GALLOWAY, Cumloden, Newton-Stewart.
Piano lent by Meters PATERSON, Ayr.

A Rehearsal will be held by Mr Fuller Maitland at 6 o'clock, in the M'MUlan Hall, for the 
Combined Choirs. All Choirs taking part must attend rhe rehearsal.

, t All Senior and Junior Competitors must wear a green bow or 
Halls free.

The
will take place at 8 o'clock.

Admission to Competitions, 1* and 6d.

The PriuM for Junior Cluees will be distributed iu the afternoon U the end of the adjudication*.

RPlTnok-h^?’SyvMC0mp<,Jy m^n*n>nRemenU for SPECIAL TRAINS to be run in connection with the Featival. at 
(Lil in ■ ’ ** u',dor. :“b|>eciul fruui io leave IhdbeaUie atV.2.'» a.m., Code-Dou-Ian 9.4U a.m., Croeemidisel IU7 a m.. New- 
KiMii^.!y IU» J Nowten-bU>w»rt nt lu.52 a.m. Afternoon Ki'edal Train leuvea CaxlTe-JJuuglaa *i2 p.m.t calling at intermediate 

r»* *.* i•%nvu**» at , “*ton-SlcWiirt at 3 pm. Return Himciul Train lur Dallauitlie anti intorniodiuUi Station* leaves Newton* 
I.. ,i*ti u in al. OajiUu-Douglas* and uilornicdialo butiuna Icmvvm Newtonblewurt at lU.uU jam. CuuuccLion to Kirkoud-
‘*Mit ny iu.no p.in. I rain from NewUm*Su*wurt. FaatMugora from Stranraer and itilormediuUi bullion ■ to travel per 8.30 a.tn. Ordinary 

I.L'af ,u-. , J,lruu‘ Whithorn and inUnitudiaUi Suliuua to travel |»er8.2O a.m. Ordinary Train,
due NewtUM’Htewart 10 IB a.m. Hpucial Iraiua to leave Nowlon-btewart fur Stranraer, and aiM for Whithorn, tA 10.40 pm.



ideal means by which to take the Glenkens choirs to the
festival; however, accompanist to the

from around 1915 until the early

a bus

Galloway Railway (disused since 1962) probably encouraged

some communication and

relatively little effect on the lives of people in the

Glenkens.

The 20th Century

Major changes have come to the Glenkens this century.
The development of a Hydro-Electric Scheme and the

land supply, population and employment. As a direct

have decreased.

The 1921 census on Scotland records a population of

37,155 for the Stewartry. The Glenkens parishes are

amongst those whose population in 1921 was at least thirty

below the maximum recorded (see appendix 4). Fortypercent
percent of males were then employed in agriculture, and

forty five percent of females in personal service, some

in the "Mansion Hooses". Other occupations listed include

those of organ grinder,

and piano tuner.
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Bessie Ferguson,
Dairy Musical Association

So it seems that although the

remember them ever using the train

planting of Forestry have changed the landscape, affected

street musician, teacher of music

1930s, does not

consequence of both developments, the herding families

prosperity in the area, it had

was always hired instead.



Agriculture

Galloway's main
mixture of hill sheep,

was

for the English markets. The breed died out due to the
need for heavier horses for the new agricultural methods.
The 19th century land improvements are still very much in
evidence in Galloway today

drained and limed land,

buildings.

In the early 20th century,

still regarded as

remoteness has meant in terms of systems of agricultural

"of

1986:17). Obviously this has implicationssee also Smout,

for music making in the case of,
which has provided the context for much informalsystem,

music making elsewhere in Scotland. Campbell gives as one

for the individuality of the south west theof the reasons
that there has been more dairy farming there than mfact

other areas. This is mainly in Ayrshire and Wigtownshire,
Small family farms wereand parts of the Stewartry.

suitable for dairying, hence there was littleparticularly
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: ditched and dyked fields,

a rather out-of-the-way corner of

tree plantations and new

however, Galloway was

mainland Scotland. R.H.Campbell points out what this

domination by the hind [farm servant]: these are

industry has always been farming; a

for instance, the bothy

labour such as bothies, bondaging, hiring fairs and the

and strength, and bred m numbers

limited application in the south west" (Campbell, 1984:55,

century the "Galloway Pony"
known for its hardiness

dairy farming and fattening of
cattle. Until the 18th



need for farm
were bothies in the

Glenkens,

estates. Unlike the
did not form a

instruments they probably went to the
villagenearest or market for their entertainment (field

notes).

Today there is more

in the Glenkens, and until the
early decades of this century the shepherds and their
families formed the most important agricultural community

little dairying and fattening of cattle,
but this situation is partly due to the levels of

since the 1st World

national needs rather than those of their local community.

In recent years this has meant altering their stock or

crops to gain the maximum benefit from grants and

from the government or the European Economicsubsidies
but manyCommunity. Some barley is also grown in the area,

farmers now buy this in.

changing
of the Glenkens.

undoubtedly the
life radicallytheir way of

culture in Scotland was intraditionalthe situation that

ho

servants. There 
which housed

subsidies provided by the government:

special population 
many of them had

At other stages
fortunes of the agricultural community have

A turning point wasaffected the music
1st World War, after which many found 

altered. David Buchan sums up

of the north east they

there. There is a

single men working on local 
"bothy chiels"

group, and although

War, of course, farmers have been required to supply the

in this survey we shall see how the

ground given over to sheep than
to other types of farming



before the War to
include other agricultural workers

The activities which were part of this culture had
come families living in
isolated locations often made much of their own
entertainment, and their repertory was handed down between

generations. Recreation took place both indoors and
outdoors: recitations, "guesses",song and rhyme games,

communities. The printed word also played its part m the

magazines, newspapers and family songbooks.

Water power

formed in 1929,Galloway Water Power Company wasThe
stations in the Hydro-Electricand

built in theScheme were
and Glenlee (see map). TheEarlstounKendoon,Carsfad,

Scheme were mostly Irishworkers who came
from Ayrshire and otheralso camenavvies though some

four of the five power
Glenkens between 1931 and 1936 at

such as shepherds):

as a whole, 
in cast.

variety of strands, 
traditional cultures.
-• taken

predominantly traditional

Scottish farm 
drawn from 
Over the 

however, it was

’’farm servants”

By 1914 the expressive culture of the 
servants contained a 
high, popular and - 
period 1780 to 1914

about partly through necessity:

were the subject of great contests between local

ceilidhing, while curling, running, cycling and football

(here, we can take

transmission of material through chapbooks, books,

to build the

cards, dancing and music making would be part of the

(Buchan, 1984 (i):238)



parts of Lowland Scotland. The labourers were housed in

Some workers

later married into local families and stayed in the area :

local people say that this brought to the
Glenkens (previously, many of the population were
interrelated) . During the building of the Scheme new
impetus was given to social events in the Glenkens,
particularly the dances, where the workers introduced the
local girls to foxtrots and quicksteps. The impact this

in chapter two.

Forestry

afterwards began the planting of trees on a huge scale.
The intensive planting of the 1960s and 1970s means that
today around 22% of the land area of Dumfries and Galloway
is covered in commercial forest, some privately owned, and
this is likely to increase. Glentrool in Galloway is one
of Scotland's four forest parks.

Some land became available in in the first half of
the present century from many of the larger local estates,

break up and sell their property. The Craigengillan
Estate, covering Kells and much of Carsphairn parish, was

covering Dairy and

U2

"high-

held yins"

made on the community's social life is discussed further

when lack of finance meant that landowners were forced to

lived in lodgings in the villages.

"new blood"

sold off in 1922. The Spalding Estate,

camps at the workplaces, while the engineers and

The Forestry Commission was created in 1919, and soon



farms ofBalmaclellan parishes and including the important
was split upTroquhain and Kirkland,

is half of aaround 1940. The present Forrest Estate
It takes itslarger estate which lasted until the 1950s.

forest which once covered
an extensive Half of this estate, now almostarea .

entirely covered by commercial forestry, belongs to the
Forestry Commission,
shipping magnate.

therefore the shepherd community which has been most
affected by the change in land use. This community is also

afforestation of the land has contributed directly to the
decline of the hill community and thus to the erosion of a
tradition of music making. Both the Hydro-Electric Scheme

the Forestry Commission have built accomodation for their

at Glenlee and Dundeugh respectively. The siting of these
houses has been criticised as being too close to the place
of work. It is also felt that their separation from the
local communities has made it more difficult for each to
share the other's 1951 [pub.1965],social life (3rd SA,
vol.XIV:173).

The 2nd World War

U3

name from a much older deciduous

one of the richest in local oral traditions. The

Land now planted is mostly hill ground, and it is

workers. Examples of these settlements in the Glenkens are

and half to Olsen, a Norwegian

(now under the South of Scotland Electricity Board) and

Newfield, Shirmers,



When the War

the countryside (26 from
did provide

A primary source of finance

"Welcome Home Fund".as the In the Glenkens these were
encouraged and financed by Mrs Forbes, the wife of a local
landowner, and probably also by others. The concerts,
staged for two consecutive nights, were held under the
auspices of the Red Cross, and raised a great deal of
money (see chapter two).

Conclusion

Firstly, that the WorldTwo things become apparent.
Wars and social change altered the lives of everyone. The

in incomes and better transport after 1945 wererise
contributory factors in this.
investment to forestry and water power finally sealed the

incursion of trees onto what was formerly grazingof this
for sheep, appendix 5 lists the changes of occupants of
the farms in Carsphairn parish between 1951 and the

present day.

years :

of farms owned by the Forestrya) Numbers

was established to collect money

was a series of

"Soldiers' Comfort Fund"

fate of the herding communities. To illustrate the extent

an incentive for much fundraising: a

concerts in aid of this fund, also known

Secondly, the moving of

Dairy died in WW1, 8 in WW2) it

It will be noted that in these thirty five

came, although it drained young men from

for the returning soldiers.



In the 1940s shepherds
recruit of all the

reluctant to live such a hard and isolated existence
(Smout, 1986:82). Their culture was integral to their way

scattering of this population has all but
lost us any representatives of their oral tradition.

Technology

It is important to record the changes brought about
by technological advances in recorded sound, which has
helped to promote a uniform culture in which the urban is
valued more than the rural. During the 1930s many people

1953 saw the first television sets inwar most had radios.

Dairy,
recording was

the cassette recorder has become athe last fifteen years
essential for the preservation and transmission ofnew

music.

social life in the Glenkens hasrecent decadesin

change, the demand

reflected demographic
(largely from the south) for retiral

Commission have increased almost four times.
- -» of farms inhabited by shepherds have been

c) There are
d) The number 

than doubled.

were the most difficult to

b) Numbers < " * 
more than halved.

now no tenant farmers.
of owner—occupied properties has more

shifts, war death, employment

of life, and the

developed from the 1950s onwards, and during
and within a few years most homes had one. Tape

owned gramophones and 78rpm records, and by the end of the

rural workers, since young couples were



and holiday homes.

number of children in the area. People are, of course,
also choosing to have fewer children.

Despite the assault from

who know and value the history of
is being passed on to younger

people. The cultural experience of those now under the age

of nationwide and worldwide musical developments, they

ways in which this has happened is that there have been
fewer active local musicians than there were previously,

So whatand that their technical capabilities are greater.
shared between a number of musicians is now the

village the size of Dairy.

of what has happened to musical traditionsThe story
this century is best told by the folkin the Glenkens

in the following chapters.themselves,

U6
St. J*iu& T&wn. Dairy, 

Hire

many outside forces there is

was once
work of one or two in a

still a core of

have made these their own at a local level. One of the

"locals"

of fifty is post 2nd World War, and as well as being part

their community. This

One result of all of these is a smaller



CHAPTER TWO

1950

This chapter deals with the musical life of the
Glenkens people during the first half of the 20th century.
It attempts to show what kinds of music making were taking
place, and who took part in them.

Music at Home, and Learning to Play

Two communities seem to have existed at this time,
distinguished by differences in their cultural inheritance
and everyday occupations. The two groups were the village

largely self-sufficient in most of what they did. Mary
from a herding family and was brought

nine miles by roadMoorbrock by the Water of Ken,up at

the old house there
that went on:socialising

we

U7

jist dances.
great night for a dance in theMM: Och, we had lots o parties, j 

Hogmanay.. .wis a

(1943) and recalls some of the

They a' visited yin anither, because there 
wis naething else I"

THE COMMUNITY, 1900

folk and the shepherd or "herding" communities, the latter
sometimes living in very isolated locations, and being

from Carsphairn. She was the last person to be married in

Murray (b.1910) was



Did yer father play melodeon

Willie
JM:

(SA/1985/111/A1)

Robbie Murray, a retired shepherd (b.1907), describes
parties in homes in the Forrest Glen, above Dairy:

RM:

(SA/1985/173/A13)

is well illustrated by the text ofA similar evening
Waddin Spree (Example 4). Note the mentionthe song The

of "the colera
in the Borders (Flett, 1964:37),in sheep countryparties"

been very frequent: Mary Murrayto havedo not seem

1|8

JM:
MM:
JM:
MM:

MM:
JM:
MM:

My brother 
organ ...one 
we called them, of course) and two played the 
organ and piano and accordion. And the other two were dancers.

". These evenings, also called "dance

shepherds hooses...once a year at the Holm, and 
Stroanfreggan, and the rest wis in the 
shepherd's houses. Jist whoever wanted a dance.

(SA/1985/111/A1) 
played the violin, and the mouth 
sister played the violin (the fiddle, 

, of course) and two played the

(SA/1985/110/B6)
Did yer father play melodeon for dancin’ to?
Oh no...but I can mind him sittin' playin'it... 
mother played the fiddle quite a lot.
Did she just teach herself?
No, she got lessons from a Dairy man, 
Kirk...he wis a grand fiddler...
And your mum would play the fiddle for dancing 
in the house, did she?
Well, jist tae amuse oorsels...
She never played at a dance in among the schools? 
No, no.

Before wireless or television came out, a' the 
herds - Darnaw, Castlemaddy an the Sheil, an the 
Forrest an the Bush an Knockreoch - they'd a' 
two parties every...winter. A daft nicht. They 
came from as far as Dairy, a' roon aboot, an 
danced in the kitchen an had a nice set meal an 
- drink. They had two nichts each winter, at The 
Bush, an they were twice here. An ye provided 
thon music; there was either an accordion or a 
fiddle an that was it. An then they walked away 
ower they hills in the mornin' back to 
Castlemaddy an the Sheil.



EXAMPLE 4
The Waddin Spree

An'

(RM Songbook: 10)

U9

Tae 
An' 
Roast beef and onions o' 
Then we

Noo friens you'll be wonerin' what I'm daen here 
That I will tell 'e if you'll only lend an ear 
Noo you'll no be surprised when I tell you 
Im a member of the married mens Society noo 
Five years I coorted bonnie Maggie Brown 
Then she consented tae be Mrs Cahoon
Of course all my palls tae the spree I did invite 
And without exageration we spent a happy night 
There was eating an' drinking an' a' sorts o' fun 
When yin tare ended anither yin begun
We spent a happy night as jolly as could be 

I'm gled ye'r a' present at me Waddin' Spree.

start first the business tae supper we sat doon 
a' that was for eatin' disappeared pretty soon

each we had a cram
a' had a tightener of a fourpenny ham

After the supper we red up the flair
An' inta the dancin' as hard as we could tare
The dancers were sae numerous the hoose was raither sma' 
And tae gie them mair room we took the paper off the waa 
There was eatin' an' drinkin an' a' sorts o' fun 
When yin tare ended anither yin begun
We spent a happy night as joll as could be
An' I'm gled ye'r a' present at me Waddin' Spree.

Half thro' the dancing a sang or twa was wanted 
The first ane tae stert was deficient o' a lung 
He tried tae raise his voice but it wasna ony use 
An' he nearly gied the colera tae a' in the hoose 
The next ane tae stert was big carter Wull 
A big strappin' fullow wi' a voice like a bull 
Noo I've heard mony singers but I 11 tell e plain 
I wad rather suffer matrimony than hear him again 
There was eating and drinking an' a' sorts o' fun 
When yin tare ended anither yin begun 
We scent a happy night as jolly as could 
An' I'm gled ye'r a' present at me Waddin Spree.



Hogmanay dance, and Robbie Murray two parties
each winter. In all

are the period when
opportunities for

and were looked forward to with great enthusiasm. Social
events were a means by which
touch with all its

identity. The excitement felt at these events is still

mid 30s), referring to the Agricultural Show dance in the
speaks of why it

(SA/1985/108/B3)

the herds there was always someone who couldAmongst
be called on to play for the dancing, usually a fiddler.

too, amongst the village musicians:fiddlers,There were

three orthere wereand says
of the family. Another popular

instrument was

Edgar recall:

&

farming communities, people work long 
hours during the fine

farm, all played by members
the mouth organ, as Mary Murray and Tommy

Tommy Edgar (b.1931) remembers his grandfather playing, 
four fiddles on Newfield

DP: Well ye see...a lot o the hurds [shepherds] 
hadnae been oot since the beginnin1 o April, 
when the lambin' started, so that wis aboot 
their first time oot...Some o them had never 
been hame - cornin' in tae the dance wi' their 
bits [boots] on, an I mean some o them could 
hardly stand wi' [the drink].

a community could keep in

was an important occasion:
summer at Carsphairn during the 1960s,

Parties and dances were relatively few,

mentions a

true of dances in more recent times: Davy peacock (in his

members, and reinforce its corporate

weather, and so the winter months
most visiting is done. The



(SA/1985/104/B2)

Several informants also mentioned a mouth organ band
in Dairy which existed for a short time in the early

These were also to be found in other parts of1940s.
II of theII Huntly Harmonica Orchestrathe

Items 3 and 4 on the example cassette are played1950s.
on jews harp and mouth organ respectively. Tommy Edgar

first musical inspiration in the workersfound some of his
farm at threshing time. Often his

mother would
atmosphere of this time is conjured upoff the fire". The

of the village fiddlers wasOne
He played regularly forWill Kirk of Dairy

him on pianoaccompanied

51

MM: The 
some

of the best known
(1871-1951)•

A1

dancing, and his daughter,
for many years.

who gathered on the
cook for twenty people; "the girdle was never

in Tommy1s own poem,

maist o the boys played a mooth organ - 
a jews harp...mooth organ was the main 

m2fn^rnent' an the fiddle. Some [played] a 
eon, but the fiddle an the mooth organ wis 

most common... i used tae play a big lang yin, 
an y jove I could play that mooth organ.

(SA/1985/111/B3) 
everybody seemed tae have one • . . 
—I the Post Office, an ye could - 

organ for six'ence, an that was an 
bigger one was maybe 1/6 or 2/. I

a double sided one for quite a long 
a real good one...it was C on one 

- - . Uncle Bob I'm talkin'
a good mouth organ player... there 

and he

Peggy Hutchison (b.1913),

The Threshing Mill (Example 5).

Scotland, e.g.

TE: Oh jist aboot c 
My Uncle Bob had 
get a mouth 
Echo ... a 
remember I'd 
time...it was 
side and G on the other? 
abobt, he was 
had been a competition once at Dairy Hall, 
had won first prize for the mouth organ. 
Everybody had parties in those days...I'd always 
tae bring my mouth organ, or I'd tae bring the 
melodeon or something.



EXAMPLE 5
The Threshing Mill (Appendix 6a: 12)

on.

$2

The engine
Nae minutes did he 
Thro gutters r- 
He set the mill

The storys came oot thick and fast 
The nicht it didna seem tae last 
And Wull the engine driver man 
Kept a melodeon in his van•
Mooth organs and a jaws harp tae 
It fairly passed the nicht away 
But alas thae days are gone 
Its no the same as time goes

But before they went tae bed 
The mill men of coorse had tae be fed 
Sometimes twae but maistly three 
Cheese puddin scones and cups o tea.

He'd cry We're ready for the morn 
Hope ye ve got some decent corn 
Get tae bed and dinna fecht 
Ready for a start at echt.

The Traction r 
A was feart fori 
Puffin and belchin 
Big and awkward 
Yet it j— 
And ahint

man wae face sae black 
ever slack 

ower the gravel 
-- completely level.

ken their faces 
; ither places 
mingled roon

Ken gauns roarin doon.

Some folk here a 
But ithers away tae 
Sadness and joy a' 
As the water o'

But music for us 
Although the wee 
Ither things 
Wae progress

still fills the air 
melodeon isna there 

hae taen its place 
o' the human race .

Noo 40 years hae just gone by
Since that steam mill came to Dairy 
Since that wee melodeon played its tune 
in auld farm kitchens up and doon.

Organs, disc°®' j/thatTmicht surprise us 
And other s^fodeon haunts me still 
But the wee ^°d*°rked the threshin mill. 
And the men that woi

Engine a1 can see 
it when a was wee 
—i smoke and steam 
it did seem 

managed every hill 
-t it the threshing mill.



(SA/1985/60/A2)

Peggy also says "It was very few herds' houses ye
on the wall"went intae that didnae have a fiddle hangin1

informant from the(SA/1985/60/A2). According to one
herding community (Ella Kirk, Peggy's sister in law),

the wall were said to keep the folk belowfiddles on
Hutchison makes the interesting comment

wouldnae have it hangin' on the wall now.that
auld fashioned herd’s wifebe a rightShe wad need tae

Mr Corson
least two

aCottage (nowof Barlaes
have made and repairedTurnerin Dairy.grocer

friends. Joe Bell offoronly a
for lessons with Mrwent

Ardoch (now at
him asrememberTurner,

53

PH: Ma father 
sometimes, r- -

few fiddles,
Balmaclellan)

fiddle makers in 
Cuckoostone) and Mr Turner,

EMossdale] - 
that himself, 
", an he'd 

went tae the lambin' 
.. He said he didnae 

’ were

"the women

but doesn t

"in

a particularly good

before ye wad get that

himself or

the area before 1945:

(SA/1985/61/A3)
He had a great aul' fiddle, he had...he was very 
fond o sport, ma father...and he went to London 
quite a bit with the Galloway Volunteers. And 
they were down there once, and there was a man 
playin' on the street, an he wasnae collectin' 
very much money, an he offered to sell ma father 
the fiddle for 10 shillins, and he gave him 10 
shillins for it. And that's whaur he got his 
fiddle .

(SA/1985/60/B3)• There were at

seems to

used tae go away killin rabbits
and they went away down by the station 

the red hoose - an he was stayin' in 
him an k !■' an he took his fiddle along with 
he went +■ Came hack at the weekends. And when 
him Ho ae J-an'1hin' he took his fiddle with 
beqinninSaid he didnae need it at the very 
lust they were verY busy. But when they
dav h ae start tae go roon the hill twice a 
the'hnn saicl he played it tae the herd's wife, in 
on mn>nSe* He Used to saY> if he'd enough to live 
fibril never worried him, he jist liked his fiddle and he liked his sport.

tune". But Peggy



teacher.

As mentioned above,
lessons, and was . He
apparently did not accept payment from
taught for his own enjoyment. Peggy herself started piano
lessons in 1923 with

pianists I spoke to had had
Piano and fiddle lessons

obtained than bagpipe lessons. Mary Murray describes how
she first began playing the pipes:

(SA/1985/110/B1)

in the area.very few pipers
or throughlearnedSome who did play

or two taughtband. Onelocal pipeplaying with a
husband, Jock,

themselves; Mary Murray1s

"tutor"

were, however, more easily

"Wee Will Kirk" gave fiddle

for a time. Most of the
some early formal training.

a New-Galloway teacher, Mr Anderson, 
who accompanied her father

several times described as a

MM: Well, it wis jist with seein' this man and 
his pipes at Dairy Show...And through time we 
had a gramophone, and pipe records on it. And 
again I thought I would like tae play the pipes, 
so father and mither knew someone who loaned me 
a chanter, and then I went to New Cumnock tae 
get lessons, and I got a set o pipes, and 
practised at home. And then in the school 
holidays I went back tae New Cumnock an stayed 
with a family maybe a fortnight, and got more 
lessons. And the Pipe Major wis a miner, and he 
used tae come tae Moorbrock and stay a night or 
two and I got more lessons... 1922 would be the 
last time I think I wis round...If ye were near 
where ye could get lessons ye would get them a 
few times a week, but ye see...nine mile I had 
tae walk there, an stay, an then nine mile tae 
walk back...but I got enough to start me, an keep 
me goin1 •

for example, took

his pupils, but

There were apparently
while in the army,



up the pipes when he came to Galloway from Lanarkshire,
and played by

a

and competitions, and use of standard
techniques and

tunes. The majority of pipers
this century will have been part of this tradition. Mary

Pipe Major, and is very emphatic about the
importance of learning from

(SA/1985/110/B1)

Although much of her own piping has been solitary,

Mary's early training'was through the
IItherefore inclined to refer to "the book to

Mary may also lackseldom with other pipers,

confidence in

performed in public
Supper during

5 of the exampleon item
miniature set

cassette .

expectmightAs one Wullie Cairns
DairyTwolearned the fiddle.
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promoting the 
settings of

the 2nd World War, 
of Highland pipes

several times
for a Burns 1children's parties, and once

the men"when

her playing, feeling that she does too much 
"not proper". She

"get the music proper".

was taught by a

"system" described

get the music proper, because the grace notes an 
things like that have all tae be in their proper 
places.

right.
then they're not proper. Ye must get the book tae 
get the music proper, because the grace notes

"the book":

MM: Ye must learn yer tunes off the book, tae be 
But I can play quite a lot by ear, but

were away". Mary plays a

around military pipe bands

a band, and

above . She is
Because she has never played with

by ear, and that these versions are

at Carsphairn, for

ear. There is 

teaching in Scotland,

in rural Scotland, many people 

fiddlers were

long tradition of pipe
centered





and John Ferguson.

[brought]

(SA/1985/108/A5)

John Ferguson

Although John was taughtbandleader Bob Ferguson.uncle,
found he could soon play byheto read music,

his head.he already carried in

used to go up at nightJF:

(SA/1985/66/B2a)

57

JM:
JF:

him on or no1, 
Wullie, play

ear tunes

a POW...at Arnhem, and when he cam 
really very well. I don't know what 

he was in his bed sittin' up 
says tae me "Mistress, d'ye 

an I says "No". He says "I 
---  . "Mercy!" I says,

(d.1913) remembers how
Playing (cassette: item 6):

Jo) " 
the fiddle 
widna want tae be seen, 
back", but he widna go.

(b.1918) had fiddle lessons from his

get a loan o one?" 
or Cowan Ferguson" 
think it was Cowan Ferguson, 
an [brought] some o the music 
up in the bed there, ye ken, 
ye know, tae begin wi'. An then eventually...he 
jist played away on his own, ye know, but he 
wisnae bad; Tommy Edgar once said to him (I 
don't know whether he wis kiddin' 

How'd ye like tae come down,
- jist even sit at the back?"...He 

ye know, "Sit at the

When I was at school I 
...for fiddle lessons.
How did he teach * and<>ehe told me what 
Oh'lel t^do So" the next day, but - I heard Tommy 
Ed|ir say the same thing, he didnae stick tae the 
music - neither 
a music 
playin'

know, I would go down an start 
reel or something...without 

anything. It came much easier tae me 
music]•

LC: Wullie was
home he wisna
was wrong...Anyway, 
there one day and he 
know what I wad like?" r - 
wad like tae play the fiddle". 
Wullie - play the fiddle?" But I says "We don't 
have a fiddle". He says "No, I know, but I wad 
like tae play". An I says "Well, where would we

. He says "Maybe John Ferguson

. So we got a loan o one, I
, an Cowan cam doon 

an he was sittin'
an [learnt] a scale,

Lizzie Cairns
her husband started

do for
[did I]. Whenever I got home from 

lesson, ye -- 
an eightsome 

any music or 
than [reading



My understanding is
fiddlers took lessons apart from their

being taught by a relative.or The former is probably the
reason why more country fiddlers received
tuiton. Wullie Cairns took up the fiddle while ill in bed.
but has not played

could be posed as to whether he would have learned to
play at all if he had not been off work and idle for a
time .

A number of fiddlers like John Ferguson have had some
early experience of music reading in order to learn basic

but once they have mastered the spacing of thetechnique,
left hand fingers and the concept of a system of keys,
find they can dispense with music notation in learning and

without the music,play

For further illustration of thisusing music notation.
the accounts of Shetland fiddlers Robbiequestion see
Tom Anderson (Cooke,Bairnson and
of music literacy for learning, performanceimplications

also dealt with later in this thesis,and composition are
individual musicians.in the chapters on

In the first

small number of the
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village than

was an important part
generation now in their 60s upwards

"an

1982: 42,44,45). The

eightsome reel or something"

half of this century, then, music making
of home life. There are still a

incomplete as to why some

playing tunes. Note that John Ferguson says that he would

such as proximity to a known tutor

since his retirement. The question

suggesting that this was not the kind of tune he learnt

and others didn't,

personal circumstances



who continue to Play instruments

by the rest of the community.
presumably this is due Partly to less house-to-house
visiting which was, often

music making.

just picked up their music

Without doing a statistical count of instruments in
and who plays them, we must be satisfied with Norahouses,
summing up of the situation. Although she may beLittle 1 s

referring here to local people of her own generation, the

observation that musicians are not necessarily known to

other members of the community is just

younger generation today.

Dances

1914-1945 saw changes in the dance
similar to those going on inof the Glenkensrepertory

of Scotland.other parts
of the century have beenbefore the early yearsScotland

Square Dances and CircleCountry Dances,defined as Reels,
1964:Dances (Flett,

the Glenkens.be found in
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were 
..•see 
bushel.

amongst shepherds and villagers, 
an occasion for informal

as true for the

NL: Families I think just picked up their music 
from other members of the family until...if they 
wanted to go for lessons they could. But if they 

away in the country they just got on with it 
, they always hide their light under a
There's nobody really knows who all plays.

(SA/1985/110/A3)

and to sing, but as Dairy
postmistress Nora Little c-uie (b.1926) comments, these folk are
not always easily identified

The period from

Those dances which were danced in

categories were to

p_2), and dances from each of these



Both eightsome and foursome reels featured in
evenings of social dancing, although the latter had
probably died out by 1918. Of the Country Dances,
petronella, Flowers of Strip the

retained until around 1950, and strip the Willow is still
danced today. The others,

Lancers and La Russe
were fairly popular until 1945, by which time there were
only a few couples left who could dance them. The Circle

La Va") and the WaltzII

Schottisches and Waltzes remained in thealthough Polkas,

the Circassian Circle,repertory. Other dances such as

but the Waltzonce well known,
and the Dashing White Sergeant are stillCountry Dance

danced today.

which were beginning to

one-stepsinfluenced dances such as
called by local people. wereas they are

slowarrival of quicksteps,threatened once more by the
and sambas during the

It appears,2nd World War.
of rural Scotland in itsof the restfollowed the pattern
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The popularity of the dances 

challenged by that of the new jazz-

Edinburgh, Haymakers Jig,
Willow, The Bottom of the

foxtrots and Latin-American tangos
then, that the Glenkens

Dances La Varsovienne (locally,

Cotillion also passed out of general use at that time,

die out by 1918 was

were not done after 1950,

time" dances,

Clubs. The Square Dances; Quadrilles,

like most Country Dances, are

and foxtrots. The "old-

now the preserve of the Royal Scottish Country Dance

1st War. Petronella was
Punchbowl and Paddy O' Rafferty

were well known before the



dance repertory before 1950.

All the dances

but their first
remembers early

encouragement from her father:

PH:

(SA/1985/60/A7b)

later a danceFerguson (b.1894,
advance by putting a notice in

the local paper or shop
least 1895 until justfrom atclasses in the Borders

and T.M. Flett found no full-
They describe howtime teacher in the area

for ten weeks,village

a
have been the wayThis may
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would advertise classes in

Buck probably took dancing

before World War Two. J.F.
before him.

teaching there two nights 
the week•

Buck would base himself in one
week and in neighbouring

tae 
man was havin'

JM:
PH:

villages the rest of

many people learnt 
dances at home. Peggy Hutchison

be taught by

Others remember Mr Buck, including Mrs Bessie
band pianist), who says he

Were.kjl?s at The Bogue, well it was 
j and he would get us lined up, 

ye see, and tell us 
Oh 

serious

When we r ' ■ 
jist a cement floor, < ’ ’ ” 
and he would play the fiddle,ye see, and tell 
oor steps for dancin'. An there used tae be — 
there were 7 o us in a row, an some were 
an ithers laughed.
What were the first dances ye learnt then?
Oh, he used tae learn us the Highland Schottische 
...and then I remember an auld. . . travellm' dance 
teacher cam round all the wee villages, an there 
was one cam here an my oldest brother went tae 
that Buck [the teacher]. An ma father played the 
fiddle [for him]. He went to Balmaclellan, New 
Galloway and Dairy in turn. An this one was fond 
o a wee glass as well, so he used tae go away an 
leave ma father wi the [class]. An of course ma 
father knew the routine o the class, an he used 

learn them their steps an play away, an the 
his drami

mentioned would
travelling teachers,



PLATE 4
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he worked

went, round the villages • Mr MacQueen of New
Galloway remembers Buck's dancing classes there drawing
about twenty pupils, and
fiddler (field notes).
acquire new shoes especially for dancing lessons.
particular features of Buck's classes seem to have been
the teaching of many more Country Dances in rural areas
than in the towns. Buck would also pair off better dancers

that his pupils helped to teach each
other (Flett, 1964:23).

easily leave them in the fiddler's charge, as mentioned

Galloway were Haughs o Cromdale in Dalbeattie before

245 and 250 respectively).

Another dancing teacher who held classes in the
(born c.1860), working fromGlenkens was Peter Marshall

1880 to 1923 in Kirkcudbrightshire, Wigtownshirearound
"trialand Dumfriesshire. The Fletts decribe the free

Marshall would hold, when he took names of
notThe

mentioned by any
Hii finishing ballremember the orhowever,spoke. They did,

of classes (Flett, 1964: 30)the end of a seriesparty at

of the young people attended dancingallBy no means
classes. Jean Galloway
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potential dancing students.
of Marshall's Glenkens pupils to whom I

"in turn"

night"

described being taught to dance at

says he sometimes brought his own
It was not uncommon for pupils to

"trial night" was

in the Glenkens, for Peggy Hutchison says he

above 1 Other less well-known dances which were popular in

1914, Pease Strae and The Rifleman (Flett, 1964:256,

with beginners, so

If this was so, then he could



Waterside Farm by her uncle while her mother would diddle
the tunes of La Va sometimes singing

for the movements of the dance (Field
Notes). Lizzie Cairns while John

recall many people taking lessons from the dancing
masters :

JF:

(SA/1985/66/B1)

Venues

Apart from the home,
the Glenkens in the first half of this century were the

There were schools atcountry schools and village halls.
Ironmacannie,Corseglass,

a ruin, Craigencallie is an outdoorschools; Corseglass is
The last schooland the others are private houses.centre,

in 1965. Local ministersto be closed was Stroanfreggan,
and Sunday schools for the herdingheld regular services

community at these venues,
event in the village (3rd SA,was

Weddings also took place

and

6U

and other dances, 
words of instruction

"jist picked it up",
Ferguson learned from older

" Come 
an ye

in the small schools,

and Craigencallie (see map) • All are now out of use as

annual events such as the dance

and in some cases attendance

the main venues for dances in

folk at the dances. He doesn't

Polharrow, Moor, Stroanfreggan

There was an occasional one came round but...
I don't think it took on very well...When we were 
young... some o the older ladies would [say] 
on, John Ferguson, you come up tae dance", 
got bolder an bolder an you used tae go and pick 
up a girl yourself. Folk of all ages went to the 
dances then.

higher than for the same
1951, vol.XIV, [pub.1965]:123)•



at the end of the carpet bowling
outdoor bowling were and still are popular in many rural
communities in Scotland. John Ferguson recalls the annual

Stroanfreggan during the 1930s:

Carsphairn Hall was regarded by most local people as

life rather separate from that of the otheralways had a
partly because it isvillages,

Robbieparish's farming population is fairly scattered.
to a dance inMurray describes how far families would come

Carsphairn:

RM:

(SA/1985/173/A14)

&

more remote and most of the

I 1ve been at a 
cam' walkin' 
[7.5 miles], 
Garrary [ 
Deugh [5m] 
?he^ lasted tae maybe a quarter tae fower an - they last ower those hllls. j • ve

[Forrest] - fae tae Carsphairn
time, tae a dance.

a venue mainly for the country community. Carsphairn has

season. Indoor and

dance at Carsphairn, an the fowk 
in frae the Back Hill o the Bush 
a man and a wumman, an from the

[9m] and from the Mair [Moor] away up the 
] an from the top o Loch Doon [7m]• An 

in the moarnin'. An the dances at that time, 
maybe a quarter 

they traversed away 1---
walkit here 
[5m] mony a

JF: I've seen us coming home 7 o'clock in the 
morning once from Stroanfreggan. We came home 
just...in time for our work...It was Bob 
Ferguson's Band then an we had the dance in the 
hall...an the ladies and gents bowling tournament 
going on in the school. And the final of the 
bowling tournament wasn't played until 6 in the 
morning. Ye know, it went on the whole night 
through, there were so many people there. An as 
long as the bowling was going on the dancin' had 
to go on too, ye see. It was each side o the 
street... they'd probably be doing an eightsome 
reel ye see, and they wanted this couple tae go 
an bowl, so they went an bowled an somebody else 
took their place tae finish the eightsome reel. 

(SA/1985/66/B1)

bowlers ' dance at



The distances

difficult to walk. road to the
dances,

(JM/1985/CII)

Singers at Dances

often reserved for
few entertainers. This might then be followed by a dance,
consisting of dancing only. Special circumstances existed
at weddings, where people who would not normally sing in

public would be asked to do
without hesitation. This is still true today

(SA/1985/227/A1).

the singing of one of thedescribesJohn Ferguson
brother, Gil [Gilbert] (1911-shepherds,

1982).
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Robbie also cycled by 
carrying his fiddle:

good singer 
social or

Robbie Murray 1s

JF: He was a 
shepherds'

"socials", which involved a tea and a

so, and generally performed

It was common for singers to play a prominent role at

at a social - a 
a bowlers' social..."The

involved was very hilly, rough and

a herds' dance, but in the village halls singing was more

of course, deceptive, since

RM: We used tae bike frae here tae Carsphairn, the 
fiddle shoved in a lambin' bag on yer back, a hard 
froasty nicht. An they were gut strings, an when ye 
got intae the hall wi' the heat o the hall they 
were either tightenin' up or slackenin'. It never 
wis in tune...hauf o the time ye were turnin' 
[tuning up].

quoted are,
much of the terrain



The different

in their musical activities.
Firstly, we consider the

more informal than that
used by the villages. Since the mid 19th century the town
halls have been at the

space is provided by Community
Centres and larger school halls, the town hall is still in
great demand, and commands a loyalty not given to other

There is a noticeable difference in theaccomodation.
and those in other venues,success of events staged there,

when the latter may have been more suitable. All theeven
Glenkens town halls have stages at least two feet high.

combined with the numberof performers,
the hall and the ubiquitous upright pianoof people in

formal than it would be in themake an occasion more
smaller but more

Hall may be an exception to this, where many ofCarsphairn
been from the hill community.would havethose present

highlight here is individualtosecond thingThe

or theconfined
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experience of the herds and the 
villagers is reflected

Road to 
••.Gil 
if he 
jist [put] 
on the floor

I think would be his favourite 
up wherever he [was], ye know; 
up the toon hall there...he 

up on the seat an the other 
no bother.

(SA/1985/66/A5)

venues: the home setting for the 

herds evenings was altogether

Dundee", 
just stood 

was halfway 
one foot
—‘ an [sung]. Aye,

flexible space of a schoolroom.

today, when additional

This “elevation"

songs, but

centre of most village events. Even

Herds came to dances and socials in musical performances.
, ,r^rtamly, hut few sang there. Most hadthe villages, certaimy,

their performances to home



schools in their glens, such as Polharrow or
Stroanfreggan. John Ferguson's account of Gil Murray
conveys the lack of

and singto be,

outstanding singer in his
bit of a character"IIa

ready to perform at any opportunity. Probably both are

first and foremost,
which possibly came easier than speech. Balmaclellan
singer and herd Andy McLymont (b.1930) said of Gil: "He

The wey he1d be brochtsung the kinna auld fashioned wey.
up by his mither and faither" (SA/1986/7/A4). In singing

Gil was making an open and spontaneousas he did,

Murray,

AM:

that Robbie was

68

Individuals like Gil exemplify folk to whom music was,

This kind of participation by Gil 
seems to mark him either as an

true to some extent.

course, differences amongst the herds themselves: Robbie

brother, as Andy recalls.

a natural means of expression, and one

for instance, was much less outgoing than his

Robbie wis quiet...ye never heard him, but Gil- 
ye could hear him, everybody could hear him... 
when he got oot intae company...

MrsM: But Gil loved tae dance, didn t he?
AM: Oh aye, he could dance, aye.
TM* Did ye ever see Robbie dance.
AM- Naw, I never ever saw Robbie dance, nup.AM. j\aw, 1 (SA/1986/7/B4)

contribution to the community's music. There were, of

We shall see later, however,

own right, or as an extrovert

inhibition felt by the singer who 
could stand up wherever he happened 
without accompaniment.



absorbing the music making around him and producing his
different way to that of his brother .

The Scheme

a wild place, when the Scheme wis on!"Dairy,

the development which most affected
the building of the Hydro-

Electric Scheme there between 1929 and 1936 (see chapter
custom for

local people; one Dairy family started up a tearoom
(SA/1985/109/A3) and a New Galloway haulage contractor was
able to establish a successful business (SA/1986/71/1A) .

social as well as financial benefits:There were
informants do not remember hearing any of the immigrant

butworkers playing instruments,
singer amongst them who1d get up an do

(SA/1985/66/B4).IIhis mates wanted him to sing a song

(then in her 20s)Lizzie Cairns
would compete atand she and her partner, Duncan Peacock,

It is not clear how oftenlocal dancing competitions.any
and whether they were part of ordinarythese took place,

dances for the public,
workers who subsequently settled in theone of the Scheme

Glenkens.

It wasLC:
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"ye always got a good
a turn...if some o

really the chaps that was on the Scheme

was a keen dancer,

own in a

one ) • The influx of workers resulted in new

Between the wars,

or special events. Lizzie married

life in the Glenkens was

"Ee, it wis



Jo,

(SA/1985/108/B1)

It is not surprising that with the decline in numbers
of people in the area when the itinerant workers left.

"excitement level"there should have been a decline in the
of dances and other social events. This brought a lull of

few years before the beginning of the 2nd World War. Thea
itself provided a great incentive for fundraising, andwar

"Welcomemuch music making was organised in aid of the

or the
discussed further in connection with the bands and concert

parties who took part.

Village Dances

took place almost always in the TownVillage dances
often organised by local groups such as the

Musical Association. Among the

earliest dances in
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I never knew I ’ 
loved tae dance.

• we 
an

then,‘«we won it [a dancing competition^ at 
G 3 1 OV73y f 3.0 ’ 4- r.T —. ~ --- - . ■ _ j_ -*-r _
Galloway, ye know, 
we knew 
ye know,

that learned 
ye know, ’ 
quadrilles 
they learnt 
these sorta

. New 
it at New 

well 
they were all shoutin', 

Come on the 
on yer toes...tae be 

old 
especially, 

No, no. Oh I

us to do all the sorta latest dances, 
like the foxtrot. We used tae do here, the 

an the waltz an the Lancers... but then 
us the foxtrot an the modern waltzes an 
things.

(SA/1985/108/A4)
After the Scheme they [the dances] werena the same, 
really.

Home Fund"

Hall, and were

"Soldiers' Comfort Fund". This is

twas a great go winnin' 
--> An...all the Scheme fellas, 

quite a lot o them, 
"Come on the Clauchan!

Clauchanl"...ye 1d tae be well
quite honest, Jo, when I used tae be dancin' 
fashioned dances...at the competitions, 
I never knew I was gaun roun, hardly.

curling club or the
the villages this century were the



held every Saturday night in the "Band of
hall at the

These dances seem to have come
stop with the advent of World War it was
most often a band who would play for dancing in the

dances,
continued to provide much of the

music until the middle of the century.

Dancers would travel within the Glenkens, and further
afield, to dances. Those a few miles away could be reached

in the winter, as

Balmaclellan blacksmith Alistair Corrie (b.c.1926)

relates :

AC:

the

JM:
AC:

(SA/1985/106/A4)

hall was built in Balmaclellan inBefore the village
held in the school. Alistair also

remembers dances
local landownerscommunity by

71

top of Dairy. The music was usually 
provided by a fiddler.

We went on bicycles... the water used tae 
freeze in the carbide lamps...a cairry oan. Once 
ye got them goin' the heat o the flame kept the 
water frae freezin'. But if ye were in a dance 
maybe tae hauf past twae - 3 o'clock in the 
moarnin', when ye cam oot ye'd a job fillin' 
carbide lamps tae get them lit.
Was Dairy the kinna main place folk used tae go 
then?
Oh I think they were jist aboot eachy peachy, 
Dairy an New Galloway an Balmaclellan an 
Carsphairn. We werena 
Carsphairn, ye --
...but we i---
Moniave].

---- 1 sae much away tae
ken that wis a wee bit kinna far 

used tae bike tae Kilhoose [near

to a

"sixpenny hops"

in 1938. On a summer night

Hope "

halls. This is in contrast to the shepherds' 
where single fiddlers

One. After this,

by bicycle, although there were hazards

1924 dances were
taking place in the park gifted to the



they would dance outside; for 1"tae pay
There was dancing out of doors, on New Year's Day attoo,
the Cross in New Galloway (field notes). In Carsphairn,
the first of January was known

of the bowling tournaments, followed by dancing, which

took place on that

rural pastime, so many villages had their own curling team
earlier in the 20th century. The big dance of the year in
Balmaclellan was the

involving a wedding party from Dairy. Alistair -Corrie
tells the story:

(SA/1985/106/A4)

Several Dairy dancers remembered going more often to
Balmaclellan than in New Galloway. Lizzie Cairnsdances in

also recalls a
teacher that wis judgin'old dancin' us,away:

...waltzed
(SA/1985/108/A4). John Ferguson saysgot

Ferguson's Band

real social night: all the farmersJF:
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first [prize]"
would also perform in Corsock:

"It wis an

an we

"Ye'd nae hall

Jay. just as bowling was an important

It was a

round bottles round the hall. Duncan an I

as "Bowlers' Day", because

balls came to an end when one ended badly in an incident
"Curlers' Ball". Unfortunately the

AC: It was by invitation only, and there was a set 
supper an a1. A lot o folk got invited... there'd 
be some maybe frae Dairy an New Galloway an roon 
aboot...but I min' the last Curlers' Ball; there 
wis...a weddin' on in Dairy, an by jings they cam 
ower tae this Curlers' Ball frae this weddin'. Oh, 
they jist had tae stan' back an let them in. Jist 
like a flock o sheep had come intae the hall an it 
got kinna rowdy tae...there were nae mair. Aye, it 
wis a peety.

dancing competition in Corsock, nine miles



(SA/1985/66/B3)

Dances were attended by
There also seems to have been

villagers and herding folk in these circumstances.
Although both communities had their
at the village halls and the country schools respectively,

minded travelling several miles to get to a goodno-one
dance. As we shall

dancing also served both groups.

few times

they were vital meeting places, particularlyeach winter,
Dances were organisedfor more isolated herding families.

theannually for specific occasions; at New Year,

individuals

an
of these celebrations.at the heartmaking was

73

as well? 
yes. Everybody went.

Agricultural Shows, and by local clubs and organisations, 
focus for much interaction between

a point, of contact between
everyone, young and old.

and provided a

Although dances only took place perhaps a

own favourite venues,

and different groups within the community. As

essential part of any evening's entertainment, music

see, the musicians who played for the

an the i ’ 
tae come t- *' 
was all home baked, 
the door < ’ 
stick,wi the wife 
[sayin'] "Hullo, 
Hogmanayl"

JM: Did they have the kids 
JF: Aye, oh

wives an the shepherds. An the wives used 
wi their basket o stuff for the tea. It

---- . Ye used tae see them cornin' in 
wi the old walkin' stick, the shepherd's 

carryin' the basket o grub an
I havena seen ye since last



Bands: canny sleepl"

There were a number of musicians and bands who played

for dances

an important focus andand catalyst for local musicians.
offered younger players the chance to gain experience by
playing with older performers. feature of one

Ferguson. Below is

forfrom outside the Glenkens - from Dalmellington,came

instance - particularly after the 2nd World War.

Will Kirk

Will Kirk was one of the fiddlers seen most
frequently playing for dances in the early years of the

from before 1925 onwards,For a number of years,century.
accompanied by Mrs Bessie Ferguson, organist athe was

Mrs Ferguson says that shechurch from 1921-1946.Dairy
with Will Kirk when Dairy Town Hall

In a
was

71+

started playing
acquired a piano, and he was looking for a pianist.

Hutchison (nee Kirk) was able to play for

a description of the activities of the

T remember ma father playin' at Stroanfreggan, 
we biked there, an I was workin ‘ at Hazelrigg 
Balmaclellan. An we played, an we cam back tae

"Ye

main local bands spoken of by informants. Musicians also

This was a

PH:
an
at

in the Glenkens before 1950. These groups were

of the larger and more enduring bands, that led by Bob

few years Peggy
her father. She recalls one very long evening when they

were providing the music at a dance:



(SA/1985/60/A7a)

be drawn from the general company:

(SA/1985/60/B2)

Will Kirk and his daughter were well known at both
and Peggy Hutchison hascountry and village dances,

continued to play a prominent role in local music making

Ferguson’s Band

the late 1920s Ferguson's Band was established,By
with Bob Ferguson

various changes

included Bob
killed in the war), both playing(the latter wasbrother

7£

PH: At the Mair [Moor] (there was a school up 
there) there wad maybe be 10 children at it...an 
once a year there was a dance in that wee school. 
That was a great event. And their music was jist 
shepherds round about; one would take a go at 
the fiddle, and another one would come and hiv 
a go.

The Bogue (for i 
aboot 4 o'clock? 
sleep", 
time: r 
the dance,

up to the present day.

accordionist, his wife as pianist, Will Ferguson on drums 
accordion. The band continued with

family left the area. Other local musicians involved 
MacMillan (fiddle), John Ferguson and his

that was where ma people were) at
* An he said tae me "Ye canny

n because he worked at Troquhain at that
We ‘ 11 have a cup o tea an jist talk aboot 

j an then ye ' 11 get on yer bike an ye' 11 
go tae yer work. Because", he says, “if ye fall 
asleep, that'll be you I"

At smaller venues musicians (usually fiddlers) might

as fiddler, singer and button-key

and Jock Wood on
of membership until 1946, when Bob and his



fiddle and drums, Davy Crozier (cornet) and Tommy Edgar
(accordion). John Ferguson had begun playing with his
uncle in 1932. He says Ferguson's Band finished just
before the 2nd World War, because he and other younger
players were

The Rhythm Quinns

By the time the war had started John Ferguson and

to perform locally throughout the war.

In this case the war directly interfered with what
would have been a natural replacement of the older by a

a few of the
latter did manage to establish their own band, The Starry

with one of the originalwho still perform today,Nights,
members. The story of this band is told in chapter four.

jock McCutcheon and Peggy HutchisonRobbie Murray,

no longer able to fiddle, in theAfter her father was
Hutchison began accompanying two

fiddlers, Robbie Murray of the Forrest Glen and Jock
of Meadowhead, Carsphairn. Robbie describes howMcCutcheon

their wee band began:
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the band was never re-started. Ferguson's Band had begun

"ready to go on".

four friends had formed The Rhythm Quinns. The young men,
however, were conscripted into the army, and after the war

playing again, to fill the "temporary"

late 1930s, Peggy

gap, and continued

younger generation of musicians. However,



(JM/1985/CIII)

Robbie Murray's band were known largely for their
performances at the herds' dances, although they
occasionally played in the villages. One Dairy resident
remembers them playing

Sometimes this would be while Ferguson's Band were having
their tea halfway through the evening. Other comments on

"He wouldnae...go jist anywhere .. .heRobbie were that
liked tae pick an choose...he would go tae Carsphairn or
Stroanfreggan or any o these small places" (SA/1985/66/B1)

and
the fettle tae play...they'd sometimes have a job

(SA/1985/108/B1). The grouppersuadin'

Peter Cooke:

RM:

PC:

RM:

(SA/1985/54/B5)
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PC:
RM:

was 
was it

"jist tae fill in" (SA/1985/66/A4)•

the war wis by, when they got petrol, 
extinct...we just [put] up the fiddles

"He used tae play at an odd dance. Jist if he wis in

him tae play"

urm t^ie war > they couldnae get petrol tae 
bring a band tae thir [those] places, an yin 
nicht we kinna helpit them oot, an then we were 
asked back, och we' d a lot o nichts. Happy nichts. 
A roon aboot here.

from Dalmellington, ye

stopped performing together after the war, as Robbie tells

Whenever 
we were 
an that wis it. 
What was the reason? 
The bands could come then, 
see, tae the dances... 
And was the accordion more popular then? And 
it the accordions that used to come in, or 
other fiddlers?
Well it was Tommy Edgar doon there that started 
up: he did them [the dances] roon aboot after 
that.



Peggy Hutchison

music for local dances:

(SA/1985/60/A10a)

Tommy's band , The Starry Nights, was formed around
1948, so a dance

of Peggy and Robbie's fathers, both strong musical

personalities within their families, may also have
contributed to their group's demise. Peggy Hutchison makes

increased after the war.that incomes
afford to pay for what they wanted. In

musical terms this meant the ability to employ musicians

from outside the community where,
no matterperformers,

been needed and given

As the depopulation
to close, reducing the social facilitiesschools began

forcing them toherding families,available to the

towards the villages forgravitate increasingly

foundMusiciansentertainment.
and competition fromdiminishing,their rural audience

forward-looking young musicians inand

78

a platform.

People could now

Robbie Murray continued to circulate as

musician at least until then. The deaths in 1949 and 1950

JM: Were you still 
started?

PH: Aye. We were in opposition I .. .No' seriously, 
really, but if Tommy wisnae able to dae a dance 
doon there, we did it.

how basic their skills, would have

like Robbie, therefore,

more sophisticated

playing, then, when Tommy

of the Glenkens continued, small

also shows that Tommy Edgar's band 
was to become the band which was expected to provide the

the point, too,

in the past, local



could
of modern dances, would soon adopt

and, perhaps most

Although Robbie does not say that the rise of the
the fiddler's popularity,

it is likely that the emergence in the 1930s and 1940s of

effect on musical tastes. The different roles of the
and the accordion in these bands has been discussed

Alburger, 1983: 196-197). Fiddlers like Robbie Murray were

finding themselves musically and socially
the music of the ScottishIronically,the new trend.

via the radio,Country Dance Bands provides Robbie today,
with a vital source of new repertory.

The Merrymakers

other GlenkensOne
The Merrymakers, the only band amongst those

mentioned which was not

a youngMcWilliam, b.1928).
driving force behind many otheralater to becomewas

The Merrymakers wasthe Glenkens. ainmusical projects
need:immediatefill anband born to

79

accordion led to a decrease in

essential feature of their dance band, 

they had a professional 
r

the villages. Tommy Edaar'c y uagar s band were ambitious,
play the new music

"drowned out" by

the accordion-based Scottish Country Dance Band had some

band which circulated for some

was Lillias Thomson (nee
based in Dairy. The main

years, was

music making.

amplification as an

f iddle
elsewhere (Emmerson, 1971:113; Cooke, 1982:151-152;

instrumentalist in the group
teacher from New Galloway who

significantly,
approach to their



LT:

The Merrymakers probably existed from around 1945-1947.

The years after the end of the war,
many ofgeneration of musicians in the Glenkens,

them brought on through local bands like that of Bob
Ferguson, but who had to adapt themselves to changes of
audience, style and repertory which the new post war world

growth in the commercialisation of music
of the amateur localalter the statusalso helped to
community. It created awithin his or her ownmusician

musicians who could not meet thesince thosedivide,
challenge,

to thesupplementary

and Drama Clubs:ChoirsSingers,
in a herd's house"the"That's where ye got

80

for musical or
musical needs of the community.

, concert parties
most music —

a new

finished 
there wis 
the accordion who 
the acts, an she 
the accordion.
the piano. An I said "Well, we could do wi ’ a 
drummer . An I remember Davy [Ferguson] gettin' 
2 kin lers [split sticks for kindling the fire] 
...an he sat an played the cake tins...we started 
up a wee band that used tae go round an play at 
dances...an these two fellas played the fiddle... 
it wis sheer desperation that made us start it up 
...the only other one that there wis in the area 
wis the one at Dairy; the Fergusons.

(SA/1986/71/A2)

d been entertainin1 between 
"Aye, right", she wad play 
"Aye. right", I wad play 
Well, we could do wi'

Singing was

then, were to see

was creating. The

for social reasons, became

all music making, froma part of

actutllvtar^ed °ne night at Balmaclellan
wa ' rt W1S ln the Drama Club there, anwe d been doing a 3-act play, an when it wis

ey decided they'd have a dance. An 
a lassie [Annie Galloway] who played 
ion whn 1 . .. . 

said
I said

(i
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for

One of

(SA/1986/5/B2)

Neither Robbie's brother nor his father ever wrote
their songs down. It is only since his brother's death in

out
texts and additional titles of items from the family

In itself, the Songbook is an indication of howrepertory.
greatly Robbie Murray values the musical tradition of his
family and his community. This is discussed further in

In Appendix 6c, which lists the contents ofchapter three.
Songbook, local songs and those whoseRobbie Murray's

indicated.tunes are known are

and used to singmother was a singer,
the early decades of the

century.
featurea commonrecitations were

entertainment for
thesuch asincluded items

in Scots like The Fiveand poemsCameronian's Dream ,
Beggar Boy.Weeand The__Pui£

82

Mary Murray's

"deedling"
to four-part choirs at the Galloway

songs. I've heard him 
'tween 80 and 90 that 

Great lang songs he could

with the choir in Dairy in
She also knew "yards and yards o poetry". Long 

of an evening 1 s

singers amongst, the

RM: Oh, he wad ken hundreds o 
singin' songs when he wis 
I never heard. before • 
sing.

dancing
Music Festivals. One -u

Robbie's the best known
herds was Davy Murray (1«S9 iqrcu

i \1859-1950). Robbie recalls his 
father's singing:

the herds. Mrs Murray's repertory 

Covenanting poem The

Shillin' Fee

1982 that Robbie, not a singer himself, has written



Dairy Musical Association

The choir Mary Murray's mother sang in is spoken of

was the

choir was put forward by a Mr Marchbank, schoolmaster in
the village. He taught sol-fa to the children using hand

Wigtownshire to set up business in Dairy, led the choir

accompanied the choir in the first years of its
existence,
The minimum age at which singers could join was 16, and
the choir had up to thirty members at any one time.

The choir worked hard for the annual competitions at

school choirs, quartets
and choirs for communities with under and over a thousand

Among accompanists and adjudicators at theinhabitants.
Festival were Adrian Boult and Ralph Vaughan Williams.
There was always fierce competition between the Dairy

conducted by Tom Crozier'schoir and that from Kirkcowan,

from their Festival programme would be includedItems
annual concert in the

concert would be followed by a dance, andvillage . This

83

I

a draper who had come from

brother, John.

the Galloway Music Festival, held in the MacMillan Hall,

but was soon succeeded by Mrs Bessie Ferguson.

from at least as early as 1914. Miss Effie Morrine

"Dairy Musical Association". The idea for the
locally as "Crozier's Choir", although its formal title

signs. Tom Crozier,

Newton Stewart. Classes included male and female choirs,

in Dairy Musical Association 1s

church choirs, mixed voice choirs,



81+
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was a great occasion for the whole village. All the female
singers bought their new evening dresses in time for

• At the concert, the choir were always
accompanied by "Crozier from Kirkcowan. The
instrumentalists, 'cello, flute and piano,

stage, and played selections of tunes
in between choral items. Two guest professional singers
also took part in the concert,
Edinburgh or Glasgow.

The repertory sung by the choir included many varying
styles of music, from hymns and cantatas to negro

war songs like Tipperary
and arrangements of many Scots songs such as The Barrin1

the Door and The Wee Cooper o' Fife. The conductor,o'
Tom Crozier would attend concerts given in Glasgow by the

renowned
pieces from their repertory for the Dairy choir to sing.

of concerts given in 1915 andExample 6 shows programmes

1930.

in Dairy and other village

the Musicalhalls,
hut at Carsfad where theand at thelike Corseglass,

housed. The Musical Association seemsScheme workers were
around theto have disbanded

inof the waruntil the start
organised.similar scale was

8S

As well as performing
Association also sang at small schools

Concert"

1s Band"

"Crozier 1s

1939 that anything on a

often coming from as far as

Playing violin, 
sat in front of the

"Orpheus Choir" of Sir Hugh Roberton, and select

early 1930s, and it was not

spirituals, sentimental songs,
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There were also choirs
the singers would be drawn from the members of the village

in Dairy had a children's choir

for some time, run by Bob Ferguson and his wife.

Bob Ferguson 1s Concert Party

When the

assembled a group of singers, instrumentalists and actors
who raised a great deal of money locally for the

attended conducting classes given by Hugh Roberton (see
above) at Castle-Douglas over a six to eight week period.

held at Kenbank; people would often
of the day to rehearse new items orarrive at any time

. Bessie Ferguson says the local doctor, Drhave a singsong

BF:

popular with the members of thewere very
Bob Ferguson would send

88

organiser made him an outstanding individual on the

wad be bakin
come an say 

over", j. —-- -off. Jist tae play for him.
(JM/1986/BF/1)

Regular practices were

Short plays 
Concert party, and the audience.

"bottom kirk"

club, quartets and soloists. Bob Ferguson's abilities as

war begun Bob Ferguson, gardener at Kenbank,

choirs. The

different musical combinations: dance band, choirs, drama
"Soldiers' Comfort Fund". The group embodied many

Glenkens musical scene at this time. He and his wife also

Carmichael, was particularly keen:

in most churches, and many of

rHe] used tae come up...after we were married, 
an I wad be bakin' scones on the girdle, an he 
used tae come an say "Noo I wad like tae try this 

an I'd tae stop bakin', take thesong c 
girdle



away for the scripts of joe Corrie's The Income, and
other dramas. (For and

of the 1930s and
' 40s, see

himself performed. Note the use of sol-fa in Example 7.

Humorous songs were often dramatised.

introduces a string of eccentric characters who attend

Phil's ball. Members of the Concert Party would dress up

costumes and appear onstage at the appropriate

moment. Example 8 shows the programme from

1942.

The composition, function and frequently the

of rural concert parties is little differentrepertory
The essential element istoday from fifty years ago.

concert party has been called the rural
1983:195). Theof the music hall (Alburger,equivalent

usually a pianist, who accompanies

all musical items.

Fergusons left the area) Davy1946 (when theAfter
tried to keep a male voice choirCrozier

Several reasons1951/(3rd SA,
involvement of the local women:for the non-are given

89

recent discussion of Corrie's plays 
their performance by

in various
a concert of

going for a

"They were

A favourite was the
Irish song Phil the Fluter (see cassette: item 4) which

show the variety of items he

variety, and the

left at hame...wi' the weans"

popular drama groups
MacKenny, 1986). The contents of Bob Ferguson's

Songbook (Appendix 6 b)

centre of the group is

while/ and 
vol.XIV, [pub•1965]:155).

and James Edgar
this continued at least until 1954
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Women have been

musical events in the Glenkens.
One reason for this

primarily for the

activities is then lessened, since many people will
congregate in the pub, especially at weekends. The
extension of licensing hours from 9pm to 11pm in 1976 also

whole evening there. The effect this has had on more

Stephenson, 1984:94).

to be found in all theChoirs and Drama Clubs were
Balmaclellanduring the 1930s and 1940s.Glenkens villages

known farDrama Club was
. Both Alistair Corrie and histourwould take them on

father were members:

(SA/1985/107/A1)
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mairO^-h-gOin' °Ot in theV days" 
•that wis when 

got up [grew up]

men. The need for organised social

"There wisnae 
"They were 
"The rural..
the weans

active at hame"
---1 we started tae sing...when

II

means that those who visit pubs will probably spend a

of public houses as a meeting place

AC: Have ye ever 
Gentle Shepherd 
...an they pit 
That1s a lang 
[10miles]. They 
... it wis ‘— 
took this [club] 
"Mother Goose" an 
Galloway an a •

increasingly responsible for 
organising many social and

may be the growing importance, over 
the last few decades,

and wide for its productions, and

heard o a play called The
"? ...Well, ma father wis in that 
it on at Dunscore yin nicht.

road tae go wi'.-.a horse-drawn bus
T Wad hae a' their props wi' them 

the talk o' the countryside I ... an we 
on [tour] here tae, though;
a' they yins, tae Dairy an New

recent local dances is discussed in chapter four (and see
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The production of "Mother Goose" mentioned here was
staged in 1953 (Galloway The minister2.1.54, pl).News,

at Balmaclellan (Mr

member of the Balmaclellan By this time theDrama Club.
Scottish Community Drama Association (started 1926) had
established itself in andfar-flung areas like Galloway,
the clubs there today still participate in the regional
festivals (see chapter four). The local performances of
the drama clubs were also a platform for musicians, who
would provide musical interludes between the acts or at
the interval.

Carsphairn had a
so many ofbig night; each member could invite two guests.

the community were present. Carsphairn Club would
sometimes open

of Wi '

come

(Field Notes)

in
the early 1950s.

village who took part in music making in the parishthis
period under discussion.in the

Galloway has experienced a greater turnover andthat New

9U

The Carsphairn Revellers now appear
To bid you all a welcome here 
We are so pleased that you have 
To see what we have done
We'll sing, we'll dance, we'll laugh, we'll prance 
And liven the hours for you, perchance
So laugh and grow fatter while we with our chatter 
perform our part...

a hundred pipers:

an active

"Dramatic", whose annual party was a

New Galloway there was a Drama Club at least until

a show with the following song, to the tune

It is generally agreed

Peebles, inducted 1949) was

There are, however, few people left in



influx of population from outside the Glenkens than have
the other

the 3rd Statistical Account:

[pub•1965]:176)

to say that the depopulation trend

may be corrected by forestry workers coming into the

district. This has since taken place to

cannot create the same base for a

community as a stable population which has the continuity

traditions leading to a strong sense of group identity.

a significant factor in theKinship is recognised as

rural community and its sense of place in the wider world

the subject of anthropological study in Belongingare

(Cohen, 1984).

role of kinship is explored by several of theThe
essayists, and in particular by Strathern (pp.72-100 and

247-277)* The idea of a
applied to the Glenkens villages, especiallycould be

where

classed as
(usually at least three). The importance of
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"locals", having been in the area for

villages. The minister

The report goes on

at this time writes in

"core" presented here (pp.265-267)

certain families such as Fergusons and Woods are

There is an undue preponderance of elderly people 
owing to the migration of the younger people • This is 
especially the case in New Galloway. 

(3rd SA, 1951, vol.XIV,

by the local people themselves. The distinctiveness of a

changes, however,

"generations"

some extent. Such

of a network of local families, and therefore of

ordering of a community, particularly where it is stressed



kinship in connection with music making is obvious in one

There arewithin the family.
too few members of the Glenkens herding families remaining
to enable us to study the transmission of musical material
between country families, and those still in the area have
been scattered more than the largest village families.
Many musicians mentioned so far innot the only oneswere
their families. A family is said by local people to be
"musical" where two or more of its members are musicians.

be made between two familiesEven finer distinctions can
the Fergusons and the Woods - who are known to produce
basses and tenors respectively.

TheProfessional performers also toured rural areas.
Hamilton of Paisley (b.1853) was welltenor singer J.M.

known to Glenkens audiences. When he performed there he
the commedienne Nellieoften accompanied by his wife,was

McNab. Both were familiar to many Scots during the early

20th century (Loudon, 1967:450).
from J.M.inherited the title

One concert which madeHamilton, is also well remembered.

a

instruments of every
(SA/1985/104/B2).

During the
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early music education and performing 
experience often takes place

"The Voice of Scotland"

kind and description"

by a group
from Glasgow). The artists were apparently "playin1

strong impression on several local people was that given 
from Dr Barnardo's Homes (who probably came

Robert Wilson of Ayr, who

1940s the Arts Council organised concerts

respect, since



musical tastes. Among the singers who appeared
in the Glenkens
Mairi Thomson. They sang programmes of light
music t ballads and Scots songs. There were certain people
who thought that the appreciation of traditional music

[pub.19651:155)vol.XIV,

Conclusion

The table below is a model of music making in the
Glenkens in the first half of the 20th century:

VillageHerdsCommunity:

communalsolitaryWay of Life:

Learning:

Repertory:

town hallsschoolroomsVenues:
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songs
fiddle tunes

dance music

family and friends 
tutors

social occasions

"classical"

Musical appreciation has been fostered by British 
Arts Council visits, but some are still too prejudiced 
in favour of Scottish songs.

(3rd SA, 1951,

"improving"
in many rural areas of

used locally today for the kind of music one is likely to
should take second place to that of "high" music (a term

were Jeannette Schlanders, John Tainsh and

Scotland, with the aim of

hear at the Glenkens Music Club - see chapter four):



Performance Style:individual standardised

The main distinction to make between the two
communities is in their way of life.
is bound by similar ties: kinship, work and friendship.
All of these have been important in music making. The
family plays a crucial role,
of music and dance. Work and social occasions provide the
opportunity to develop a repertory and gain confidence in
its performance.

The herds and the villagers at this time shared a

These, and other pieces such-as music hall and war songs,
disseminated partly through radio and recordings. Thewere

herds also had their own repertory of songs, and possibly
(see chapter three).of fiddle tunes

used by each communityThe venues
organisation of the groups of musicians who performed

and the main venues - country schools and villagethere,
in the geographical centre of eachhalls were

twoThere wascommunity.
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Structures of 
Music Making; dances

dance parties bands
choirs
concert parties

are linked to the

some interspersion of the

repertory which included Scots songs and dance tunes.

However, each group

for instance, in the learning



groups at events held
each kept to its . The musical activities of
the villagers were more formal in structure. The
continuity of groups such

relied on regular rehearsals and contact between members.
Because of their

families could not

they came to the villages to take part.

Herds did attend social occasions in the villages.

but apart from oneor two individuals (such as Gil and

they confined their performances to venues in therather,

farm kitchens or tinyheart of their own communities

Robbie Murray’s band may have been a fairlyschoolrooms.

formal or semi- permanent arrangement in terms of the

music making, but their performances in theherds'
during the interval

Bob Ferguson 1s concert

on the other hand,party from the village,
sketches etc•formal programme of songs, round thetake a

small schools in which the herds held their ownsame
entertainment.

although I have not been able to exploreFinally,
question fully (because of the lack of livingthis

it seems that there was a distinction betweeninformants),
of individual performance in the twothe manner
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as Bob Ferguson's Concert Party

was able to

communities. Both singers and fiddlers of the glens were

own ’’patch”

Robbie Murray), do not seem to have sung or fiddled there:

villages were regarded as "filling in”

at these locations, but in general,

or tea break at a social or dance.

more isolated location, the shepherding

sustain this kind of activity, unless



regarded as somewhat andby the village musicians/

From accounts of performances
like those of Gil Murray, it seem that they could be
described as expressive, andunaccompanied, spontaneous
uninhibited. The village musicians were inevitably
influenced by their involvement in more group music
making, which lessened the likelihood of there being any
stylistic it eccentricities” such as those found in solo
performances by the herds.

The 2nd World War was a watershed in many ways. It

around this time that trees were beginning to replacewas

people in the Glenkens. When a glen’s school closed, its

community lost not only an educational establishment, but

also a meeting place for the whole local population.
the music making of the countrywe have seen,

folk was linked inextricably to their way of life, in

losing these two key elements - the people and the venues

the Glenkens lost much of a culture that had played a

reached the point of no return.had probably

The 1930s and '40s may have witnessed the gradual

of the hill communities, but in the villages.breaking up
- and music making in particularcommunal activity was

and increased by incoming population (therevitalised
workers) and wartime fundraising. The impetusScheme

developments created a musicalprovided by these
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would suggest that by the 1950s the country communities

"rough" 
sometimes by themselves.

Because, as

central role in the area's life over several centuries. I



environment in which

reaping the benefits today (see chapters four and five),

is Tommy Edgar.

I have highlighted some of the differences between
order to gain an insight

into the nature of their musical activities - why they
performed as they did. But there were many close links
between these groups, of kinship and friendship. Although
Glenkens people today appear to talk in terms of two

before the 1950s theseclearly defined population groups,
With thedivisions were probably not so clear cut.

decrease in population and the change in land
left thethe herds from this period have either died,

so that in
now integrated within the one

community.

three we follow the story of shepherdin chapter
and his experience as a music makerfiddler Robbie Murray,

Glenkens before and after 1950.in the
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a younger generation could learn and 
gain experience alongside older performers. One musician 
who took full

area, or have come to live in the villages,
fact the two groups are

use, most of

the herds and the villagers m

advantage of this, and is probably still



CHAPTER THREE

ROBBIE MURRAY

the 1930s and 1940s. Robbie is a significant figure in
Glenkens music making because of his fiddling for dances
before 1950, and because of his role today thein
community, as a representative of the shrinking herding
community. He no longer takes an active part in communal

but is visited regularly by othermusical activities,
whom he makes aware of their own musical past.musicians,

perform the repertory of previous generations of
Robbie also composes his own

characteristics of his. style of fiddling are alsohim. The
discussed, and his role as seen by himself and other

of the community.members

There are
generation left, which makes it difficult for
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chapter explores Robbie's inheritance of his family's

Robbie Murray (b.1907) of the Forrest Glen is
O4^zC<vfiddler who was

retireda jjskephevzL, 
at the height of his musical career during

As well as being one of a very few in the area who still

us to assess

music, and the other sources of repertory available to

I could make bags o tunes"

few local fiddlers of Robbie's own

material, often named after local people or places. This
shepherds' families,



how far he is

more evidence it

particular style of fiddling extant in the Glenkens at
that time: andno two instrumentalists play exactly alike,

style community, we cannot ascertain what isa

idiosyncratic about one fiddler's style, and what features
she may share with other local musicians.he or

In order to place Robbie Murray in the spectrum of
it will be helpful to comparefiddlers in Scotland today,

his background and playing style with those of another

who farms at Troston (7 miles from Dairy), is the only
fiddler of his generation whom I have encounteredactive

learnt from hisin the Glenkens. Davy's fiddling was
father and other local fiddlers while he was a teenager.

his sources of repertory and opportunitiesIn recent years
for performance
Robbie. The two
Robbie several times

fiddling styles are compared. The role ofand Robbie's
Jardine is also discussed at the endmusicians like Davy

of chapter four.
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representative of the fiddling tradition 
there in the first half

have been the same as those open to

a year to exchange tunes and stories.

Under the section on style

younger fiddler in the area, Davy Jardine. Davy (b.1938),

below, aspects of Davy's

unless we are able to make comparisons between members of

fiddlers are good friends, and Davy visits

of this century. In the absence of
is not clear whether there was a



Early Career

his father and his brother were all
born at Darnaw [pron. Darnaa] by polmaddie. In 1916 the
family moved a mile
present home, Nether Forrest, in order to be nearer
Polharrow School. Robbie left school
the age of fourteen. and began work on the estate the

Robbie became a shepherd, and continued until his

the shepherds crossed the Rhinns of Kells many times while
gathering their flock.

directly from his father and other neighbouring musicians.

dances and

began playing with Peggy Hutchison and Jock McCutcheon

who would fiddle for an occasional dancenumber of herds
in the hills,

who could be engaged for a fee to play atof a formal band
in the area.dances anywhere

of the end of the 2nd World WarWithin a few years

10U

one Friday evening at

heatings"

Much of Robbie's early musical experience came

fiddling for some

(see chapter two). He was then no longer only one of a

retirement in 1971. Before the 1950s the estate was twice

time when, at the age of 31 (1938), he

Robbie Murray,

or so over the hill to Robbie's

held at cottages in the hills, and also went to

but a musician with a higher profile, part

following Monday, earning 3/4d a day. After two years

He attended the dance parties, weddings and "house

its present size, carrying a stock of 500-600 sheep, and

concerts in the villages. Robbie had been
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Robbie ceased Paying in public altogether. As noted
already (p78 ) this coincides with the time of his
father's death and the rise of The Starry Nights. There
followed a period 1m which Robbie did not fiddle at all:

(JM/1985/CI/6)

When Robbie took up his fiddle again in the early
1960s the community and opportunities for making music

People were travelling further for employment and

entertainment,
Most of Robbie' s playing of the last twenty years or so

therefore, been at home, for his own pleasure andhas,
few weeks he is called on bythat of visitors. Every
- from the Glenkens and furtherfriends — old and young

occasions that Robbie fiddles,theseand it is onafield,
working through mostoften

that heHe insistsevening.
except [when] somebody happens to"I never playvisitor
wantin'an 1 ssomething

very probable that he alsobut it is(SA/1985/78/B1) -
This mayfiddles on his own.
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year I nivver had the fiddle.
■ wa'

...but 
Da'ry. 
hoose that nicht, 
at that time an 
an I tak the fiddle 
they years, ye ken.

of his repertory in one
does not play unless he has a

tae hear somethin'"
come in or

RM. There wis 16 year i nivver had the fiddle. It 
lr the wa< held [head of the wall] on the
m... or years. After the last war feenished.

1 never had it oot till ae nicht I wis in the pub 
a atehoose, an aul1 jimmy Shepherd wis playin’ 

anywey I fell in wi' Dougan's wife fae 
An she could play...an we landit in their 

j and I had nae bow [pron. bouw] 
she gied me a bow. An I cam harne 

oot an stertit playin after a’

be after hearing dance tunes

were different from those which had existed before 1950.

and there were few active local fiddlers.



on the radio, or while the list he keeps
of tunes he wants to

Repertory

Example 9 gives Robbie
recorded by the fieldworker
occasions, and it is likely that this represents most of
his . regularly performed) repertory. It will

be noted that many are dance tunes, as we would expect,

knowing the social background to Robbie's fiddling career.

Before discussing the dance music in more detail, we shall

first examine the songs from which some of the airs in the

repertory are derived.

Songs

Robbie greatly valuesAlthough not
and brother; he often speaks aboutthe songs of his father

Since GilIIthe auld sangs
for the first time,in 1982 Robbie has,Murray's death

in a notebook (see Appendixof the songsrecorded many
following rhyme:has the6c). The first page

name
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in my grave 
are rotten 
will tell my 
forgotten

", and plays and sings them.

looking through 

learn.

(i.e

Murray's fiddle repertory as

"active"

a singer himself,

Robert Murray is my name 
Scotland is my nat^onllnna Dlace The Forrest is my dwelling place 
A pleasant habitation 
When I am dead and 
And all my bones 
This little book 
When I am quite

on a total of six separate



example 9
ITEMS FROM Robbie Murray's repertory

* Tunes learned after 1950
Song Airs

Miscellaneous Dances

Student Lancers

Jigs

Reels

and Scots MeasuresCountry Dances

WaltzesAirs

Bon Accord
to Deeside
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3 Waltzes
Kirk 1s Waltz
Wind on the Heath

Speed the Plough
Wullafjord*
Soldier's Joy

The Punchbowl
Staten Island*
La Russe

Lion Standard Quadrilles 
La Va[rspvienne]

Dark Island
Glencoe
Braes o Glenlee
Amang the Hills o GalIowa
Jamie Raeburn
Lass o Gowrie

Stool of Repentance 
Irish Washerwoman 
Roaring Jelly 
Merrily Danced the

Quaker's Wife

Rakes of Kildare
Father O'Flynn
Donald Ian Rankine*
Kenmure's on an' awa', Willie

Petronella ("Patronelly") 
Flowers of Edinburgh 
Dashing White Sergeant 
Circassian Circle

Piper's Weird
Hector MacDonald's Lament
Bonny Lass o
Cradle Song 
Duke of Fife's Welcome

Cashogle
Jeannie's Black E'e
Gae bring my guid auld harp 
Come o'er the Stream, Charlie 
0 a' the Airts
My Love she’s but a lassie yet

Angus Campbell's Reel ?* 
De'il amang the tailors 
Ronnie Cooper* 
Sister Jean



Strathspeys Hornpipes

Marches
*
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Polharrow New Brig 
Miss Jo Miller* 
Barren Rocks of Aden 
Inverness Gathering 
Lass o Patie1s Mill

Liverpool Hornpipe
Harvest Home

Laird o Drumblair
Marquis o Huntly's Farewell 
Mrs Scott Skinner*
Earl Grey*

Boys o Blue Hill
MuiIwharchar* 
Headlands*
Caledonian Society* 
Lovat Scouts*
Captain Cameron's March



and other Galloway rhymes, see

In the final

long loan
to a neighbour. We

the contents may prove interesting for textual or other
analysis at some future date.

indication of local repertory and singing habits
the

interest in the past

and his wish to preserve items for posterity: "I wish I
, before he [father]had copied... a

(SA/1986/5/B2). Robbie is increasinglybut I didnae"died,
("Bestconscious of his role as a local tradition bearer

have a talk wi1 Robbieup anthing you
SA/1985/173/A2) , and values the songs as part of

and his family's history.his own
repertory but have a special meaning forin Robbie 1s own

him as part
be called his "passive" repertory, performed

texts describe rural life. and inof the songMany
experience of the agricultural worker; thethe

life,
5, The Braes o Glenleenos.e.g.local songs,Some are
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of this r
1901:28)

up what might
only occasionally, and usually by request rather than

spontaneously.

particular
in fact, lived by Robbie Murray and his forebears.

(For a version 
R.de B. Trotter,

Songbook is evidence of Robbie’s own

can do is awa'

which had been lent out on a

Murray"

lot o the sangs noo

Since the songs are not

Firstly, it is

as least

as far back as the late 19th century. Thirdly,

Secondly, the songs are an

of his family's musical experience, they make

can infer three things from the book.

important in itself as source material and

stages of my fieldwork I acquired
Robbie 1 s Songbook,

R.de


(cassette: item 7) and 19,
elsewhere in Scotland, such as I Wish the Caul'no.30,

never Blaw and
Winda, and versions can be found in collections such as

that of Ford (1904). The
Lugless Tailor and 18, A Fourpenny Dickie to look
Genteel were favourites with singers and audiences.
perhaps the most intriguing item in the Songbook is no . 17 ,
Bob o the Bent, which consists of alternating spoken and
sung narrative. Robbie's transcription of the song's text
(Example 10) is in broad Galloway dialect, and he recalls
that it was sung by both Gil and his father:

RM:

you,

(SA/1985/78/A2)

claim is proved true by the fact thatThis last
managed to record so many song texts when, asRobbie has
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the words in it 
thing.

songs, 
a

fortnicht afore he deed.
he 1d tae sing

I coonted

(SA/1985/78/A2)
Al 1 Mrs Hutchison yince tellt me aboot a dance at 
Carsphairn, an ma faither was asked tae sing. An 
when they seen him stertin there were a man... cam 
an asked her oot for a walk...an they gaed the 
length o the Liggat Brig [half a mile from the 
hall] an I dinna ken whit happened there but when 
they cam back frae there he wis still singin*.

(JM/1985/CVIII/11) 
An they aul' songs, ye canny sing the first o't, 
because there's a story attached to them. Ye can 
cut oot a sang noo- it's jist "I love you, I love 

I love you"...'t wad seecken ye, but there 
were a story attached tae it an ye had tae get 
the whole thing... I couldnae 'a writ the half o 
they oot, but wi' that story bein' there, if ye 
jist thocht a wee while ye got intae the next 
verse, ye ken.

The Packman. Others are known

East Win' wad

Ma brither sung it up tae he deed. He sung it 
in Dairy jist aboot a 
Every time he got intae Mrs Bertram's 
that afore he got oot, ye ken, that sang.

it's colossal... it's a great lang

Humorous songs such as nos.3,

no.7, The Bonnie Wee



example 10
Bob o 1 the Bent

* these verses are sung

an 1
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ye may 
! gane 

no tae

een * 
been
yow1 s

Ma farther puir body when death closed his 
Left me laird o' the Millands a1 stockit fu' 
Wi three horses, twal kye, sax score tips an' 
That frisket an1 fed on the haughs an' the howes 
An1 a guid clash o' siller that drew sax per cent 
So there's few chiels could brag o't like Bob o' the Bent.

Sae we tippled late an' we tippled sune *
Till the hale o' ma money it sune tippled din 
When tae Glesca I gaed wi’ the butter an' milk
I near'd failed on the road frae the auld naig tae builk 
An1 wud clatter an* 
Syne gaed staggerin 
Ma beast toddled on 
Leavin1

claft tae me siller gaed din 
hame wi1 the light o’ the min 
an1 aye hame fan the scent

fate tae tak chairge o’ auld Bob o’ the Bent.

Well, when I got the bridle in tae ma ain han’ a' went on 
at a bonnie cairy, ran tae a* fairs, markets, rockins, 
sacraments an' waddins, kent o’ na' thing but fill and 
fetch mair . troth ma neive was never oot o’ ma pooch frae 
June tae January, an' afore ye could have said Jock 
Robison I went through as muckle o' my daddy’s weel hained 
gear as wud hae been a nest o' egg tae a canny chiel a' the 
days o’ his life. Mony a caushin a got frae ma mither puir 
body wi' a tear in her ee and when I was sitting hearing 
her a saw ma folly as clear as a bead, but whenever she was 
oot o' ma sight, fare ye weel tammy o. nae reformation wi' 
Bob he’s jist the aul ' sixpence in for anither neive fu’ o* 
siller oot o' the shuttle o' the kist an' awa' tae the 
nearest alehouse tae get a slockener or as ane may say a 
kinlin* o' drough an' ye wad hae clawed awa' at the bither 
till the mornin' sun had been blinkin our the shott knowes.

S”V\yVteel an' listen tae me *

rutTt?biin:u row m the end you'll fin' craw in yer crap 
Then scorn nae advice gien wi' frien'iy intent 
Tho it comes frae the gab o' auld Bob o' the Bent.

Mony a 
when there was 
nor a lighted 
shutters on the wunda. 
fail me when I
'tween me an 1 »
reelin o'er stanes splashin thro 
stannin' stane still fechtin' wi1 
ablins think a fu' ,
a dizen or fourteen miles o

dreary night a' took the gate me lane reeling foo 
na a leavin' soul on the road their lain.

hoose except somebody rakin' coal wi' nae 
I fand me very heart liking tae 

begin tae measure the length o' the road 
hame, while I gaed zig zaggin hick upon wa' 

dubs and whiles 
the water brash, — 

body canna think but when they hae 
the road their lane



an 1

Glossary
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scent 
the Bent.

airt hame; way 
whisky, 
bicker;

craw *
as the day it did daw' 

ma labour fell back
it I'd syne gae tae wreck 

sawn 
maun 

corn it was green 
hallo'een 

the minister's 
Bob o'

Noo I hae plenty
An' for nane 
I've a
An' swear in 
Ilka chiel 
Jist gae _

Ma ain dogs bark an' ma am cocks 
As a drew near ma hame 
My credit grew slack an1 
An' I saw gin I mend 
Twas beltane afore that oor corn could get 
Twas lammas o'er err that oor hey could get 
Caul winter cam' on an' oor 
Oor kirn we got seldom afore 
Sae I fell far ahin' wi' 
Forbidden destruction o'

speak o' the sidecuttin's f but9iihr sr ana tae f°™ but wi a the joyiity 
three canty cronies

J o' siller in purse an' in pooch * 
in this worl' I for favour need crooch 

braw piece o' min' an' guid health tae the boot 
the timekeeper trample like soot

1 aff the road that leads tae content 
tread the last footsteps o' Bob o' the Bent.

home, aiblins; perhaps, Barley Bree; 
bead; bead, beltane; festival on 1/3 May, 
t2ix~lnking cup/bowl , bi th er ; ?, bl ink ; moment, 

buTTit7’? cairy; speed, caushin; caution, chimekeeper;
—-- cTaft* ? clash; large amount, clatter7 gossip,
Ha^d7wa\- cleaned out, crap; stomach, craw; ?, 
^^Eh^HTSuch, croon o' the cassey; middle of the road, 

thirst, dubs; pools, puddles, fu' been; well 
nff mb- speech, haughs; low ground, hick; ?hiccup, 
hSestlollows, laith; unwilling, lammas; 1st August, 
life', sky, naigf^horse, neive; fist, our; over, 

?sobeF7^ooch; pocket, rockins; parties, 
S£f?'knowes; hilltops, slockener; thirst quencher, 
J^j7-bF^h7 heartburn, weel hained gear; savings

Well when I'm carrying on in this manner borrowin' siller 
frae ane tae pay anither. I was boon at Hamilton court the 
ither day. a place on business, appearing oftener 
plaintive than defending, we had as usual a dainty drough 
o'er a jug o' toddy an' syne I took the airt hame pinch 
enough tae cover the croon o' the cassey. I went by an 
auld hoose where I'd spent hunners o' poun's. I hears the 
lan' lady say, here's Bob o' the Bent rin an' bar the door 
an' keep him oot. sae I jist steadied masel ' on ma staff a 
bit blink an' said. Ah is this the gratitude o' a 
chimekeeper • The deil the ane will ever bar the door on Bob 
o' the Bent again. Sae I gaed straight hame tae ma bed, 
yoked ma wark next morning an hae continued as steady as 
the sun in the louft since syne an' aye as I persevered I 
f ou' my credit growin' better till I cleared lika body o' 
debt that was on my ferm, an tae the whole worl' I owe them 
a debt.

they begin tae draw their sences 
-- r plans o' reformation tae 

a got o'er the bicker wi' twa or
near half the relish.



far as can be ascertained, he did little singing himself.
Robbie has, however, taken
fiddle repertory.

The Dance Tunes

The bulk of Robbie Murray's fiddle repertory is made
up of dance tunes. Since he no longer plays for dancing,
these items are heard today only as listening music. Many

bibliography). Kerr's collection,
popular because of the diversity of the material included,

for the danceand the suitability of many of the tunes

repertory in the early 20th century. An example of this is

the set of reels including Speed the Plough, The

Ma son 1s Apron,
and Soldier's Joy, which many listeners today would

associate with the Eightsome Reel itself, although any

be played to accompany this dance. Davyreel tunes may
repertory (see Example 11) also includes thisJardine's

kind of material, but in addition contains tunes which are

Robbie (e.g.

marches) but which he has not attempted to play. Itpipe
before 1950 there was,

repertory
fower tunes"), and thatbelow:

little to his own repertory sinceRobbie has added very
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“they only kent three or

which was played by the shepherd fiddlers (see

some of the strathspeys and

a number of song airs into his

collections such as those of Allan, Kohler and Kerr (see

especially, became

in fact, only a smallmay be that

Fairy Dance, De1il amang the Tailors

probably known to

to fiddlers all over Scotland, and are printed in

of the tunes named in Example 9 are standard tunes known



example 11
ITEMS FROM

Reels

Barley

Strathspeys

Marches

Pipe Marches

Jigs

Polkas
Polkas (unnamed)Bluebell polka

Slow Airs
Hills of LomeAnn Robertson
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Cawdor Woods
Wind that Shakes the

The Iron Man
MacKenzie Hay
The Smith’s a Gallant Fireman
Earl Grey
The Laird o Thrums

Mrs HL MacDonald of Dunach
Willie John Macaulay
Australian Ladies
Braes of Castle Grant

Bonnie Banchory
Breakdown

Lady Madeline Sinclair
Stirling Castle
Glenlivet
Perth
Stumpie

Lady Lever Park 
Barren Rocks of Aden 
Cameron Highlanders 
Millbank Cottage

Leaving Glen Urquhart 
The Highland Wedding 
Lochaber Gathering 
Captain Cameron's March

Rakes of Kildare 
Cumberland Reel 
Roaring Jelly 
Irish Washerwoman 
Stool of Repentance

Margaret
Glencoe

The Guiser1s March
The Headlands
Lord Huntly's Cave
Miss Forbes' Farewell to Banff 
Millicent's Favourite

DAVY JARDINE'S REPERTORY

Connaught Man's Ramble
Captain White
Kenmure's on an awa' 
Donald Ian Rankine 
My Dungannet Sweetheart



Country Dances and Scots Measures

Airs

Waltzes

Two Step

Looking for a partner

Miscellaneous
JB Milne
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Roxburgh Castle 
Flowers of Edinburgh 
Circassian Circle 
Bottom of the Punchbowl

Wind on the Heath 
Bonny Wells o Wearie

jean Kirkpatrick 1s Fancy 
Lion Standard Quadrilles

Jacqueline Waltz 
Lad wi the plaidie

Staten Island
La Russe 
Petronella

The Duke of Fife's Welcome to Deeside 
Dumbarton Castle



that time.

The Quadrilles,

amongst the most

Robbie learnt to play. Sets for these dances appear in the
collections mentioned
themselves have passed out of the tunes have becomeuse,
only listening music, and since they are strongly
associated with the dances they once accompanied, Robbie
would himself regard them as part of his passive

■Irepertory. The
Aberdeen was used by many local musicians to accompany the

which has five tunesQuadrilles. Robbie learnt this set,
from hearing it at localin alternating keys and meters,

dances. Any jig tunes could also be used;
Merrily Danced the Quaker's Wife;

For the Lancers ,
was often used. As inairs to student songswell known

the printed version (whichfor the Quadrilles,the music
the sourcewas

sequenceliterate players
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popular dances in the Glenkens before
1950 (p 60 ), and their music

RM: The al' herds yaised tae play that when ye got 
them gaun - in Dalquhairn an Stroanfreggan an 
they bits. I think. . .they only kent three or fower 
tunes. An for the Quadrilles, "Up in the mornin's 
no' for me" - it dis for every one o them.

(JM/1985/CVIII/9)

the Lancers and La Va were

"The Student Lancers"

like Peggy Hutchison) shows a

was some of the first which

a favourite was

a set of

Lion Standard" set by Thomas Craig of

of Robbie's version, via musically

above. Today, as the dances

(The tune referred to here is probably the jig Up in 
the Morning Sarly).



of tunes various keys,

sets were played by many local musicians until
the 1950s. Among them who succeeded
Robbie as musician (see p ?8 ). Both learned

and performed without the aid of printed music.

Dance musicians often alter the metre of a
order to fit it to several types of dance. The adaptation
of jigs into reels, and vice versa,

' TheIrish jig for a waltz - after they were started.

(JM/1985/CII). Robbie indicates that

for a waltz. Musicians often make a point of beginningset

dance floor, thereby setting the scene for
the introduction of a well-known tune in ansuch as

The Irish Washerwoman.

Records and Radio

the 1920s many Glenkens people had gramophones and

78 rpm
and Mary Murray included a lot offamily, Tommy Edgar

Scottish songs
artists such as Will Star and theinstruments by

Wyper
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employing

played jigs as waltzes:

was Tommy Edgar, 
a local dance

Lancers"

were on the floor"

with a well known tune in order to draw people on to the

as those of the Murray

meters, repeats and

tune in

The Irish Washerwoman would not be the first tune in a

Lion Standard" and the "The Student

is common. Robbie also

a "musical

joke"

Irish Washerwoman', it was a beautiful waltz. After they

codas. Both the

unfamiliar setting, i.e.

"I've seen Jock an me playin' an

and music on fiddles, melodeons, pipes and

By
records. Collections such

other
brothers. Early Scottish Country Dance bands to be



recorded were those of Jimmy Shand and Jim Cameron. The
influence of recordings

Robbie no longer they werepossesses any old records:
so badly scratched, that they
were unplayable.
completely:

(JM/1985/CI/6)

most of Robbie1s new repertoryAs stated earlier,
either from radio broadcasts or from visitingtoday comes

musicians. He makes a point of listening to any programmes
"The ReelRadio Scotland 1sbroadcasting Scottish music•

"Take the Floor",Blend",

the Dumfries-based Radio Solway broadcasts

stories, magazine and documentary items in Radio
is particularly

is broadcast on the media today which does
the living experience of certain groups of

using material which doesso programmes arelisteners,
people are also aware of the current interestseized upon.
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after long and heavy use,

“Shepherd’s Fancy" and

Scotland’s "MacGregor’s Gathering"

RM: We used tae put them in the oven, oan the tap 
o a twae-pun jeely jar [2 pound jam jar]. An after 
they were heatit they drappit doon intae yon 
poseetion, ye see, doon the sides. An roon the 
ootside wis a' [the] same as corrugatit iron... 
aye, an then ye pit a stop in it [filled the hole] 
. . .och we did it a lot. They were grand at kinlin 
the fire as well.

not speak to

on the performance style of 
fiddlers like Robbie is discussed further below.

people, and 
traditional music regularly. The mixture of music,

"MacGregor’s Gathering” are popular with many local

enjoyed^ much

However, not all were discarded



in folklore material and ethnological studies. As one
informant said, asking for information song text,

gonnae write tae Jimmy MacGregor
he kent, because ye hear awfy lot on that Jimmyan
MacGregor programme that noo "

the informant means
that this kind of material is seldom heard in a live
performance situation today.

of course,source of new repertory is,
limited - Robbie has no way of recording or retaining
tunes other than by memorising them:

(SA/1985/78/B1)

Robbie has no guarantee of regularly being able to
he wants to learn and he now has fewerlisten to a tune

opportunities of performing for others. These may be
why his repertory has received relatively fewreasons

since he started fiddling again in the 1960s. Aadditions

to supply
served that role. Therefore the repertory hehas no longer

absorbed in those
only listening music.now
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ye mvver hear
(SA/1985/55/B7). By her last words,

for Robbie adopting the fiddle initially was

up ocht [anything], but 
a tune I

on a

The radio as a

an ask him if

major reason
music for dancing; but for over thirty years he

surroundings and for that purpose are

RM: I'm stupid at pickin' 
wi' this [radio] I whiles hear a thing, 
like. It might be aboot 6 month before I hear it 
again, ye ken. Or I try an play them whiles an 
there's bits that I dinna ken. I make up wee bits 
an pit it intae it an it's very difficult tae get 
oot o they wee bits. I think that' s hoo a lot o 
tunes is wasted.

Items acquired in recent years

"Ken, I wis



include Shetland

and,
compositions.

Style

It has already emerged that there were three main

from which Robbie Murray learned his fiddlesources

playing, and from which he received his musical

(socialisation, education and schooling

the primary influence on

Robbie was his father’s fiddling and singing at home. 'Vhe

family environment is an important factor in the

into contact with other country fiddlers. As well as local

some of the travelling

musicians common throughout Scotland before the 2nd World

War. A third factor influencing fiddlers in the early
"concert ■Idecades of the century were recordings of

Skinner

embodied
Scots fiddler. Although many players have absorbed a great

two aspects of the playing ofdeal from these recordings,
fiddler which are most admireda

priorities for the untutored player. These areto be
(see Honeyman/MacAndrew, 1970s, "Thep5:beauty of tone

violin,
harsh or grating sound...it is clear proof thatforth a

the player
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"tutored"

"enculturation"

are not likely

performers such as James Scott Skinner. For many,
(and still does) all the qualities of a "good"

of course, his own

tunes' Wullafjord and The Headlands,
Strathspeys, Plpe Marches

Merriam, 1964:145-146). Firstly,

dance musicians, he would also hear

continuation of any oral tradition. Secondly, Robbie came

has been badly trained, or has grown

even in strathspey playing, should never give



careless"), and certain
function of been as dance musicians,

maximum volume of strong rhythmic sound rather than subtle
nuances of tone,

movements which the body performs most naturally rather

which he feels
spending an afternoon with
said

Robbie mentions three things here - position
(double stopping) and "a differentchanging,

elements of his visitor's playingas

which he admires.

difficult to discuss style without makingIt is
with other performers and other musicalcomparisons

traditions.
if we examine them with reference to his

local
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bowing techniques. The main 
country fiddlers has

! 't.
(SA/1985/173/A2)

RM: Whenever he stertit, he gaed up intae a flat 
aboot here [indicates high position on neck of 
instrument] an played on this bit - a bit that 
I'm never on, ye ken, the whole time. An the best 
at chordin they aul' songs as ever I heard... 
whenever he liftit that fiddle - I nearly burnt 
it efter he went away. I never kent there was 
music in it. A different tone a' thegither 
[altogether], whenever he put the bow on tae

and bowing technique is based on

a role in which

are not present in his own playing. After

It will help us to understand the features of

"chording"

than those which are consciously built into the style of a

tone a* thegither"

an ex-professional fiddler, he

they are usually required to produce

Robbie's playing
fiddler-friend, Davy Jardine, and to other styles of

tune. Robbie himself has picked out certain techniques



Scots fiddling in the present day. This thesis is one
which deals primarily with the music making of the

and individual musicians like Robbie
Murray are discussed according to their contribution to
that whole. As well

music makers, however t tradition

of fiddling which is found throughout Scotland. I am

prevented in this study from discussing Robbie and Davy’s

style of fiddling in as much detail

wished. This is due to the limits of
and also because further research is required before the

playing of these Glenkens fiddlers

depth.

certainly distinctions to be drawn betweenThere are
styles of fiddling in different areas of Scotland, butthe

significant is the wider distinction betweenperhaps more
less work has been done intutored and untutored fiddlers 5

1976 and Cooke,the latter (but see MacDonald,studying
(p ££ff) a comparison was made between

of learning the fiddle and the pipes. In thethe methods
tradition of the north-east (i.e. Aberdeenshire)fiddling

system of teachingthe closest parallel to a

where standardfound in the piping world,such as is
usually with the aidand settings are taught.techniques

of musical notation.

recently the north-east fiddling tradition hasUntil
representative of Scottish fiddling asasoften been seen
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can be studied in

Robbie also belongs to a

as being part of the group of local

space available here,
as I would have

Glenkens community,

1982). In chapter two

one finds



a whole. For this reason,
material on the Robbie and

tradition.

fiddlers this century - William Honeyman (his "Strathspey,

Scottish traditional fiddling",

MacAndrew (I will be consulting versions of tunes which he

Alistair Hardie. The use of the prescriptive

is justified

tradition taught to a large extent

because of the difficulty of obtaining reliable

descriptive transcriptions of fiddlers1 bowing without

the aid of machines, such as the melograph, cine film or

video recorder. The task of collecting this information
of this thesis, and the musical

for an

introductory
tutored north-east fiddler and thei.e. those of the

Glenkens fiddler.untutored

therefore,and has had,

12U

Robbie Murray has no music reading skills whatsoever, 
to rely on learning to fiddle

proved outwith the scope
used provide sufficient evidencetranscriptions

discussion and comparison of the two styles,

important function in a

and the availability of written

has edited in Honeyman's tutor - see bibliography) and

principal achievement of the past in teaching the arts of

here a) because, as we have seen, they perform an
transcriptions of these "fiddler-teachers"

examined against the background of this 
Specifically, descriptive transcriptions of the 

Glenkens fiddlers' playing are compared with the 
prescriptive transcriptions of three well-known north-east

formally and with the aid of musical notation, and b)

style of the "tutored" fiddler, 
Davy's playing is

Reel and Hornpipe Tutor" has been described as a

Hardie, 1981:25), Hector



through aural and visual imitation. The style and
fiddler 1s repertory are shaped by

early stages of learning, and the
untutored fiddler may see no reason to make changes to his

once he is relatively fluent in its
performance, and holds it in his physical memory. Knowing
what we do about Robbie's repertory and musical background
we can suggest, andat this point, that Robbie's repertory

likely to have changed comparatively
little since the middle of the century.

Davy Jardine (see beginning of this chapter) belongs

Likeimportant source of repertory.
and has learned

only by aural means. His repertory (Example 11) and his

style of fiddling have come to him from the three sources

and recordings),mentioned above (family, other musicians,

with the
re-learn the items he chooses.in theory,listen to and,

probable that this facility has brought DavyIt is very
and stylistic features which he wouldJardine repertory

not otherwise

convenient and
local fiddlers - apart from Robbielonger any

he can learn.from whom

and Davy do have in common today isWhat Robbie

similar
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style of playing are

have adopted: recordings have become more

recordings are an

are no

structure of a

version of an item,

Robbie, Davy is not musically literate,

family and community environment, opportunities

addition of tape recordings, allowing Davy to re-

also more essential to Davy, since there

influences during the

to a new tradition of country fiddlers, for whom



for social music

these points, and

apart from Scots fiddlers who are
heard in public,
Societies and

part of the tradition of country fiddlers
whose style of playing is derived entirely from aural

, from the Glenkens shepherds before the 2nd WorIdsources

War, right up to the sophisticated sound of the Scottish
Country Dance Bands of the 1980s. A brief exploration of

inseveral aspects of their style of fiddling follows,
which I attempt to highlight features of the playing of
both which are apparently shared by others of the same

traditions elsewhere in Scotland.

Rhythm and Bowing:

1: Rhythm
is the most important component in dance music,This
which seeks to encourage dancing must do morebut music

than render tunes
rhythmic pulse,

metrical structure there is room for

and partly by the

choice
style of
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spontaneous 
accentuate particular rhythms. This is determined partly

thing". Within a
expression through the use of stresses which

making, 
that neither has had

in a regular meter, with a strong

"It's something within yourself"

are, then,

at competitions, Strathspey and Reel

particularly the last, set them and 
other untutored fiddlers

although "if ye have yer beat, it's a big

by the rhythmic figures themselves,
bowing of employed. How this affects the overall

on the media. Robbie Murray and Davy Jardine

a tune can best be demonstrated using one of the

any formal tuition at any time. All
shared repertory, and the fact



by the use of the
Snap"

types of tunes, but is particularly perceptible in

which gives the music a special

playing strathspeys well, and says

(SA/1985/61/A2a)

enhanced by theThe variation in internal rhythm,

accentuation of the bowings used,
Another term fiddlers use to describe rhythmictune

. It is difficult to determine theproperties is
"lift” have for Glenkensdifference in meaning

unused to describing them verbally,they aremusicians :
a band or musician that does or does not

possess
it is something"lilt" says

difficult to acquire if you do not alreadyinternally and

the other hand, may be expressedpossess

"lifted”with and is by otherfiddler performswhen a
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strathspeys because of the relatively slow speed at which 
they are played (J

but may name
this quality. Peggy Hutchison,

"lift"

most characteristic

"lilt". Peggy Hutchison,

"within yourself", produced

"Scotch

in her comment on

provides the "lilt" of a

"Lift", on

"lilt" and

- 126-138). It is this flexibility

PH: I think it's something within yourself if you 
have a really nice lilt for that type o music.
I think ye could have a good professional player 
an somebody else would come in, maybe with less 
professionalism, but they would make it - ye'd 
dance tae it quicker [sooner]. That's what I feel, 
anyway.

other figures may also occur in other

who performed with Robbie many times, remembers him

genres of Scottish dance music, the 
Strathspey, characterised 

; and ft.. Flexibilty in note values in the
playing of these and



musicians.
quality recognised also by

listeners, such as Gerald Bell
collector of Scottish

tl “ rhythm...the music's alive...it's the
musicians themselves - tremendous enthusiasm cornin' from

(SA/1985/105/B1) .
absence of

listening to a band. The he describes is
expressed musically in the rhythmic accentuation, which is

derived partly from this variation of rhythmic figures

within the meter of the tune, and also by the stresses

produced by the bowing patterns.

2: Bowing

strathspey by William Marshall, The Marquis of Huntly's

(cassette: item 8), along with the first linesFarewell

of versions
1970s:22) and Alistair Hardieedited version of Honeyman,

Sinclair as
first four bars of Hector MacAndrew's

version
illustrate that one

"cross-bowing" ( seeoften is that known asDavy use most
and Hardie, 1981:62),1979:xxHunter,

the smaller note before the beatmelody by emphasising
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"Lift"

prescribed by Hector MacAndrew (MacAndrew's

together with the 
(Honeyman/MacAndrew, 1970s:19). Both examples 

of the bowing techniques Robbie and

(Hardie, 1981:71)• Musical Example 2 shows Lady Madeline 
played by Davy Jardine (cassette: item 9),

"enthusiasm"

transcription of Robbie Murray's performance of a

is a

"lift";

Musical Example 1 (see end of chapter) shows a

somewhere" For Gerald, the presence or
lift" determines whether or not he enjoys

which syncopates the

of Dairy (b.1965), a keen

band, he said it had the best

Country Dance Band recordings.
Describing a favourite



Example 1:

variety of bowings

effect providing a

and

the fiddler from over-using

technique that is in direct proportion

1981:56) .

In general, Robbie and Davy have a more limited

repertory of bowing techniques on which they can draw.

for instance, of the long bow

device which the tutored player considers essential toa
the style of the strathspey. For examples of this bowing

3 of MacAndrew and Hardie’s versions ofsee bars 1 and
and the first twoThe Marquis of Huntly1s Farewell,

beats of bar 4 of MacAndrew1 s version of Lady Madeline

Sinclair.

Both
This is a key(usually notated)

and is often treated differently by

the tutored player
of the bar (e.g.last beat

technique used here is called "snap

dance-authentic rendition
and schottischestrathspey
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Robbie and Davy consistently bow the rhythm 
with a slur - D. •

bars 2 and 4)• The
, according to Hardie, 

of the slow strathspey.

rhythm in strathspey
in order to give extra

with a bow change,

J3

They make no use, "drawn"

This bowing device is only one of a

"lift” to the

"hack-bowing”. The tutored 
style of playing discourages

"it's effectiveness

to the infrequency of its use" (Hardie,

used by the tutored fiddler, its legato

"without it, an

e*g. bars three and four of Musical

Musical Example 1, last beat of

contrast to the more driving and 
detached "snap-bowing"

is impossible" (Hardie,

any one type of bowing: Alistair Hardie says of one

bowing"/ and



used by Robbie
II a dance bandas

which is "to be (although here he is
use on the first and third

beats of the bar - Hardie,

tend to shorten
somewhere in the

—P-g-
J 1

written played.

distinction between these two rhythms may be difficult to

semiquaver and the demisemiquaver and where they are used
be a key factor in bringing the tune

(see above) for fiddler and listener. Robbie and
"lilt", whichdifferent kind of

relies on less subtle use of rhythm for its style: they
obviously for listening than for dancing to.are less

of The Marquis of Huntly's Farewell
as

preferring a
on the source ofof course,

Davy and Robbie 1s
sometimes two notes from a group of

is probably the problem offour. The reason for this
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GW

strathspey:
n n \J V s.--

only once 
rn . q

* * • I t.t'

avoided"
talking particularly of its

1981:53). As also advocated by 
player will tend to shorten D to J3

Davy's strathspeys' have a
"alive"

are selecting three or

1981:48). The slurring of the rhythm jj, , 

Murray and Davy Jardine, is described 
practice"

perceive aurally, but the subtle difference between the

Hardie, the tutored

(Hardie, 1981:48)

Robbie's version
uses TO 

or .rn .
triplet or D. . Depending,

versions, it would seem that the players

Where an element of rhythmic flexibility is necessary
to the style of a tune, as it is in the strathspey, the

can, in practice,

frequently he expresses this

Davy also avoids

• more



coordinating left and right hands, making it difficult for
separate notes, such as

semiquavers, to be Played easily. In this case the
rhythms is a sensible solution for both

Robbie and Davy; both have worked all their lives with
their hands, and may suffer from some stiffness of the
fingers, making it difficult for them to negotiate certain
figures.

It is becoming apparent, from the points of

difference noted between the versions of the tutored and

untutored fiddlers, that how the bow is used plays a large
part in determining the overall style of the music. By
their frequent division of the crotchet into three parts,
and by slurring across the bar, Robbie Murray and Davy
Jardine give less spiky, more flowing performances of

By "paraphrasing" the four semiquaverstheir strathspeys.
it becomes easier to bow through and sustain the pulse of

separate bows necessary for the J7 mayshortera tune
interrupt the

in a manner that is

less effort isand inabove the frog,
more difficult, however,also becomesItrequired to bow.

The fact that much ofof the bow.full lengthto use the
confined to the upper half isRobbie and Davy's

of danceconsist largely
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(Plates 8 and 9) show that
this position

"paraphrasing" of

a group of

bowing is
hnwever, since their repertories disadvantage, however,

music, which often requires only
not a

a sequence of fast

"put" of the melody - and so Robbie and

Davy would seem to be playing
physically easier. The photographs of both fiddlers

they hold the bow some distance



PLATE 9
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short bow movements,
the upper half Of
II long sweep of the mentioned above)
which Honeyman states,

1970s :5). Honeyman adds that a
"short twiddling bowing gives (Honeyman t
1898:5).

The rhythmic style of Robbie and Davy's playing.
then, seems to be determined to a large extent by the

fact that their tradition is one of dance music rather

than listening music. This also applies to the
Robbiethey produce: even in the playing of slow airs,
tone fromMurray does not produce a sustained and

the fiddle. He also uses shorter phrases than would
The resultgenerally be employed by the tutored fiddler.

expressive and spontaneous performance; see Cradleis an
item 10 of the cassette.Song by Scott Skinner on

has the role of dance musician today,Although neither man

fiddlers elsewhere in Scotland than it is tountutored
trained and classically influenced player,that of the

is essentially one of music .whose tradition

Chording

to describeRobbie Murray
double stopping. Chording provides extra melodic

133

("drawn bow"bow"

a mean effect"

"listening"

"sweet"

"tone"

and these are most easily played in

their playing is more closely akin to the style of the

the bow. Robbie and Davy seldom use the

uses the term "chording"

and MacAndrew underlines, is 
absolutely necessary to first class strathspey playing" 
(Hone yma n/Ma c And r e w,



accentuation, and often
phrases. Robbie tends

Robbie and Davy's playing shows that chording usually

of the structure of many of the Scottish dance tunes,
melody notes at the beginning and end of phrases are often
the tonic or the fifth of the tune. As the fiddle is tuned

open strings (i.e. G,D and A), this presents the player
with several options of a second note with which to create

Scots fiddlers,
string simultaneously with the same pitch on theopen

the D and A strings are most commonlystring below;
employed for this purpose:

The use
of Musical Example 3, The Bonny Lassfeatureprominent

of Bon Accord
prescribed in The Scottishversion of this tune as

13U

place for both musical and 
physical reasons. An examination of the transcriptions of

TT

occurs at the beginning and end of

of the A string unison shown here is a

(cassette: item 11). Also given is a

a "chord" . The note selected is frequently the most

haPPens when a suitable melody note is available • Because

in fifths, and common keys are those based on three of the

accessible open string (see Musical Examples 4 and 5), or

stopping adjacent strings with the same finger • Like many 
Robbie also plays "unisons", sounding an

a tune (see Musical Example 5). It 
is likely that chording takes

a note a fifth above or below the melody, often created by

to chord a melody at the same point
in each performance of



Violinist (1900)

this to.

Robbie also

and fifths,

accidentally). Occasionally he plays thirds andoccur

explore here the question of whether Robbie chooses to

chord at specific points in

result of discrimination between certain harmonies) ora

physical reasons (i.e. because of pattern of open string
fingered pitches available). This problem has beenor

the conclusions reached (that those fiddlers who chord

1976:87-88) could alsoharmonic progression" - MacDonald,

provisionally applied in the case of Robbie Murray'sbe

playing.

Jardine makes much less use of chording in hisDavy
than Robbie. He also employs noticeably

fewer unisons,

this gives his fiddling a bare, ringingandstring,
performance by Davy of the pipe march Leaving

be heard on item 12 of the cassette).can

Robbie, on
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- a fiddle collection many players 
century have referred

variety of
Glenurguhart

the other hand, by using a greater

quality (a

"with no particular regard to

plays octaves (see Musical Example 5)/

tunes consistently do so

open strings, or stopped, with one 
finger crossing two strings (sometimes the latter may

sixths: these are most likely to be used in slow airs or

either on

a tune for musical (i.e. as

studied in more depth elsewhere, and it seems likely that

a melody note on

song airs. Due to the limits of space, it is impossible to

an open string with the adjacent open

fiddle playing
thirds and sixths. He frequently harmonises



warmer, more expressive style/

particularly in song airs or slow fiddle airs. What are
the possible explanations for this difference? We might
expect that a fiddler who had been used to playing with

since the harmonic dimension of the
performance was being provided by another instrumentalist.

part of a dance band which included
Hutchison), that his fiddling before and since then has
been mostly solitary/ or with another fiddler. This may

in part.account,
playing (see MacDonald, 1976:chapter three).

apparently not made use of the harmonic possibilities of

the
recall that Davy has been heavily dependent uponmust

Many fiddle items broadcast

Davy is therefore
fiddle most often as a purely melodic

his fiddling is of a more melodic orthe fact that
1976schapter three) thanstyle (MacDonald,

Robbie's.
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hearing the 
instrument, and this has almost certainly contributed to

a pianist (Peggy

an accompanist (pianist or accordionist) would make less
use of chording,

Scottish Country Dance Bands.
buare performed ^fiddlers of the north-east tradition, 

usually accompanied by a pianist.

We know that although Robbie Murray spent some years as

for his harmonic, or

fiddle to the same extent as Robbie Murray? Again, we

radio and tape recordings for his repertory. Many of the
tunes in Example 11 are broadcast regularly on radio, by

"simple"

and his family's entertainment. Why, then, has he

"complex" style of

Davy Jardine also plays mainly at home, for his own

chords, conveys a



Neutral Tones

All the transcribed examples of Robbie *s playing show
certain pitches as approximately a quarter of a tone

are indicated by the symbol 4T. These
most often when the third finger

stops the A string, producing the note dtf. In Musical
Example 5,

both this tune and MuiIwharchar (Musical Example 4) make
use of g-ft* on the E string. I have received no explanation
from Robbie concerning his usage of these pitches: an
enquiry established only that he himself makes no aural

bar 12 of Musical Example 5. He seems to sharpen the
fourth degree of a scale fairly consistently while m the
keys of A and D major (the latter is , below). Tunes
in G major often involve some ambiguity of pitch on the

•ft

"neutral"Other evidence has shown that
pitches, if they occur at all, are most likely to be on

seventh degrees of the scale (Cooke, 1982:134-the third or

it is the fourth degree of the scale, inrather

137

b.rA (X) QO
<9^^

W)

135), but this does not appear to be the case in Robbie's

distinction between d and d<T as played,

"uncertain" or

"neutral tones" occur

playing;
the keys mentioned above, which is most often "neutral"

II — u Cl

ty O<7

third degree of the scale ("b", below):

Polharrow New Brig, gfr and g^ are used, and

3°

for instance, in

sharp, and these



tone. The pitches

of the tune, although stiffness
of fingers may account in some cases for their appearance

Musical Example 2 and other transcriptions of Davy

Jardine's fiddling show very few neutral tones. One
explanation of this may be found in

the sources of Davy’s repertory5 we know that Robbie 1s
fiddling was acquired primarily from live performers

there have been fewer local fiddlers during Davy’s
lifetime, and radio and records have been a major source

of repertory for him. The predominant role of the piano,

also led to a modern pitch system (i.e. that approaching

majority of musicians.
is made (intentionally, at least) of neutral tones in the

tradition of the tutored fiddler today.

Without the opportunity to compare Robbie's playing

of other fiddlers of his own generation, andwith that
investigation of the psychological aspects of hisfurther

intends), we
There areof neutral tones.

The possibility
in an older tradition of fiddlethat they have a place

138

a number of possible

a re-examination of

an equally tempered scale) reaching the ears of the
It need hardly be said that no use

or non-appearance.

social, historical, musical...

described usually occur in the same 
place on each performance

and later the accordion, in broadcast performances, has

performance (i.e. whether what he plays is what he
cannot reach any firm conclusions on his use

explanations; biological, 
exists (as suggested in Cooke, 1982:135),



intonation, and were used by other fiddlers of Robbie
Murray's generation who are long gone from the Glenkens.

Composing

Robbie has composed several fiddle tunes, Musical

transcriptions of two of these,
Mullwharchar (cassette: item 13) and Polharrow New
Brig (cassette: item 14). Robbie describes how he comes
to make a tune:

RM:

when he cannotRobbie says he

this is,
- often by insertion of familiar motifs and phrasesevolve

from the musical genre in question. Robbie composes using

the same motifs (i.e. his musical vocabulary). some of

together into a musical line.which are strung
have been made after hearing a similarMullwharchar may

Robbie has mentioned Captain Cameron's March atune:
and has also associated it withhe is fond of,tune

Mullwharchar, by often placing it before or after the

latter

139

11 in performance". He heard Captain Cameron 1 s

I could make bags o tunes. I could make ma 
fortune makin* tunes, if I could get them 
written. If ye make a wee bit ye jist forget it 
...there's sometimes there, I hear a guid tune 
- a new tune. An for aboot an oor after that I 
could go on makin tunes in the same kinna [style] 
...if it wis written doon it wad be a tune. When 
it gaes oot o ma held that's it.

(SA/1986/6/A5?)

"makes up wee bits"

in fact, one way in which new versions of tunes

Examples 4 and 5 are

recall all of a tune he is trying to remember (p 120 ), and



March played by an accordion dance band broadcast on the
radio

transcribed from Robbie's
playing) with those of MuiIwharchar (Musical Example 4)
reveal similarities in bars 1 (the repetition of the tonic
and the interval of a third between the third and fourth
beats), 2 (decending scale, and repetition of fifth degree
of scale on first beat) and 3 (repetition of
over first three beats of bar).

Captain Cameron's March (SA/1986/6/A2)

■f—*---—#-

(actual pitch approx, semitone lower)

Robbie has commented a number of times on his lack of
music reading skills, in connection with two aspects of
his fiddling: learning repertory,

(see above),wee bits"
Robbiethen difficult to alter his version of the tune.

how his own tunes will bedeals with the second problem -
memorised and passed on - by playing them regularly to

heard Davy Jardine perform Robbie'sI have notvisitors.
Itcompositions

himself will not play them while Robbie
this might reflect theIf so,and able to do so.is alive

11+0

J-------------------------- f—

although I suspect he knows some of them, 
thinks of them as the property of their

. A comparison of the opening bars of Captain 
Cameron's March (below -

compositions. He overcomes the first problem by
although Robbie admits that it is

-——

'’making up

same note

and preserving his own

may be that he
composer, and Davy



regard which Davy Jardine and other members of the
community have for Robbie Murray, recognising that he has
a rather special role in the Glenkens community today.

I have discussed, above,
Robbie Murray's style of fiddling. The way in which he
uses bowing, neutral intervals and chording identifies
Robbie as a player in the tradition of

country fiddlers elsewhere in Scotland (see MacDonald,

1976 and Cooke, 1982). It also seems likely that Robbie's

style of fiddling has changed very little during the past

forty years, a time when he has had minimal contact with

other fiddlers. It is therefore reasonable to assume that
father's generation played in muchfiddlers of Robbie's

only local fiddler who is in direct descent from earlier
however,traditions of players in the Glenkens. Davy,

and it thereforeseldom performs outside his own home,

unlikely that his skills will be passed on toseems
younger musicians.

Role

Robbie's career as
and those since. We havebefore 1950/

already seen

Hutchison and

1U1

a number of features of

performer during the
jock McCutcheon were engaged to play at

phases; the years
that he was probably most active as a

"untutored" or

the same way as he does today. As for inheritors of Robbie

Murray's style of fiddling, Davy Jardine appears to be the

a fiddler has gone through two

1930s and 1940s, when he, Peggy



socials in the Glenkens. At this time
Robbie was probably one of the best known fiddlers in the
area •

Todayt he is a local a character familiar
many of the community.to This is the result of several

factors: firstly, he is respected because he has continued

to live in relative isolation in the Forrest Glen,

following the way of life of the pre-1950 herding
community, even after the deaths of the other members of
his family. It is common, today,
situation to move down into a village, where they are able
to socialise more easily, and are

of local people. When speaking of Robbie, folk will often

say

exists a special admiration for someone who has lived in

one house so long, and has maintained a lifestyle and

standard of living which few local people of any age would
In chapter two we saw howbe prepared to undertake today.

music making was bound up with theirclosely the herds1
if he had lived in theWould Robbie,day-to-day life.

in

dances? It is also interesting to speculatethe pub and at
what effect this may have had on other local musicians;on

fiddlers in the Glenkensbe morewould there perhaps

today?

is valued by the community becauseRobbieSecondly/
stories andof tunes.of his repertory

1U2

"worthy”

"taken under the wing"

for men or women in this

jokes, poems,

continued to fiddle in public, at home,

"of course, he would be born away up there", and there

village, have

dances, parties and



this repertory is symbolic of the life of

the herding communities earlier this century. Some who now

live in the villages andwere
Robbie 1s continued use of the repertory for his own

entertainment and that of visitors is
Indeed,past • many who visit are keen to hear his songs

and tunes, and to have them preserved. Robbie himself
regularly copies out song texts for friends. Finally/
Robbie is not only

also a singular individual and musician in his owna
right. someone who has. and still does, provide others

with a great deal of pleasure through his music and his

company.

describes the musicalChapter four, which follows.

which succeeded that of the herds in the Glenkens,

and the subject of chapter five is a musician whose long

1U3

a part of this community/

a reminder of the

"world”

song s. For many,

a symbol of a previous life, but is

and successful career began at that time.
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CHAPTER FOUR

1986

The second half of the seen the20th century has
infringement of the outside world on the Glenkens much

Communities are

self-sufficient in material terms, and lack of employment

locally has forced many to seek jobs in the towns. The

Glenkens has also seen an influx of new population, many

of whom have come from other cultures and non-rural areas.
These have been mainly young families or retired couples.

It is difficult to measure the degree of impact

television broadcasting has had on social activities. Many

people mention television viewing as the biggest single

factor in the apparent decline of visiting and home music

it is possible to makemaking. To illustrate this, a
contrast between the kind of evening spent by thedirect

very active group of musicians, in the

The social life of thesedays before and after television.
before television is described in Tommy Edgar’speople

(Example 5), but he also recalls the novelty of onepoem

of the

TE:
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first television sets in Dairy in the early 1950s:

no longer so

"mill men", once a

more than in previous years.

THE COMMUNITY, 1950

I remember gaun tae the mill - the Thrashin 
Mill. Each farm helped each ither, ye ken, jo. We 
went tae the Toor [Tower] where Davy Peacock is



an

roon

(SA/1986/18/B1)

A sample of might be one way of
assessing how far the time spent in this way affects the

possibility of other recreations, such as music making.
from taking place. However, if television is seen
negative force in this respect, radio and tape recording

for individual musicians,

particularly those living outside the villages, much new
Some forms ofrepertory comes to them by these means.

music making mentioned in chapter two continue in the

depopulation of hill ground has meant that music making

particularly associated with its now scattered shepherd
dance parties",Hcommunity (such as the

seldom takes place today. Chapter two described the

different kinds of dancing earlier in the century, and

where they took place. Some of the components have
altered, such as the probability of home instruction and

addition to local dancing activities after theA new
the Country Dancing Clubs.2nd World War were

Country Dancing Clubs

15U

see page I48 ) ,

"hours spent viewing"

as a

now, an of coorse we got oor tea at Craighead, 
aal John Peacock was sittin watchin the 
television. An a' the mill men came in. There'd 
be somewhere between a dozen an eighteen o us. An 
everybody sat roon an watched the television for 
aboot twae oors [hours] after the tea was finished. 
They were that new-fang'ltl

Glenkens today. These are mostly in the villages: the

are just the opposite

the range of venues available•



Although the Royal
started in 1923,
influence was

Stewart of Fasnacloich

ran classes to train teachers who were then encouraged to

the preservation and continuation of the pre-lst War

standardised technique for

publications include a number of dances collected in rural
Scotland, but most items are drawn from manuscripts and

printed collections. Many dancers regard the series as the

country dancing "Bible". Country dancing clubs like those
which alsoin the Glenkens made use of these books,

include suggested tunes.

festivals provided an incentive for clubs toLocal
repertory and aim for high standards oflearn new

the social functiontechnique. Equally important was

dancers were

community.

McWilliam of New Galloway was responsible forMrs
of the country dancing activity in theorganising much

She herself attended classesGlenkens during the 1950s.

given by the R.S*C*D«S«
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performed by the clubs,
usually drawn from the immediate local

country dances and establish a

Scottish Country Dance Society was

the performance of country dances. The Society's early

where teachers, musicians and

and Jean Milligan, the R.S.C.D-S.

rural and urban areas. The original aim was to encourage

to reach the Glenkens. Founded by Mrs

at Castle-Douglas, then started

it was some time before the Society's

set up branches of the Society across the country in both



her own at Dairy and

Thomson (nee McWilliam)
mother 1s classes, and remembers that Kendoon would produce
a mixed team for competitions at Castle-Douglas and Newton-
Stewart. Dairy,

recalls its

(SA/1985/61/A2b)

Mabel Young who came to Dairy from Gatehouse in 1962,

clubs encouraged social dancing, althoughenvironment. The
from that of an ordinary dance.different atmospherein a

music and dance change according to a
is used by a social group in"Dance a
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Older people may have preferred Country Dancing Clubs 
dance repertory and the social

at Kendoon (4 miles from Dairy) . The 
latter seems to have been

MY: Ye found at the country dancin1 it was 
different people that was at the country dancin' 
than what it was more at the ordinary dances.

(SA/1985/227/A)

a very active clubj Lillias

was the pianist for many of her

was also aware of this:

"heyday" in the 1950s:

Peggy Hutchison also accompanied country dancing, and

The repertories of

PH: I've seen m that wee - the old school there 
[Dairy] - I've seen 60 people in there at a 
Country Dance, an up at Kendoon I've seen 80, 
cornin' in from Dalmellington an Castle-Douglas 
an various places, an no' really young, some o 
them. I feel that a person that's gettin' older 
would go tae a Country Dance before they wad go 
tae an ordinary dance.

however, only put forward a ladies team.

because of both the

particular form, determined by the group's needs and
community's needs:



aesthetic norms, and valid for a
territory" (Lange, When dances are

of the tradition and the society
which needed them.

of the RSCDS was primarily academic rather than social,
and members of the

retain and develop this part of their cultural
inheritance which at that time was being rejected by the
wider community and replaced with modern

dances. The social aspect of the country dancing clubs was

valuable - anything which brings together folk in

useful function and enriches the community’s social life -

but their activities should not be regarded as the sole
representation of the community's experience of dance in

In the 1950s dancing wastheir culture at that time.

dances like The Bottom of the

only found in thePunchbowl and Petronella, now
tangos and othercountry dancing clubs, towards foxtrots,

jazz-related couple dances.

idea of organised competitions at

Dumfries
In the Glenkens

and the schools had teams. SometheInstitute,
until around two years ago. Mabelstill in existencewere

157

country dancing;
Girl Guides

the local festivals
and Kirkcudbright, young people did do some 

the Women's Rural

an area

The stimulus for the original members

society were consciously choosing to

like the Glenkens is to be welcomed, since it performs a

social context they become an art 
form, lacking the warmth

Stimulated by the
already mentioned and also those at

or "popular"

move was away from group

indeed flourishing, but the repertory was changing. The

given people and a given
1975:105-106).

displaced from their
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"that wis the only reason I joined the Rural —Young says

they wantit me (SA/1986/17/A4).

The music for weekly rehearsals was provided by a
pianist (usual In recent

years Lillias Thomson has been both pianist and dance
instructor to the Dairy group. Today some clubs also dance

a band was

always hired. In the 1960s Peter White and his band from
Dalmellington often came to the Glenkens to play for the

end-of-session dances there.

Hugh Foss

to Dairy in 1965 from the

keen dancer and composer ofsouth of England,
dances. Peggy Hutchison remembers his work with local

clubs:

(SA/1985/61/A1)

They danced the

taught his own dances.
many of which are retained by localindividual leaflets,

used traditional tunes, and also ones specially composed

159

pH: [He] cam when Mrs McWilliam was teaching 
down there, an then he taught for a while (I 
think she was off with an illness)...and he 
took Kendoon club as well. He really was quite 
good. But he made quite a business oot o it 
after he cam here.

for the country dancin'"

and was a

Some of these were printed as

Hugh Foss (1902-1971) came

"right auld dances", but Foss also

in Glenkens clubs) or a fiddler.

to records. For the annual ball, however,

dancers, and others were published as collections. Foss



by Peter White, Nan Main of Aberdeen and Angus Fitchet
(see music and dance bibliography).

The Clachan (jig), Curleywee (Strathspey) and

The Kendoon Strathspey are known as The Kendoon Set •
The last (see Musical Example 6) was particularly popular
with Glenkens dancers.

instructor from Castle-Douglas who has been teaching since
1950, says that these dances were among Foss’s simpler
compositions• most very intricate and mathematical .were
The Waverley Fugues, for example, present a tough
problem for dancers. When Hugh Foss was in Dairy he formed

itFoss’s Fillies m Fugala demonstration team called

(Field Notes). The example of Foss's countryFancies"
dance teaching shows how a high level of expertise can be

absorbed and made use of by less "trained" performers and

Latterly the existence of country dancing clubs ingroups.
it always did, on localthe Glenkens has depended, as

enthusiasts with some training or experience as teachers.

Until a few years ago the country dancing provided an
especially for olderdances,alternative to

people.

emerged from the discussion of other musicIt has
making activities up to this point that there are three

which have contributed to the success of groupsfactors
country dancing clubs. The circumstances insuch as a

declines suggests that at least one ofwhich a group

these
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factors is needed to maintain the activity:

"ordinary"

William Little, a dancing
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The second point here might lead us to conclude that
the enthusiasm for country dancing decreased with the
ageing of the generation who had known them as part of

general social dancing in their youth.

The growth in the popularity of the Scottish Country

Dancing Clubs was parallelled by that of the Scottish

Country Dance Bands, whose style of playing was influenced
by the dancers’ need for tight rhythmic accompaniment. Two

types of dance band seem to have been developing during

the 1950s and 1960s. Hie Scottish Country Dance Bands,
based around

the accordion and the fiddle, played traditional tunes and

also new music composed by other dance band leaders
there were the bands

and

countryside throughout the 1950s,

its height.

The Starry Nights

have been the most important danceThe Starry Nights
Glenkens since 1948. During the 1950s theyband in the

162

catering for the jazz-and swing^— influenced dancing, 
taking as their models the "big bands" which toured the 

while this music was at

1. Leadership
2. Interest, particularly on the part of young people
3. Outside stimulus, e.g. festivals/competitions 

organised by a national body.

specially for these bands. Secondly,



gained a reputation

When they began performing
together, dances such as the Lancers and
Quadrilles still featured

Starry Nights took up the modern j

not the country dances of the R.S.C.D.S.

The original members of The Starry Nights had all been
playing locally for some time: ]john Wood (accordion), John
Ferguson (drums),

(accordion). At least three had also performed with

Ferguson’s Band (see p 75 ) . John Ferguson was asked if he

In
Cally Hotel in Gatehouse, engagements which have continued

at school dances,Nights played
in demand by hotels and public houses.

augmented by other
including Tommy’sof the guitar group,and members

163

In their appearances
local musicians such as Andy McLymont

Jean Kirk (piano) and Tommy Edgar

to the. present day. From the 1950s onwards The Starry
and from the early 1970s

1958 the band began appearing regularly at the

"old- time"

were increasingly

a football club dance:

Ironmacannie, and soon afterwards the same group played at

jazz-related dances, but

would organise a band for a bowlers' social at

at some local dances. The

at dances and concerts the band were

TE: When the dance was advertised it said "Dance in 
Dairy Town Hall - Black and White Band"... because 
... the Clachan football strips were black and 
white. But we thought we better change the name 
quick, so we changed it to The Starry Nights.

(R.Solway interview, 1985)

throughout Galloway and in 
neighbouring Dumfriesshire.



daughter, Elizabeth.

The 1950s saw the band on a hectic round of
engagements all over Galloway and Dumfriesshire• Leslie
and Mabel Young discuss this with Tommy Edgar:

LY:

The hall near Moniaive is a small tin hut still used

for bowling and known as

LY:

refer to the andLeslie and Tommy
which were part of thethe dancesby this they mean

occasions until around the end of theat localrepertory

16U

MY:
TE:

MY:
TE: Well,
LY:

Full to the door. An the floor wis...up an 
doonl Ye danced over the rots I But I mean it wis 
all old-time dancin'. Ye'd get an odd one a 
quickstep noo and again, or a waltz noo an again. • • 
It'd be mostly farmers.•.wis it not? 

there'd be a --
But then a 
farmers. 
farm workers. 
Hoo mony had ye 
I remember playin' 
Ye wadnae '--------  -
in tiers, like sittin'

in the band then, Tommy?...
' wi' a 5-piece in Kilhoose Hall, 

think I could get ini We were sittin1 
in a bus.

(SA/1986/17/B6)

"old-time" dancing,

[25m], C
TE: Right doon tae the border, 

an a' roon there...
JM: Ye went as far as that followin' Starry Nights?

Ye wouldnae ha' gone if they hadna been 
[playin']?

LY: Oh no, that wis the attraction...
TE: We yaised [used] tae run buses actually...tae some 

places we could fill twae buses, ken...Moniaive 
wis a favourite place.

lot of farm staff there.
lot o the dance people were a' the 

I mean the lads roon here were a lot o

"Kilhoose". The dances there were

Ian Duncan an I used tae follow the band roon 
aboot...an we used tae tak oor tea alang wi' the 
band I Ye got yer tea at a dance in they days... we 
used tae got tae Thornhill [? m], Newton-Stewart 
[25m], Castle-Douglas [15m], Kirkcudbright [20m]... 

j tae Gretna, Eastriggs
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2nd War (see chapter

(i.e. modern)

dances t and Castle Douglas also had an old-time dancing

club (Galloway News, 1954). A

which both types of dancing would be found. The Starry

did absorb the music for the old-time
dancing, although for the only remaining original member,

very much part of his passive repertory
today: he will play the tunes only for the benefit of the
fieldworker, or in discussion of the dances themselves.

The band1s most enduring repertory has been what
"the sortaTommy describes as

music of the new post-war dances. Woodwind and/or brass

through whom much of this music came to local
In the 1950s and 1960s theinstrumentalists.

instrumentation of The Starry Nights sometimes included

three saxophones and a trumpet. Tommy Edgar also says that
local halls were then installing amplification:many

TE: Wi’

an
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two). Local newspapers of the 1950s 

advertise^"old-time" dances and

"50-50"

"big bands",

a lot o the Scottish Dance Bands goin' 
around an' the Big Bands cornin' around they put 
in amplification of their own. Castle-Douglas put 
it in, an Lockerbie Town Hall, an quite a few had 
their own amplification... it wouldnae be that 
long before we had a sorta PA system, ye know, 
it wis jist...2 wee speakers, an ye put one down 
the right hand side an one down the left hand side 
of the hall, that's whit they did in those days, 
an we had mikes on the stage, like - it was more 
for announcin' the dances as [than] anything.

(SA/1985/104/B1)

are an essential feature of the sound of the

dance was one at

"popular"

jazz-orientated stuff"; the

Tommy Edgar, it is

Nights, then,



At this time the

who could read music (mainly

the printed parts while the
lines • The band still play items today which

such item is the theme tune of the
television series "Come Dancing".

Over the years the band has gone through various
changes of membership. Since the early 1970s the
instrumentalists have been Tommy Edgar (accordion and

vocals), Alistair Sinclair (sax,
vocals and percussion), George MacKinnell (pianodrums,

and accordion) and Ian Wemyss (drums and bagpipes) . There

pieces when they meet on a Saturday night at the Cally

Hotel
criterion affecting the choice of new items for the

repertory
Ian Wemyss describes how aaccompaniments for dancing•

IW:

167

Mostly Tommy hears things an says "Fancy a go 
at that?". Tommy just picks it up by ear an plays 
it. An if he’s... in Dumfries an he can get the 
music, he'll get the music an hand it tae Alistair 
an Alistair'll transpose it himself...whatever 
they play I'll fall in wi't, whatever tempo or 
rhythm. It disnae matter tae me...we pick up an 
odd tune that we can manage...if they're suitable. 
If they can be fitted intae a dance.

sax and piano players) used

are no

is that they should be suitable as

others incorporated their own

regular practice sessions; the band rehearse new

are based on

arrangements of the latest 
popular songs. Each month The Starry Nights would receive 
parts for the current "

(each member has one Saturday in four off). The main

hand subscribed to the London-based
’’Top Ten Club" which published

number one", and those musicians

clarinet, flute, piano,

these arrangements; one

tune is tried out:



(SA/1985/171/B4)

The band find that

IW: The pop stuff's

(SA/1985/103/B1)

Styles of popular music change very rapidly, partly

because of the way in which they are advertised by the

some
because of unsuitable instruments or lack ofreproduce,

recording techniques* Tommy feels the

Country

may mean
simplicity of the images involved. Many of the songs tell

a story,
aid when it comes to memorising material (see chapter

of Scottish waltzes on item 15 of the cassette.set

168

for this:

TE: Maybe the sorta simplicity o the thing, 
...I suppose it relates more tae 
too .

(SA/1985/172/A2) 
ye know 

a country area

an 
can

got so that ye canny 
understand it. At least [with] the Country 
Western there's words an music that ye 
understand.

Country and Western music is much 
in demand these days. Several possible reasons are given

of this has become difficult for other musicians to

"simplicity" of

three and Dunn, 1985:146). The band play song airs as a

and Western has given it a wider appeal. Here he

media and the recording companies. The latest sounds are

recording itself is now a finished piece of music, and

familiar to those involved in the industry, and to the

as do traditional Scottish songs, and this is an

both the simplicity of the melodies, and the

teenagers at whom much of the material is aimed. The



The Starry Nights
known bands in the

reputation is as
explains:

(SA/1985/171/B4)

Chapter five discusses further the role of the band
and the musical career of Tommy Edgar.in the Glenkens,

W.R.I. Choirs

In 1917 the Scottish Women1s Rural Institute was
begun, in an effort to improve life for families in rural

and help prevent further depopulation. At first,areas
and included lectures on domesticmeetings were held,

information,matters. As well as supplying the W.R.I.
also hoped to encourage social communion (Shotwell,

1926:219)* The form taken by these meetings today has
changed little since the movement began. Nora Little
describes what happened at the Dairy W.R.I. during the

169

are undoubtedly one of the best

a certain kind of band, as Ian Wemyss

IW: I think Starry Nights as they are have been 
[so] for years an I don't think there's anything 
else they should be. I mean they've established 
... a reputation for a nice band to dance to. 
50-50 dance band; maybe more the ballroom side, 
the quicksteps an that. They've always had a 
reputation for playin' good music for that, an 
I think it's always been that an should always 
be that for the type o folk that want tae hear 
it. I don't think we could kid wursels 
[ourselves]- we're just no' adaptable or...able 
tae cope wi' the modern day [material, i.e. 
popular music].

variety of occasions. However, their

Stewartry today, with a repertory
suitable for a wide



1950s:

branches all over Scotland

who are still very active in promoting meetings. tours and

parties for local families, providing both information and
entertainment. Music remains an important part of formal

and informal proceedings.

As well as presenting teams at Country Dancing

a

in New Galloway by Miss Carson, L.R.A.M.,

which disbanded sometime after the 2nd World War. This
which may have been attached to the W.R.I., waschoir,

revived again when Dairy started their Rural Choir.

isEllen Wood,
associated with the Dairy choir. Sheparticularly

describes how it began in the 1950s:
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Just 
were

EW: Mr Ladds came to be Musical Director in the 
County...he started this WRI Music Festival, 
for the WRI choirs in the Stewartry. . . an there

or a
was
was

a retired primary teacher,

choir was run

part in local competitions. At least as late as 1940,

Today, there are W.R.I.

NL: But ye know, it was jist the case musically 
the village was, ye know, full of music. 
Between the church choir and just any odd 
concerts that came off...an even in the W.R.I*/ 
ye know, there was the business meeting an any 
demonstration. But the second half, it was always 
an entertainment o some description - either 
musical, or a wee play, or something like that. 
And there was always somebody...to play the piano, 
even if it was just a communal singsong.

(SA/1985/110/A2)

Festivals, the W.R.I* also had ladies' choirs which took



ones

(SA/1986/70/A/1)

the pianist wasJust as for country dancing. an

indispensible part of the activity. Various pianists
including Mary Barr (teacher),accompanied Dairy Choir,

Donald Stewart (a banker who also played with The Starry

Nights, and Balmaclellan Drama Club) and Mary Cumming

some read sol-fa, and others, likewere music readers,
and werelearned their parts by ear,Mabel Young,

ye'll hiv tae learn tae sight-admonished for it: "Mabel,
■iread I

choirs continued in the Glenkens until theThe W.R-I-
late 1960s or early 1970s when, there

were

EW:
so I

171

They started carpet bowlin an so many other 
attractions an they [the singers] got less,

quite a few. An he came up here [and said] 
we get some people?" He would come up ye see. r
...an he started 
sight reading to 
staff to sol-fa, 
after that Mr Ladds
• •.an when he 1d been 
Wood, 
conducted a choir".

JMs An there

"Could 
some people?" He would come up an train them 
So there were maybe 10 people... turned up 

us an then...I used to give them 
start off every day, from the 
an they got quite good at it..*so 
— J came an went to the school 

so long he said "Right Mrs 
you take over". I says "oh I've never 

"Come on up an do it!"... • 
were WRI choirs gom' before that, in 

other parts?
EW: Yes, there were one or two.
JM: But ye think the festival encouraged other 

to start up?
EW: Yes, he went round an tried to get as many more as 

he could...Balmaclellan had one and New Galloway 
had one . . .but. . .kmda dropped out, but we went on 
so well that we were liftin' all the cups every 
year...an they [the members] were up tae aboot 20 
then.

as Ellen Wood says,

"too many other distractions":

(postmistress and church organist). Some of the singers



JM:

EW: Yes,
(SA/1986/70/A1)

A number of W.R.I. singers became stalwart members of
Dairy Church Choir after this.

importance of individuals in the overall picture of music
making; not only leaders and conductors were needed, but

every single member. It only took the departure of one

singer for Mrs Wood to end the choir, although todaymore

singers in a village choir.

of the most active musicians in the Glenkens fromOne
mid 1940s to the present day has been Lillias Thomson.the

During the '50s she was pianist for her mother's country

dancing clubs,
shows in New Galloway and at local schools.

Lillies

LT:
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less
I think

producing
describes her own early experience of this:

said "Right, 7 
than a certain 
it wis 16. An 
finished it. 
So did all the choirs finish 
same time?

more or less.

I'm no' doing anything wi' any 
.1 number an I'll jist stop", 
somebody else went an that

The festival an everything.
  1 up roon aboot the

"If they couldnae sew, they made tea"

My introduction tae music work - ye know, stage 
entertainments - wis the minister, Mr Fleming, 
and he always had...a "Kinderspiel"... every year, 
an he did it all himself...he taught us a' songs 
(he was very musical) an we recited an we did wee 
plays, an I mean there was a huge Sunday school at 
that time [1930s]...an then he graduated from that 
an he started doin' pantomimes wi* the kids. An

one would be extremely glad to have as many as sixteen

Once more, we can see the

and in the '60s became involved in

Pantomimes, Musicals and Discos:



that s where I got my ideas.
(SA/1986/71/B1)

In 1962 Lillias started her own childrens' pantomime in
New Galloway, which was to last until 1970.

"Ye

(SA/1986/71/B1)

acted as chairman until theMr Ross Fulton,minister,
Rehearsals began in the Towngroup was properly launched.

Hall for the first production - Goldilocks and the Three
Lillies had kept this script since the days ofBears.

her own performances with the Sunday school. Not only was

this drama group

LT:

(SA/1986/71/B1)
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used 
if

a great

We reckoned that we dressed the first pantomime 
yaisin [using] Copydex an pinkin' shears...an 
then the mothers said they wad help. An we 
tae hiv sewin' bees every week. They came: 
they couldnae sew they made tea...it was 
thing.

a social event for the New Galloway

children of five to fifteen years old, but many of the

parents were also involved.

After this parents raised funds, and the local

LT: There wis a lot o young lassies aboot here at 
that time that were beautiful singers...Glenys 
Sproat...Heather Flynn...Rose MacCormack, 
especially. An those 3 lassies - I don't know when 
they practised, but they could stand up an sing in 
harmony without any bother at all. They jist seemed 
tae have a natural talent for it...an one night 
they [the childrens' country dance class] were 
havin' their finishin' up party, Margaret said 
know, it's a shame we canny do something wi' these 
kids", she said, "It wad be worthwhile givin' them 
something where they could show their talents" . So 
she says "If you'll dae something aboot it...I'll 
help".



In 1970 Lillias left
Balmaclellan Primary School to be music teacher at Dairy
Secondary, where Kim Redpath had been the art teacher
since 1963:

(SA/1986/8/B1)

Dairy School's first big productions had been Gilbert

conducted by music adviser Charles Fox. The performances
accompanied by the Kirkcudbright-based Stewartrywere

Orchestral Society. Lillias was responsible for training
HMS Pinafore,chorus for the next musical,the girls’

By the time of the dress

rehearsal,
sing. They were only persuaded to do so by Lillias'

disco after the three performances.promise of a

Discotheques

Lillias had already been running discos for local
in New Galloway Town Hall with an old recordteenagers

and the help of the village policeman’s wife. Theseplayer

17U

her job as headmistress at

however, the latter were still reluctant to
and Mr Fox, the boys' chorus.

& Sullivan's Mikado and The Gondoliers, initiated and

were the forerunners of discos which were to be held

KR: Lillias...did wonderful things with her children 
...wherever she went, she used people and children 
as raw material and got them to do things that 
they didn't think they could do...whatever the 
music or however bad the music might have appeared 
to be, she managed to make something creative out 
of it.



throughout the Glenkens

for many young people between the
ages of thirteen

young people were alsocomments,

travelling to discos in Castle—Douglas [C.D.] at the same
time:

(SA/1986/72/B3)

Discos were also a useful fundraising tool for local
were businesses run byorganisations. Many disco

youths from nearby towns and villages. Very occasionally

finished around 1980, through a combination of adverse
(violence resulting from rivalry betweencircumstances

Dumfries [25m].

School Musicals

puts
able to draw on children already experienced in stage
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"units"

travel outside the area to Castle-Douglas [15 miles] or

, she

there might be a live band. When the Glenkens discos

produced several musicals at Dairy School. As Kim Redpath 
"masterminded the whole thing" . LilJias was

WL: If they could get a lift they would [go]. It 
was easy to get fed up of the discos. Ye went 
tae them, like, but that was because there was 
nothing else. Ye'd tae go tae C.D. if ye got a 
lift 'cos that was mair excitin'. Mair folk 
gaun aboot. Mair chance o gettin' served in the 
pub.

villages, and alcohol abuse), dancers were forced to

and thirty. However, as Wullie Lindsay 
(b.1962) of Balmaclellan

In the early 1970s, Lillias Thomson wrote and

during the 1970s, providing an
important meeting place



work:

LT:

(SA/1986/71/B1)

Musicals such as Billy's Treasure Island and Two

Weeks to California were a combination of original and

would be adapted to suit the talents of the children#
Appendix 8 shows the programmes of two musicals staged in

"Help" - by primary and1974
secondary school pupil's. Other teaching staff involved in
the productions included Kim Redpath (scenery and

Bill Lawrencecostumes),

was Lillias herself:the
there were things happening".went

The Guitar Group:

needed to feel out of it"

One
mixture of ages and stages of young musiciansgreat
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row..-nobody ever

I used tae notice that...the kids that were 
by that time secondary age, who1d been wi ’ me in 
the pantomime; they were never uncomfortable on a 
stage. They could just go on tae the stage an it 
didnae bother them, whereas...a lot o them... 
crossed their legs an folded their arms an tried 
tae hide against the back wall, but the kids that 
had been at it frae [when] they were five never 
thought o daein that: they jist knew what was 
expected o them.

a Miss Anderson (costumes),

"each place she

"We had about 15 people all playing G in a

"guiding light"

was in

"Wagon Wheel", and

(stage manager) and John Young (scenery and props), but

already existing material^ sometimes a published script
would provide the basic story, and characters and songs

organisation in which it was possible to find a



the Guitar Group held in Dairy School during the 1960s and

schools, but all Glenkens children attend Dairy School at
secondary level, and they therefore share much of each
other's lives for at least these few years. The guitar

group provided an extra outlet for musical talent, and was

an asset to the local musical life through its public

taking part in the guitar
group gave some children musical skills and social
experiences which have lasted far beyond their school
years.

The group's leader was art teacher Kim Redpath
(b.1925). Brought up in Glasgow, Kim had played the

inmandolin for several years when he spent some time
North Africa during the 2nd World War. While there he

When hefrom Italian and Greek soldiers.picked up songs
back to Scotland in 1946 he found everyone caught upcame

in the New Orleans jazz revival. After teaching in the
he returned to Glasgow and quicklyBorders for some years,

involved in the folk revival which was taking placebecame

the
MacColl often performed. Although Kim learnt many songs

he says "You have to admit that a lotfrom other singers,
By the

to teach at Dairy in 1963 Kim had a widetime he came
much of which he was torepertory of songs, pass on to

local children:
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a regular visitor to the folk club atat that time. He was
Iona Community Centre in Clyde Street, where Ewan

of your songs came out of books" (SA/1986/9/A9) .

1970s. Dairy, New Galloway and Carsphairn all have primary

performances. As we shall see,



(SA/1986/8/B2)

The guitar was indeed very popular at this time,

and also because it can accomodate
For many it was the ideal instrument for vocal

accompaniment.

Kim Redpath felt that the children expected instant

results,
let alone sing to it. He taught anyonetune the guitar ,

although he admits that it waswho wanted to learn,
difficult to give each the individual attention they
required. This problem was added to by the fact that many

often travelling there daily by bus,
miles away. Extra-curricular activities such as the guitar

group
attendance may have been heavily dependent on the

other activities,to many
accustomed to taking country children home for tea, or

them a bed ,giving
activities. A further impediment to the children's
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a wide range of styles.

some from over ten
of Dairy School's pupils come from feeder primary schools,

but says that some of them found it difficult to

partly through its use by such groups as the "Beatles",

and most village children are

required special arrangements for travel, and

KR: I started a very elementary tuition for guitars 
almost as soon as I got there, and that went all 
the way through in some shape or form all the 
time I was there for 16 years. But... I wanted to 
give very average people musically a chance to 
do something, because especially at that time in 
the 60s and 70s, the guitar had a magic 
connotation for people.

and cooperation of parents. But this appliesencouragmen t

so that the latter may attend evening



progress was the move from
fifteen,

last effectively severing all contact with the school and
its resources.

very few of the guitar pupils achieved their full
potential as musicians, due to the influence of these
external forces.

repertory, much of which could come under the general

xeroxed sheets with words and chord symbols.

JM:
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either to further schooling in Kirkcudbright (20 
miles), to college in Dumfries (25 miles)

JM:
KR: Lily the Pink

(SA/1986/9/A1)
The Christmas Party was a good time to start them 
off# because it was informal, and it didn't 
matter if you went a bit off the rails. And Lily

Kim's teaching material was drawn from his own

Dairy School at the age of

title of "folksong", and was given to the children on

KR: Well, you put a little notice up on the notice 
board, and maybe 30 people would come the first 
night and then 20 the next night and then 10, and 
that would be a more realistic sort of number, but 
even 10 was too many for proper tuition... you just 
had to give them set things every week and 
regiment them a bit, otherwise you just wouldn't 
have got very far...What we did was we started off 
with songs that they all knew. Very obvious songs, 
or folksongs like Ally Bally...they could be 
American, Irish, Scottish - you didn't emphasise 
where they came from too much unless it was 
particularly interesting...you taught them the 
chords for these simple major tunes and showed 
them that the chords made a natural grouping for 
the tunes, and then you tried to introduce, say, 
the odd A minor chord into a C song for special 
effects...
Did they ever suggest songs to learn?

KR: Yes, often pop songs. And we got into the way of 
choosing, if we could do it, a very up-to-the- 
minute pop song and at the Christmas Party make 
a big feature out of it... 
Can you remember any particular ones? 

was one.

It could be said, therefore, that probably

or to a job, the



(SA/1986/9/B1)

It was a number of years before the Guitar Group were

allowed to appear in the end-of-term prizegiving concert i

KR:

All those children who attended the guitar group
enough chords to be able to accompany some simplelearnt
They were also shown basic right-hand strumming andsongs.

and how to incorporate a bass lineplucking techniques t
Songs were chosen by Kiminto a song accompaniment.

Redpath, and also by the children themselves.
chance to take part in public performances, and

not musicalthe
those who knew only one chord or had. toexcellence: even

received encouragement. It would be surprising
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given the
emphasis here was on participation,

Most were

the Pink: we could have people who weren t 
actually playing instruments. We made huge rna^. 
of the ‘'man with the big ears" ... about 3feet ig 
and they held them in front of themselves w en 
the verse came...you could only see their ee 
underneath so they didn't need to have stage 
fright about it.

"fake it"

It was quite an event...I think the guitars 
were considered slightly undignified for an 
occasion like that...it [the song] had to be 
something that ticked over by itself. So you had 
a leader who said "Now we're going to sing Aliy 
Bally; 12 3 G01", and just under our breaths, 
you see, otherwise it all went haywire...

JM: And how did they get on when you took them to the 
Town Hall? Was that easier or more difficult for 
them?

KR: Well, by that time they'd got a bit thick-skinned 
about the whole thing, and they were able to cope 
...You remember we had about 15 people all 
playing G in a row, and then the more advanced 
ones...would come out and do a little extra piece 
in front, which gave the effect that it was a 
terribly versatile group, you see...

(SA/1985/9/B1 )



if this had not

There is no doubt that it
made a unique contribution
time.

Glemhath

Those children who wanted to take their music making
further formed themselves into and

played locally from around 1975 to 1980. There were always

Dalbeattie.

The Guitar Group had had a new intake of beginners,

. There were too many in the group for the morerepertory-
enthusiastic pupils to make much progress.

(SA/1986/9/Bl)

gle mhath = very
co-ordinated by the eldest[pron. glayva]), was

All members,

own
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contributed to the fact that the group 
remained in existence throughout the fifteen years of 
Kim s residence in the Glenkens.

good, 
member, who also arranged much of the music.

The group, named Glemhath (Gaelic:

KR: Quite informally, I think, some people would 
come to your [fieldworker’s] house, and...you 
would play different instruments together... for 
somebody like me it becomes most rewarding when 
you see people... taking off on their own like 
that.

a group (all female),

to local musical life at that

however, contributed ideas for repertory and had their

at least five members, and usually six. Four came from
Dairy, two from Balmaclellan, and after 1979, one from

and some members wanted to learn more challenging



solo pieces which Glemhath met

and learned new items every
week. Not all of these
songs which could

level of competence necessary for a performance were put

guitar techniques, and different combinations

recorders also featured in the group's arrangements.

Much of the impetus for the group's development was
provided by invitations to play at local functions,

of the original members, Sally Lockerbie (b.1967)

comments:

SL:

(SA/1985/65/B1)

Glemhath also performed at school,
Some items whichseasonal and other events.

would not
suit a particular event, or at the request

was
rally at Glentrool in Wigtownshire, in honourlearnt for a

visiting Welsh Nationalist MP. At an early stageof a
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The fact that we had virtually a regular set 
of concerts and something to keep working for - 
and supplemented by the Rurals and those sort of 
things that they arrange at Christmas - kept us 
really busy.

"classical"

not be rehearsed and brought up to a

as one

of instruments: not only guitars were used, but at various

were performed in public: those

be prepared to
of an organiser. The Welsh National Anthem (in Welsh)

girls experimented at an early stage with part-singing,

they performed at concerts.

aside, or sung only for fun during practise sessions. The

times percussion, saxophone, violins, bassoons and

once a week after school,

church, charity,

political,

otherwise have featured in the repertory would



Glemhath compiled a list of
constantly being added

were chosen from this by general concensus. Example 12 is
a sample of some of

repertory; the sources of the

the instrumentation of each. Two songs also feature on
the example cassette (items 16 and 17).

Items came from

(other musicians)t aural (recordings) and written
(collections of songs and sheet music).

style and resources of thepiece was arranged to suit the
group's members. Most songs employed more than just a

and harmonies ranged from straightforwardmelody line,
for example,

Mountain Thyme, to fairly complex chords and

When I'm 64.sophisticated modulations in song no.19,

Glemhath was born out of the musical curiosity and

enthusiasm of several young people,
and friends, went on to develop their vocal andof parents

instrumental talents together. They.gained confidence

vital
where they were well-known bothof the community,setting

individually and

and present it to a sympatheticof repertorytypes
audience.
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to. Programmes for a performance

through public performances ^local organisations played a 
role by providing these opportunities. In the

who, with the support

a wide variety of sources; oral

repertory, which was

song no . 20, Wild

The success of Glemhath was due to several

the group's most frequently performed
items are shown, and also

for the group to experiment with and accumulate different

However, each

as a group, there was plenty of freedom

3rds, 6ths and octaves in,



example 12
ITEMS FROM THE REPERTORY OF GLEMHATH

1. Big Aggie

2. Come by the Hills

3. Coorie Doon

4. El Condor Pasa

Feelin' Groovy5.

Flooers o the Forest6.

The Four Maries7.
Traditional Scottish. 2-part harmony. Unaccompanied.

8. Gallowa Hills

Hush, hush9.

loved a lassI once10.
Traditional Scottish. 2-part harmony. Unaccompanied.
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From Kim Redpath. Simon and Garfunkel version of South 
American piece. Unison. Guitar accompaniment.

From book of songs by Matt McGinn. Sung in unison with 
guitar accompaniment.

From a 
by soloist,

recording of version by Jeannie Robertson. Sung 
with all in on chorus. Unaccompanied.

Traditional Scottish song. 3-part harmony. 
Unaccompanied. Introduction on fiddle.

From book of "Corries" 
guitar accompaniment.

From "Glasgow Street Songs" record by Robin Hall and 
Jimmy MacGregor. Sung in unison with light guitar 
accompaniment.

From book of "Corries" 
accompaniment.

songs. In 2-part harmony with

songs. 3-part harmony. Guitar

From book of Simon and Garfunkel songs. 3-part harmony 
with guitar accompaniment.



3-part harmony. Guitar

12. Mullwharchar

2/3-part harmony. Guitar

Rain13.

Seek ye First14.

15. The Shearing's no' for you

16. Summertime

17. Three Craws

We really wanna thank you18.

When I'm 6419.
3-part harmony.

20. Wild Mountain Thyme
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Local composition, 
accompaniment.

Traditional Scottish. Sung as part of 
medley. Unison. Guitar accompaniment.

American Spiritual, 
accompaniment.

» "finale" at a 
Guitar accompaniment.

Traditional Scottish. Learnt from local folksingers. 
2-part harmony. Guitar accompaniment. Cassette: item 17.

Traditional Scottish. Always 
performance. 2-part harmony. C

"Street Songs"

From book of Beatles songs. 
Unaccompanied.

Instrumental. From opera "Porgy and Bess" by Gershwin. 
Played on saxophone, guitars, violin, bassoons and drums.

Learnt at festival on Iona. 2-part harmony. Unaccompanied.

11. Jesus is the Saviour

From book of Beatles songs. 3-part harmony. Percussion 
accompaniment. Cassettes item 16.

From "Sounds of Living Waters". 3-part harmony. Guitar 
accompaniment•



factors:

1.

2.

Glemhath was disbanded

older members left home for further education.

Occasionally they still perform together at local

the others still play for their own pleasure. Sally

Lockerbie went on to undertake principal roles in school

musicals with more confidence as a result of her

experience in the group:

in Kim Redpath's Guitar Grouptheir experienceFrom
Glemhath gained three things:the members of
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3.
4.

got used to singing m front of 
than anything else. You didn't clam 
into tears the minute you went on 

used to disasters occasionallyi 
(SA/1985/65/B3)

1. Basic guitar 
improvising

2. A repertory 
construct a

3. Experience
4. practice ---

functions. Two have gone on to study music, and most of

several years ago, as the

the interAm^nt °f each meraber to the group, and 
! 1On °£ the deferent musical 

personalities within it.
Regular rehearsals, making possible much 
xperimentation with repertory, arrangements, 

and overall presentation.
Support from parents and the rest of the community, 
frequent opportunities for performing in public, 
necessitating a professional approach.

SL: I think we 
people more 
up or burst 
stage. You got

technique, and some ideas for 
and accompanying.
from which one could, if necessary, 
solo performance.

of public performance.
in making music as a group.
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Taken together, these skills gave each musician the
potential to lead another group. Glemhath explored all
three, probably to the

was one leader who acted as
administrator and ultimate decision maker for the group,
particularly during the learning and arranging of new

repertory, each member had different talents and
abilities, and a separate musical role to play part ofas
the whole. Manda Miller (b.1963) sums up what she feels
she is able to do a result of her music making withas
Glemhath:

MM:

that I

Socials since 1970:Dances and

local dances in each village several
held by groups who were also theSome aretimes a year•

earlier in the century,of dancesorganisers
the committees of theclubs andcarpet bowling
bodies who arrange dancesshows. Otheragricultural

Councils (started in 1976 at theCommunityinclude the
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fullest possible

busiest years. Although there

"The tea wis a big event"

such as the

degree, during its

There are still

I would never have been able to think of 
teaching. But because I'd been involved m a 
performing group in which I had to play, sing, 
announce and arrange, it's given me the knowledge, 
ability and confidence to teach, even if only at 
the level of a few "singalong" guitar lessons. If 
I found two or three young people or people of my 
age around me in my present situation who were 
interested in learning a bit of guitar playing in 
order to do a bit of performing, then I think, 
because of the experience which I've had, 
could lead a small group like that.

(Field notes)



time of regionalisation) and the Town Hall
main venues for dances

a barn may be used.

the

have been taken over by

the Stewartry District Council (i.

latter have more funds for the upkeep of the building, but
consequently have to charge higher rates. This has led to
the New Galloway hall being used less often.- The annual

Glenkens Horticultural Show which used to be held there is
now staged in Dairy Town Hall, purely for financial

reasons.

In order to construct a picture of the kind of

evenings that have taken place, and examine some features
example a dance inmore closely,

an annualBalmaclellan. Until the late 1970s there was

village dance there,

the villageFarm above
occasion:

WL:
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community,(i.e. Dairy,
Carsphairn and Balmaclellan)

e. New Galloway). The

like that.
I wis there,

". Wullie Lindsay from Summerhill

We a1 went doon 
dressed up an pit

jdre generally cheaper and 
more accessible than those which

headit [headed] 
quite a special 
time the family 
[together]. . .in 
didnae go. . .it. 
thegither 
it before

in the motor. We a1 got
oan oor skule pairty claes an 

doon in the motor. An it wis 
occasion, ’cos it wis the only

• wis ever oot thegither
fact there wisnae mony folk that 

wis unusual tae see everybody
I don't know if they did 
but it wis unusual tae

was a great

we shall take as an

committees. The

held in February, and referred to

continue to be the Town Halls in 
the villages, although occasionally 

ore
The Town Halls ptill administered by local management 

committees^elected by

locally as "the ceilidh
remembers that for his family it



The evening, organised possibly by the hall
committee t consisted of dancing ,
Wullie's day the band

accordionist and possibly a singer.
It should be noted that Wullie has an idea of what he
knows as the Scottish dancing'1 : for his generation

there is anow, repertory of dances which they would
consider representative of Scottish dancing, and the ones

says he does not know are those of his parents'he youth,

in the 1940s and 50s (another indication of how quickly
the repertory can change from one generation to another).

Glenkens villages would alsoFamilies from other
that these were notattend,

only a few miles to the

dance :

WL: them.
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JM:
WL:

JM:
WL:

", although they had come

"a*

seein' the Dairy folk 
didnae really dance wi1It wis kinna funny 

sittin1 in. Well/ ye

What dances did ye do?
Oh, St. Bernard's Waltz, Strip the Willow, Dashing 
White Sergeant...Eightsome Reel. We did a' the 
Scottish dancing. I don't think there was mony I 
didnae ken, except the Foxtrot an that kinna thing. 
We did the Canadian Barn Dance as well. An jist 
waltzed aboot wi' the auld wifies.
The older folk danced with the young folk then? 
Oh aye, well it wis jist done. Ye jist went up an 
asked a' the women that ye saw at the Rural an the 
Guild an jist anybody at all. A the old yins • 

(SA/1986/72/B1)

"locals

but there was an awareness

songs ana tea. In

anythinaHett°2 an Mary Hunter an joe Corrie...at 
anything. But they wad go tae that.

(SA/1986/72/A3)

came from Southerness (on the Solway
coast) with a drummer,



Singers at the ceilidh would be drawn from the local
people attending the dance,

of dancing, came the tea, which figures large in Wullie

(b.1930) is a shepherd who was broughtAndy McLynion^-
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Lindsay's memory:

he was quite a - performer? 
well, he was kind of earnest I suppose...he 

was tryin1 tae make a good job of it.
JM- Why dae ye think people enjoyed Betty's singin'? 
WL- Well, ye could join in. She wisnae really that

’ bothered if ye joined along. I suppose she liked 
it that way. But Betty was kinna like a pub singer 

where she wis giein [giving] the auld hand 
sianals- "Join in on the choruses". Whereas Andy 
sum the hail [whole] thing through [alone?]... 
TBettv's] wisnae better than Andy's...but she wis 
hf a character in the village an that wis that. 
J1S (SA/1986/72/B2)

WL: Ye a sat roon the edge, an they had great 
big massive pots o tea, an they wad come roon an 
gie everybody a saucer. An somebody wad follow wi' 
a cup, an somebody wad follow wi1 a spune, an 
somebody wad come roon wi’ the tea an then ye 
wad get a biscuit. Hunners o folk...we had tae go 
roon an collect the cups. Ye never got a chance 
tae sit doon an drink teal Ye were in there in 
the... wee room at the side o the ha' , an ye were 
in wi1 the big fat wifes...they were always hustle 
bustle like a big henhoose... Betty Wilson used tae 
sing. Terrible songs. They were terrible. Everybody 
seemed tae like them but they were pretty bad.

JM: Why were they terrible?
WL: Well it was the Music of the 10 guitars an Oh 

when the Saints, but it was jist because it was 
Betty that it was quite good. An Andy McLymont 
would come on the opposite. He was just dead 
opposite fae Betty. He would be [singing] the 
kinna serious songs.

JM: D'ye remember what he sang?
WL: Well, it was the kinna Burns songs, I suppose, 

that they were. But it could ha' been anything. 
It was just the way he sung them.

JM: D'ye mean 
WL: Ah,

thedBalmaclliiane D^lry Wifes for a dance • zt W1S 
wifes ye asked for a dance.

(SA/1986/72/B2)

but first, after an hour or so
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who

early age, and recalls vividly his first experience of
singing in publics

me

a'

(SA/1986/6/B3)

Andy,
, Robert Wilson (see chapter two), and

has imitated his style of singing. From 1948-1952 he
received singing lessons from a Kirkcudbright organist,

who was blind.James Thomson,

Jo ,

an
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AMs Actually, 
wis goin'

JMs
AMs

ye ken, ye sing, 
’t,

JMs
AMs

How did ye start singin'?
Jist oot in the fields when I wis away masel 
[myself] in the fields. This boolers1 social. 
They were wantin' a singer. We were enjoyin' 
wursels [ourselves], an twae men carried me up 
tae - whit wis a stage. An I'd nae music or nothin' 
an I sang "Down in the Glen" an "Galway Bay" an 
then I fainted. They were bringin' me roon wi' 
whisky when I woke up. I can mind that as if it 
was yesterday.
How old wad ye be then?
I think I wis 17...whit dm [did] me - oot in the 
fields, ye ken, ye sing, an ye think naethin' 
aboot

weddings and socials. Andy himself began singing at an

It is important to Andy that his accompanist can play

"Voice of Scotland"

but when I wis in the hall ma voice - 
it seemed tae be fair lood an filled the whole 
thing an it a' cam back to me...ma nerves got the 
better an I jist passed oot.

came from Skye, was a piper, and would also sing at

up in Borgue, near Kirkcudbright, and came to work at

himself a tenor, is a great admirer of the

I went tae him for 4 years. I 
for 2 years before actually anybody 

knew I wis gaun, tae pronounce the vowels - the 
"oos" an "aays" an so forth... I... told him what 
songs I wanted tae sing, an he put the key, 
I always remember them keys tae this day.

Scroggie Hall, near Balmaclellan, in 1965. His father,



(SA/1986/6/B4)

Like Tommy Edgar, who will feature in the following
chapter, Andy McLymont works in farming, but takes his
performing seriously, second
career for himself in music. He travels far afield
performing at many functions in and outside Galloway. Andy
has also sung on radio The Galloway Coo (cassette: item

18)/ a song about the Galloway Cattle Society composed by
Newton-Stewart songwriter John Edgar. Much of Andy's
repertory consists of Scots songs, particularly Burns

songs,
- ballads such as Santa Lucia. Below is a sample

of the material he performs most frequently:

go

lass

19k

Bonny GalIowa
She moved through the fair 
Flow gently, sweet Afton 
Polly Stewart
Lass o Ballochmyle
Will ye go, lassie, 
I'll walk beside you 
Goodbye
The Auld Meal Mill
The Galloway Coo

get it translated
I went tae a shop in 

just at the top o the vennel. 
a sheet,

a song in the key which best suits his voice.

and has virtually made a

stuff"

My love is like a red, red rose 
Waiting tae welcome ye hame 
Santa Lucia 
Goodbye to Sorrento 
The Auld Scotch Sangs 
The Four Maries 
My am wee hoose 
?The Happy Wanderer 
?A fine wee lass, a bonny wee 
Galloway the land we love 
The Star o Rabbie Burns

MrsM: Yer mother used tae aye get ye sheet music 
in Kirkcudbright.

AM: Aye, but I'd tae gan [go] an 
intae a higher key. 
Dumfries, then, 
[It] cost one an six a sheet, tae get it written 
oot in the key that I sung it in. See... there's 
a lot o the pianists 1t reads music an they 
canna jist dae 't.

but he also enjoys what he describes as "Neapolitan



The professional attitude that Andy has to his music
is obvious in his style of singing, which is very
controlled, with carefully articulated lyrics, while also
being very expressive. The practised nature of his singing

perceived by young people like Wullie Lindsay,was who was

aware that a different role was being played by the two
singers at the Balmaclellan ceilidh.

enjoyed not because of what she
involved everyone present in her songs. Andy McLymont, on
the other hand, is highly aware of being a performer, and

an original.

By about 10pm at the Balmaclellan ceilidh one
were beginning to drift in from the pub:men

up on theWL:

(SA/1986/72/B2)

One of the reasons why the ceilidh
that all the generations were

andrepresented,
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same 
where

crafts his songs in order to achieve the maximum effect - 
each jis a work of art,

or two

"character in the village" gave a performance that was

was such a special

sang, but because she

They werenae very shy at gettin' 
flair an dancin’. Usually things hotted up. We 
usually left, I think, quite soon efter that, 
'cos it tended tae go away frae the young yins 
dancin' intae the older yins dancin' thegither 
at that time o night. Later on, like...no' 
everybody went tae the pub. It was just them that 
would normally drink anyway [that] had a drink 
before they went.

Betty Wilson, a

WL: Dances at New Galloway are no' quite the 
because it’s no just a ceilidh. It s no

night was perhaps
that young and old mixed freely together.



ages at it.

It* s

JM:

WL:

(SA/1986/72/B2)

Although Wullie Lindsay's description of the
Balmaclellan Ceilidh refers to under ten years ago, one
would be unlikely to find the broad range of agesame

Glenkens dance today.

H Show Dances" held on the weekend ofThere are still
Agricultural Shows in the Glenkens. These are especially

since summer (whenpopular with the farming community,

be one of the few such social events they attend until the

harvest is completed• Today the New Galloway Show Dance is
In the 1960s Davyof the best attended in the area.one

Peacock remembered that it was "that wey
demonstrate how little room there was to move.

(SA/1985/108/B3)
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JM:
WL:

young folk there earlier on. 
such a broad mix o

because there was a lot mair 
rowdy dancin'. There was a lot mair 

activity on the dance flair. But it wisnae a bad 
atmosphere, like, it wis jist that they had 
arrived an - invigorated it.

arms out to

when they cam

groups at a

", putting his

most shows are held) is a busy time of year, and this may

ye get a' the 
There's no' 
In New Galloway? 
Aye, or I suppose Balmaclellan 
a quite changed fae - then. 
Did the atmosphere change, then, 
m [from the pub]? 
Well I suppose sae, 
noise an

now, as well.

Packed tae the door. If ye got on tae the dance 
aboot stuck, sorta style...

it wis the same, the show dance... 
that wis jist aboot yin o the dances roon 
aboot in them days.

DP: flair ye were 
Carsphairn,



A Carsphairn dance which continues

attending this event today would find it little different
from that reported in a local paper of 1846:

The terms "early hour" noted here
less likely to be applied to a dance these

like Mabel Young and Davy Peacock,days: many people,
think that longer licensing hours in public houses have

MY:

(SA/1985/227/A2)

(SA/1985/108/B3)

where,dances,
the event is now part of the ritual.before and during

in abeen drinking areThose who have

197

people who are
for many participants, consuming alcohol

In them days [60s-early 70s] the bars shut at 
10 o'clock, which meant they came into the dance 
hall just after that, where nowadays the bars 
shut at 12 o'clock and... it's no* worth having a 
dance.

DP: If ye wantit a dance, ye hae tae hiv a late 
license noo...it's aboot the only way ye can get 
folk there.

Dance"

made it more difficult to run a successful dance:

unable to drink can feel excluded at

a long tradition

"different mood",

"good humour" and

Carsphairn: The Shepherds' Ball, which annually 
takes place here on the first night of the New Year, 
was held in the Salutation Inn, on the evening of 
Thursday se'nnight [a week previously]. The company 
amounted to forty couples, consisting of shepherd 
lads and bonnie lassies, and the dancing was kept up 
with great spirit. The refreshments, provided by Mrs 
Dempster, were highly creditable, and the company 
separated in good humour at an early hour.

(Dumfries & Galloway Standard, 
21.1.1846: page 4, column E)

is the "Herds'

are, however,

t held in early March. Someone



they are
to set the

whole evening, it is

women in particular, are
dance by the knowledge that there is almost certain to be
a bar .

Socials

Local socials since 1950 take much the same form as

mainly held in the winter for such groups as the Women' s

provided by local people, and young performers are given

an encouraging platform. Sometimes there dancing,15
and this usually consists of two or three dances which

Gay Gordons.

There is one
It is led by singer and raconteursocials in the Glenkens.

Jack Scott (known as
him include Tommy Edgar, Andy McLymont,

and

(dancer)Tracy Gray
is flexible, according

198

usually in the majority, they help 
atmosphere for

discouraged from attending a

"Old Folks" and the Church of Scotland

"Bungie Bell")/ of Dalbeattie. Others

concert party which frequently "hosts"

and, because

congregation, and include a varied programme of dancing,

Guild, the

who perform with
George MacKinnell (accordion), Sam Black (singer), Ray

Donald MacFarlane (pipes) and

everyone present is likely to know, such as a Waltz or a

tea, recitations and musical items. The music is often

likely that older folk, and older

to who is available and the scale

the whole company, and for the

they did during the first half of the century: they are

Lightfoot (magician)
of Dalbeattie. The group's personnel
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of the occasion. Both solo and ensemble items are
presented. Often the evening opens with a welcome song:

and closes withsee ye,
awa tae bide awa.

Appendix 7 contains the programmes of two Glenkens
entertainment was organised by

Bell’s"

It can be

range of different items, with something to suit all
however, may have particular

requirements: note that the Kirk Social starts with the

common to both programmes shown in Appendix 7. Socials are
a combination of a concert and a dance, and create an
informal environment which enables all present to

The tea break is a vitalparticipate in some way.
ingredient at socials not only because of the food and

but also because it provides an opportunity to talkdrink,
-establish old relationships and perhaps forge new

of the ritual is that it enables
not be able or do not want to take part inthose who may

contribute to the evening in anotherthe entertainment to
serving the tea (see Lillias Thomson’s- by making andway

costumes) . Even members of theof making pantoaccount
attend the function will often send

orflowers,baking,
involvedpeople are

social, and each

200

"Bungie

to re

seen that the concert party performs a

communal singing of the 23rd Psalm. Some material is

in the preparation and execution of a

socials, where the

tastes. Different audiences,

it1 s nicei tae
Auld Lang Syne and We ’ re no1

ones• Another aspect

individual is essential to its success.

concert party.

Come in, come in.

community who do not
raffle prizes. Thus, a wide circle of
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It could be said that the
idea, and it

community to make its music together, allowing
the largest possible
single event.

The local drama club,

members from throughout the Glenkens, although in recent
years most have come from around Dairy and New Galloway.

'73 Club is an organisation which brings together manyThe

folk of different ages and backgrounds in performances

club also present variety evenings of sketches, jokes and

keen competitors in the Scottish Community Drama

Association
entered for the

the prize for "Best Entertainment".1985 they won

hadat Balmaclellan,
several people who were involved in

who ownedKentley,
and guitarist, along with Mike Ansell andfolksinger

202

"ceilidh"

drama club (the last in the area,

means for a

number of people to participate in a

finished in the late 1950s or early
The idea tor a new

and was a keen

seems to me that this is an ideal

which are produced jointly by all the cast. Music is a

popular of which is the annual Christmas pantomime. The

in the area in the early 1970s. Jim

formed in 1973, draws its

music for occasions like the Clachan Fair week. They are

1960s) came from

(S.C.D.A.) festivals each year, and plays

fundamental part of many drama club productions, the most

socials are an extension of the

The Glenkens '73 Club

festival are often performed locally. In

musical activities
the local cafe,



singer Grace Edgar, approached others whom they thought

would be interested in forming a drama club. There seems
to have been no clear plan as to what the group should
perform, but the Christmas pantomime quickly became a goal
for which to work. Some of the original players consider
this first

because of the individuals who took
the club did not perform

at this stage, only the panto.

At an early stage the club affiliated itself to the
S.C.D.A., although they did not enter for competitions
right away. Kim Redpath thought that valuable experience

but Mabelwas gained from presenting plays at festivals,
and less funYoung felt that this meant more serious work,

for both cast and audience. She says that it is easier to
audience for a pantomime than for a play:get an

(SA/1985/227/A3)

very clearly why audiences are

interested inmore
like the pantomime involvesthat a showprobably

the evil wizard and theroles such asstereotyped
and the audience can enjoy watching

memberswell-known

203

Mabel does not say
"the other side", but one reason is

year to have been the most enjoyable period of 
the club’s existence,

’’serious plays"

MY: Ye often notice in Dairy that—well there’s 4 
nights pantomime - we can fill the hall 4 nights 
pantomime. We can put 2 plays on and we're lucky 
if we get the hall full one night...people are 
more interested in - not the serious side, the 
other side.

part, and also the fact that

beautiful princess
of the community play these parts. The
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chapter

or were adapted from already existing scripts. The 1985

i
and a co-author. Appendix 8 contains the programme of this
pantomime, which is also recorded on SM/1985/24-29. After
watching the performance Alistair acknowledged that much
of the success of a local production depended on involving
the audience in the story through allusions to everyday
life and personalities in the community.

In

(JM/1985/AF&DF/A)

Standard topics for jokes in a Glenkens panto might

shops,

who would not take offence at being mentioned. The
pantomime then becomes
against itself and its more colourful elements. Even New
Galloway people to see the panto In flock over11

205
4

AF: They've added dialogue and little bits and 
pieces here and there, obviously ye do that, 
a panto script you've got to allow for local 
jokes...it's all up to them. A script's only as 
good as the cast.

a huge joke by the community

performers themselves also derive pleasure from this (see 
five: Tommy Edgar).

pantomime was based on the story of The Sleeping Beauty

the church or school, and individual "characters"

20 and 24), and was written for the

Although shows are directed by the cast themselves,

Early pantomimes were written by the cast themselves,

Glenkens '73 Club by Edinburgh librarian Alistair Ferguson

be the rivalry between Dairy and New Galloway, local

(see plates 17, 18,



individuals have Played
especially in the

both experienced at working with
groups of musicians

have done much of the arranging and rehearsing of the

music for the pantomimes. The '73 Club inherited from New
Galloway Drama Club not only Lillias Thomson's expertise

but also flats and lightingprops,
equipment. In 1984 Tommy took as producer of theover
pantomime, writing a number of the songs himself/
accompanied them and played during the scene changes on
the nights of performances.

and isMusic underpins all the panto performances/
also used in the variety evenings which the Drama Club put

during the week of the Clachan Fair (held on alternateon
in June). One of these shows has been recordedyears

(SA/1985/71-74)/ and musical items include a medley of
solo songs, two accordion selections/Irish songs,

medley which the audience also sang. The

Otherfor the children in the
be familiarsongs may

fitted.
accordion.

find thatAgain we

than one
istheir experience

206

kind of music
often relied on by others in the group

pantomime will also feature/ 
audience to take part in.

"Good Old Days"

musicians are involved in more

accompanied by either piano or

co-ordination of musical items. Lillias 
Thomson and Tommy Edgar,

and a

melodies to which new texts are

as a producer.

as a rule, at least one song

All songs are

with different abilities and talents.

making in the community, and that

an important part in this,
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too, everyone

if notis encouraged to contribute to the performance;
actually onstage, they help with lighting,

The Music Club

The Glenkens and District Music Club began in the
year 1970-1971, and has been based in Dairy since that
time. Frederick Sillar (a writer) and his wife, Dorothy
(an ex-professional violinist) had retired to Dairy and

music to thewere keen to bring concerts of
area. The Sillars gathered support from several friends,
including the Scots composer Cedric Thorpe Davie (who had

ata
their own expense. The club quickly became established,

first secretary was Betty Porter:and its

membership of around 150 at present,
Castle Douglas and

Kirkcudbright (the latter's music club has recently
due to lack of interest). A standard of musicdisbanded,

making which is "the very highest that we can afford"

208

BP: We have tried from the very beginning to keep 
to the very highest that we can afford, and we 
can only do that by having a good membership, and 
help from the Arts Council and from the District 
and Regional Councils. We wouldn't manage it 
otherwise. But the membership is the great thing.

(R.Solway interview, 28.6.84)

including people from as far afield as

costumes and

seems to have contributed to the success of the club in

The club has a

"classical"

to help sustain its activities. Once more,

house in the village), and held an inaugural concert

make-up, props, and the raffle.



The Scottish Arts

Council awarded the Glenkens Music Club a grant of £1,200
1986). Comparing this with amountsfor 1985- 1986 (SAC,

£1,280;granted to similar music clubs (Newton Stewart,
£1,050; Oban, £3,650) shows that the local clubDumfries,

contributed to the maintenance of a rural music club:

1.

2.

It must be said that many of the club's patrons have
cultural background similar to that of its founders^a

increasing numbers of elderly people, many from England,

its audiences. A spin-off from the concerts themselves

members and local musicians have an opportunity to make
music with and for each other. Guests bring refreshments,

share their thoughts on the club, and on music generally.

In recent years a junior membership has been offered.
Members of the original committee have now been succeeded,

209

The S.A.C. is aware that substantial funds are 
required in order to bring professional artists to 
an area like the Glenkens. The Council also has a 
policy of devoting special attention to the needs 
of rural areas.
The Music Club is necessarily very dependent on 
local support, and much voluntary work has been 
undertaken by local people in order that it should 
continue.

3. Cedric Thorpe Davie was undoubtedly an influential 
figure in the club until his death in 1983, and his 
presence may have aided its efforts to attract funds 
and audiences.

what is a sparsely populated area.

and in a relaxed atmosphere there is an opportunity to

is well provided for by this body. Three factors have

who retire to the Glenkens, provide the club with much of

have been occasional social evenings, at which club



varied thanconcert programmes are generally moreand
previously. Sally and Kate Lockerbie were amongst the

a number of children became
involved through being asked to sell programmes at

Sally and Kate feel that the concerts haveconcerts.
and they describe theirchanged over the last five years.

impressions of earlier events, when they were in their
early teens:

KL: we

(SA/1985/65/B5)

Today, many professional artists are sending out
leaflets advertising their music. These are used by the

chosen according to what is a) practical and b)
interesting. The former applies in the case of pianists,

solo piano recital is difficult to accomodate. The pianist
therefore, proved a particularly popularFrank Wiebau has,

since he brings with him his own instrument, whichchoice,
is erected and dismantled before and after each
performance! Concerts which have had the best attendance,
particularly from local people (as opposed to incomers)

String Orchestra from St Mary's Music School, Edinburgh
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SL: At that stage they had a lot of quartets... 
there used to be an awful lot of Brahms and stuff. 
I remember the interminable lieder - we used to 
count the words.

first young people to join:

are as follows:

music club committee to plan their programme: concerts are
selected six months to a year in advance, and artists are

since there is no good piano available locally, and so a



The early instruments used by the Scottish Early
Music Consort and the MacGibbon Ensemble have proved a
special attraction. Lizzie Cairns, a Dairy singer

LC:

LC:
(SA/1985/108/B1)

’’never wis used wi 'The key phrase here is, of course,
that much aboot here”: the music club is one of the most

and
it became part of local cultural activities only with the
arrival of a population group that had a tradition of

music. These peoplelistening to and playing
also had the practical knowledge and the contacts needed
to build concert programmes and gather an audience for

a demand. The opportunity to hear this music inclearly,
live performance is certainly a rich addition to the

benefits in future years.
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The Scottish Early Music Consort 
A "Viennese Night" - light opera 
Frank Wiebau
The MacGibbon Ensemble

"Viennese Night":

"classical"

an I enjoyed it when I

recent events in the musical history of the Glenkens,

I wisn't so fond o the high class music...of 
coorse, never wis used wi1 that much aboot here, 
ye see. But I never - I think once I really went 
tae one. I've never been at one since.

JMs Was it something special, or did ye jist fancy 
goin'?
No, I jist fancied goin', 
wis there, ye ken, but...

mentioned in chapter two, attended the

music which was not made locally, but for which there is,

community, particularly the children, may well reap the
spectrum of music making in the Glenkens, and the



Conclusion

At this point I intend to record my general
conclusions on traditions of music making which have
existed in the Glenkens this century, devoting special
attention to the period covered in chapter four.

The establishment and maintenance of a tradition
relies, relatively stable
population. It is possible to make direct connections
between the changes in musical activities this century,
and demographic changes in the Glenkens over the same
period. Four clear population movements can be identified:

2.

4.

It will be seen that the primary reason for these
shifts is the change in employment patterns, although
agriculture remains the main employer. Chapter two
revealed something of how the unity of cultural life
reflected the homogeneity of the community, particularly

This has since become fractioned,amongst the herds.
number of reasons. A main factor has been the
sophistication and specialisation of agricultural work; on

212

1. The exodus of the herds from the beginning of 
the 20th century until the 1950s.
The arrival of Scheme workers in the 1920s and 1930s.

3. The purchase of local houses by retired people 
(mainly from the south) and latterly by young 
families from the towns. 1960s onwards.
The steady drift, throughout this century, of local 
children to higher education and jobs outside the 
Glenkens.

for a

first and foremost, on a



the farms, for instance, there is much less personal

contact between workers the job - machinery has reducedon
greatly the labour and thereforerequirements of farmers

less opportunity to share and pass on musical repertories.
Increased incomes and greater mobility have meant that
people are no longer restricted to a small geographical
area

take advantage of the greater range of choices available
to them in work,

activities. This means the local culture, rooted in the
life and history of the
options to those who have wider opportunities and
experiences than in the past.

Since 1950 the Glenkens community has had a lively
and varied musical life. Some traditions of music making

such ashave continued from earlier in the century,

socials and drama clubs.
introduced more recently,

population brought music from their own culture to the
. Certain combinations of musicians have provedarea

particularly successful, such as the concert party. This

that socials (often led bymeans
the most popular evenings heldcontinued to be among

have already indicated that this is probablylocally. I
of their intimacy and flexibility: "anythingbecause

repertory and audience.goes

213

", in terms of performers,

a concert party) have

as new

for their cultural activities. They are also no

and the Music Club, were

area, appears as only one of the

longer restricted to their own social circle, and many

Others, such as the Guitar Group

friends, lifestyle and leisure



National and the
W.R.I. have played

choral singing respectively.

many local instrumentalists provided the music for dances:
in the villages, especially, number of bands
active during the 1930s and

The Starry Nights have been the only locally based dance
band, and since the early 1970s three of its four members
have come from outwith the Glenkens.

accordion,

through the schools. The impact of these is discussed

local paper ran:

There must have been a demand for a variety of
instruments, to warrant a shop in Castle Douglas sel.ling

instruments (today theremusical
there), and violin strings ’’famed in Galloway”.

contribution of the media has both helped andThe

211+

jews harp and mouth organ playing are generally
less widespread than before 1950. New instruments such as yAAfaC

there were a

are no music shops

a part in stimulating dancing and
In chapter two we saw that

organisations such as the R.S.C.D.S.

The traditions of fiddling, piping, melodeon,

have, however, been introduced to the area, largely

Musical Instruments - violins, melodeons, concertinas, 
Flutes, Jews Harps, Mouth Harmonicas &c., &c - a fine 
lot of new goods. Also Violin Fittings and strings, 
which are famed in Galloway.

Adam Rae, Castle-Douglas.
Galloway News ad. 5.1.1900, p8

1940s. Since then, however,

further in chapter six. In 1900 an advertisement in a



hindered music it offers musicians a wide
repertory, and without the radio and the tape recorder
some t

ceased playing altogether.

sophistication of broadcast
professionalism of the

to perform. The great
variety of musical styles now available as listening
material also reflects national and international musical
trends (for examples of the latter, 1983:179) .see Netti,

exposed to not only Scottish
music and indigenous traditions, but to a diversity of
musical styles from all over the world. Chapter five is an

exploration of how one musician has coped with and adapted

to these changes.

spending time with radio andpassive in relation to music,
television broadcasts and recordings for music in the

which previously they would have spent making musichome,

Davy Jardine. His friendship with Robbie Murray andas
their mutual exchange of repertory

earlier local musical traditions, both through thefrom
itself and the means by which it is absorbedrepertory

at home,(learning only by aural means,
however, dependent on radiochapter two)• Davy himself is,

and occasional visits to accordion and fiddleand tapes
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making:

who feel they are

are in direct descent

"not good enough"

like Davy Jardine (see chapter three), might have

artists, has perhaps deterred those
and recorded music, and the

On the other hand, the

dances etc. See

more institutionalised: since 1950 people have become more

The community is, therefore,

themselves. There are still a few house musicians , such

It could be said that music has, in general, become



opportunity to play,
tunes.

The

a stable population, but within this one will

organise and motivate others. This is necessary not only
in musical activities, but in other communal structures,

population group as the focus of the community's cultural
life. By this I mean that the majority of leaders and
initiators of events come from this group. We may think of
the music makers as falling into two categories - those

The accounts ofwho participate and those who lead•
informants in chapters two and four show that there have

only a few have had the abilitiesthe community. However,
assemble groups ofnecessary to organise programmes,

sustain these over a period of time.

Examples
and Bessie Ferguson, Mary Cumming, Tommy Edgar and Lillias

particular time, and were able to fill the role of
coordinator. There are still singers and instrumentalists

community who took part in groups led by the peoplein the
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continuity of a tradition depends partly on the 
existence of

group of leaders with the ability to

Thomson. These musicians saw what was needed at a

always find a

and to acquire new

such as the Church or Community Council• We have seen 
that every individual has a contribution to make p

clubs for an

extent Carsphairn and Balmaclellan, still have the local
The evidence suggests that Dairy, and to a lesser

of the latter category have been Tom Crozier, Bob
musicians, and

been many musicians who made music at home, and also in



mentioned. Why do they no longer perform? Part of the
answer is old
factor however,

choirs and bands, which allowed musicians of varying
abilities to perform longer exist.

The Glenkens would not appear to be particularly
unusual in rural lowland Scotland in its traditions of
music making this century. It does, of course, have a
repertory of local material, some of which is unique to
the area, to distinguish it from other communities, but
today this is seldom performed,
nurtured and preserved it has now gone. There is a small
repertory of local songs and tunes, but this is retained
today by only a small number of the population. The basis
of the community’s repertory (i.e. that performed by local
musicians this century) is traditional Scottish music.

most
music has been introduced a) by incomers to the community.

and
recordings.

symbol of the past,

and sometimes the environment in whichit has for people,
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age and physical disability. A contributory 
may also be,

This has probably remained so because it is a common

as the way of life which

that today groups such as the

often played when musicians perform together. New

The music making acts as a

together, no

repertory which is shared by both old and young, and by

b) by radio and television broadcasting, and

other Scots. It is also, therefore, the music which is

through the repertory which is heard, and the associations

several sections of the population, and indeed by many



it is performed.

does singing in church,

functions in the Glenkens primarily as a means of drawing

people together.

At the present time,
point of balance, in which the older traditions can be

During the next twenty to thirty years (a generation),
is likely that demographic changes will continue to
affect many aspects of community life in the Glenkens,

some of the results of changes which have already taken
place. Most of these (employment opportunities, increased

centralisation of services,mobility,
small rural communities all over Britain (see Brody, 1973

1984). Many musicians have had to expandand Stephenson,
their repertories and "update” their instruments m order

supply the needs of local audiences. The followingto

for him to develop his abilities inwhat it has meant
these and other ways.
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community identity, singing together at a social produces 
the same pleasure,

the Glenkens community is at a

or going to a dance. Music making

But it is also a re-affirmation of

including that of music making. Since 1950, we have seen

seen alongside the new, as well as those in between.

etc.) are facing

and for many of the same reasons, as

chapter discusses one performer's experience of this, and



CHAPTER FIVE

TOMMY EDGAR

Tommy Edgar is a key figure in the story of music
making in the Glenkens in the second half of this century.
Local people say of him that “he's the only one nowadays"

evidently much fewer local musicians than
there were before 1950; see conclusion of chapter four)

■iwhen people thought of a band in the Glenkens, theyand
automatically thought of Tommy". Since his childhood in
the 1930s Tommy has been part of the continuous
development of local musical traditions. As the playing of
Robbie Murray signifies the passing of one way of life, so
Tommy Edgar represents the musicians who replaced those in
the older traditions. This is emphasised by the fact that

until the early decades of the
the fiddle remained the foremost instrument20th century

but in many cases since thenfor dance music in Scotland,
place has been filled by the accordion • There areits

since the accordion isseveral practical reasons
louder than the fiddle.
play for dancing,
dancers are present.
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he plays the accordion:

(there are now

"An entertainment in hissel"

It is also more portable than a
even in halls where large numbers of

only one musician is necessary to
for this^j

piano, but can provide both melody and harmony, and the



most modern instruments

has absorbed much from the diversity of post-war musical
a result his own music making includes

significant contrasts of repertory and style.

Information on Tommy and his musical career has
already featured in chapters two and four,
shall examine in
music, how he acquired his repertory and what it contains,

performing which he undertakes. When the musical
environment he had known since his youth began to change

musician,
producer, Tommy chooses from the available repertory in

for the tastes of the greatest possibleorder to cater
in addition to other factors,

has ensured his as

in and beyond the Glenkens.

Early Career

family have farmed in Dairy for threeTommy Edgar's
Hisgenerations.

brothers work Kirkland and Newfield farms,his two younger
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more detail his early experiences of

a semi-professional musician

are comments on how Tommy sees his role in the local
and some aspects of his style of playing- Also included

above. Here we

11 survival"

offer a wide range of timbres and 
special effects . Through his musical enculturation Tommy

in the 1950s, Tommy, then only in his early 20s, did not

father died in 1984, and today Tommy and

community, and how he feels about the different kinds of

cease playing^ within his roles as soloist, dance band
concert party entertainer, poet, actor and drama

number of listeners. This,

genres, and as



which incorporate the one of the most
fertile areas in the Glenkens. The farms are well known
because of their and

the village itself. Secondly,
three families obtain their livelihood from Kirkland and
Newfield in an area where this is an unusual occurrence.
Thirdly, Tommy and his brothers
of their family in the Glenkens and therefore rank almost

"locals iias

fiddler and a poet, his father a singer and storyteller
who also played the melodeon. His mother, who died when he

the photograph of Dairy Musicalm

Association, Plate 6). Evenings spent with some of the
farm workers are amongst Tommy’s earliest musical memories
(see chapter two), and his first instrument was a mouth

learned in theorgan,

the men.

His parents encouraged Tommy in his music making, and
These continued for about threesent him to piano lessons.

but Tommy says "the trouble was then, I mean, yeyears,
ye wanted tae playdidnae want tae play the piano,

ye gaun up the street wi1 a
(SA/1985/104/A2). Hisiilaughed at!music case...ye were

first teacher was Mrs Bessie Ferguson, pianist with
Band (see chapter two). Tommy had also begun toFerguson's

from watching his father play, and beforelearn melodeon
accordion. Lillias Thomson,keen to have anlong he was
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are the third generation

prominent geographical position, 
because they are part of

are to be seen

(see chapter two). Tommy's grandfather was a

"Holm of Dairy",

"stackyaird" [farmyard] from one of

football an if yer pals seen

was very young, sang and played the piano (both parents



an accordion. Tommy

perservered for a while, and was able to play

pieces:

TE:

JMs the piano did ye play things
TEs

(SA/1985/104/A3)

In addition to the attraction of the accordion itself
and the high social status held during the 1940s and 1950s

because it did not require the ability to read two musical

lines on different staves:

TE:

20 years old Tommy had served hisBefore he was
musical apprenticeship amongst local performers, playing

and also during thein bands and concert parties.
intervals of drama productions
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ye know, quite 
 , an I 
seem tae

and if she thought he was progressing 
well enough, he would be allowed

complicated"
"quite

or concerts by visiting

musical knowledge,

I think the piano music - whit bothered me wis 
readin’ both the right hand an the left hand, ye 
know, if ye'd jist a single line - the likes o a 
sax player or a clarinet player or a violin player, 
I suppose ye jist read the top line.

(SA/1985/103/B2)

by those who played it, the instrument appealed to Tommy

I could play duets wi' Lillias, i “ 
complicated things, but I sorta gave it up, 
gave up readin' music ye know...I didnae 
be interested.
When ye were learnin' 
by ear as well?
Aye, I think that wad be my problem...playin' 
things by ear instead o readin' the music... 
because whenever I went on tae the accordion the 
music was shoved tae the side.

then a young school teacher, was asked by the Fergusons to 
give Tommy some piano lessons and broaden his general



musicians such as
since then he has developed the necessary musical and
social skills in order to organise and sustain similar
groups of performers himself. The Starry Nights dance band
has been at the

The growth of the band's reputation
took place mainly during the 1950s and 1960s with
engagements all over the south of Scotland and the
foundations of their repertory were also laid at this time
(see chapter four). Contacts established with other
musicians,

been a strong influence on what Tommy plays and how it is
performed.

Around 1970 Tommy bought his first electronic

sophisticated models. His present accordion, purchased two

and has a matching rhythm unit (see below for discussion
of this). He feels that electronic instruments have fired
his own musical enthusiasm:

I

accordion, I

also provided Tommy with work playing inThe 1970s
The extension ofand cocktail bars.public houses

licensing hours
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centre of Tommy's music making since its 
inception in 1948.

(see chapter four) may have been a

years ago, is a Hohner Vox 4P, which cost around £3,000,

accordion, and since then has owned increasingly

through the band's activities, have certainly

Jimmy Shand's dance band. In the years

TE: The sounds you can get out of them now, you 
know, that I think it keeps you - interested, 
think if I'd still been playing the ordinary 

wouldn't have been as happy.
(Radio Solway interview, Jan.1985)



contributory factor in the increased demand for this type
of entertainment.

The Present Day

Today Tommy finds that the band and other musical
commitments often take

this work must be done in

traditionally been the time when social events are most
and when musiciansnumerous,

local performers like Tommy and Andy McLymont now find

increasingly busy during the summer months. One of the
older members of The Starry Nights intends to retire from
the band at the end of 1986 and Tommy has mentioned the

break from their present hectic

I suspect thatschedule of engagements. If this happens,
of the extra time that the break allowsTommy may make use

making provides him with a great dealTommy's music
of relaxing after a day's

on his own, tryingwork outside. He
and experimenting without new tunes, improvising

available on hisfacilities

in theinstrument.
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of pleasure at home, 
regularly practises

festivals and tourist ventures are keeping them

the remaining members a

are most needed. However,

possibilty of having a few months "sabbatical" to allow

the summer, winter has

as a means

that this is no longer the case, and that hotels,

of the local economy, and much of

to compose or learn new repertory.

registers and other
community Tommy fills a number of

up several evenings a week. Because
farming is at the heart
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musical roles and these are discussed below.

The Band Member

Tommy's involvement with The Starry Nights dance band
has provided the main impetus for the development of his

technique and musical ideas. As a band memberrepertory,

fact that the members of the band all enjoy each other's
company socially contributes to the pleasure they derive

appreciates an accordion accompaniment to some of his pipe
some o the familiar tunes,away,

an maybe for some reason Tommy stops playin...it soonds as
if somebody's emptied the place.
right.” The influence the other musicians in the band have
had on Tommy's music making is discussed further below.

Tommy has spoken at length on how he feels he is
regarded by local people, in his role as one of The Starry

Nights :
say they're more critical, but I thinkwell I don't

(SA/1985/104/B3). Tommy11ye1ve tae play better at home
however, for althoughcontradict himself here,appears to

implies that local audiences expect more of him, hehe
both asalso feels that he is so well known, a person and

that he is sometimes taken for granteda performer.as
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"I think that yer own people tend tae be more

from performing together. Ian Wemyss, drummer and piper,

he has two roles, one in his relationship with the other
musicians in the group, and one with his audience. The

ye know. Somethin's no'

tunes: "If ye're playin'



(SA/1985/104/B3)

Tommy seems to be caught between feeling that local
audiences look for a high standard of performance from
him, and that they pay little attention to him because he
is a - one of themselves. Later in this chapter I
will examine how he attempts to cope with these demands
in musical terms.

John Ferguson, drummer with The Starry Nights until
the early 1970s, also felt the band were not always
appreciated by Glenkens audiences:

comparison between local audiences and those at the Cally
listenin1 tae

. The band has virtually a fixed programme which is
■Idifferent faces every week."played at the hotel to Local

the other hand, have heard much of his
at home, thatrepertory before:

play that much better or everything's tae go
jist right for them tae really appreciate what ye’re

tae do". Local audiences and their requirementstryin'
of great importance to Tommy. Perhaps because

of the semi-professional status of The Starry Nights, he
feels that his highest musical

The fact that Tommy and the other memberswith the band.
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"I think ye always feel,

"they're actually sittin'
ye"

"as long as ye kept

"local"

ye've tae

good time that's all that wis [needed]". Tommy makes a

Hotel, where

"profile" is as a musician

people, on

TE: The advantage o playin' at Cally is that ye 
get different faces every week...I think the local 
folk get that [so] used tae ye, ye know, 
originally, that they say "Och it's jist Tommy 
Edgar ."

are, then,



earning money from regular engagements makes his workare

with the band job than his other music making,more of a
although he sometimes receives payment for other
performances, such as those described in the following
paragraphs.

The Concert Party Musician

As part of

Tommy plays solos, accordion duets with George MacKinnell,
and accompanies singers. At such evenings with the
concert party Tommy often gives readings from his poetry

enthusiastically, as many deal with local topics. Tommy
remembers writing some poetry at school, but began
composing and performing them regularly around ten years
ago. His subjects are often ones which have some personal

such as poem number 12, The Threshingappeal for him,
Others are written for a particular occasion, suchMill.

for a celebration in honour of

number 5, Toast tae the lassies,

for a Burns Supper.

of the concert party enables a musicianThe structure
combine the support of other musicians with theto

this group, Tommy feels regarded in a more favourable
the informal setting allows for
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light by local people:

some by other writers. The poems are received

a Glenkens minister, or

opportunity to contribute also as a soloist. As part of

"Bungie Bell’s” concert party (see p 198 )/

as number 13, The Manse,

book (see Appendix 6a), mostly his own compositions, and



more rapport between
individuals feel
of a unit.

Soloist

(SA/1985/104/B3)

Most of Tommy's solo performances are during the

enjoyable as playing with the band, Tommy's ability to
provide a whole evening's entertainment unaided means he
is able to perform at a wider range of occasions:
problems of transport and finance may deter a small group

when one musician can adequately dofrom hiring a band,
Tommy's very modern accordion, equipped with itsthe job.

flexibility as a soloist,allows him morevarious gadgets,
of timbres and mixtures which can enhanceoffering a range

contrasting styles of repertory within a solo programme.
Some listeners like Peggy Hutchison are,

feeling that it is "not thesuspicious of his instrument,

real thing":
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PH: Well, ye see, he can jist touch a switch on 
something an it produces a lot o things that it's 
no' him that's producin' it really...but somebody 
that was sittin' doon there wi an accordion an,

engaged by pubs and hotels. Although this may not be as

however, rather

TE: I think wi' a solo performance it's entirely 
up tae you...when I step up on to the stage an 
play in a band, I've no nerves whatsoever. But 
when I'm myself I'm thinking "Well, hope I don't 
make a mistake", ye know.

performers and audience, and
valued as themselves, not merely as part

intervals of drama events, at local socials, or when he is



(SA/1985/60/B6)

Similar comments are made by other older people in
the community. although they have resigned themselves to
’’progress" in music as well as in other fields:

he's got all the latest gadgets for his

music now...I suppose he's got to nowadays". To this
audience t Tommy's performances using his electronic

accordion seem too easy, and they distrust the instrument,

being unsure how much of the music produced is due to the

performer's own skills, and how much is electronic in

origin. It would seem that for these informants at least,

Tommy Edgar's electronic accordion is a potential

and a barrier to communicationdistraction from the music,

between musician and audience. Tommy himself realises

interested in the flashin'this :
interested in the music, quite a few o them". We shallno 1

however, that the range of facilities availablesee later,
vital part of Tommy's musical

development, helping him to cope with a wide variety of

musical styles.

The Actor and producer

Tommy is
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"they're

I mean, 
JM: Ye don't 
PH: It's lovely, 

handy if - 
nice tunes 
ana' ’ 
chords he can 
doesnae play himsel'.

"of

on his accordion have been a

coorse, well,

modest about his skills as a performer, in

a nice tune-
enjoy it in the same way?

but I jist think tae masel, it's 
ye can jist press a wee knob an a' they 
-J come oot o't, see, bagpipes an organ 

they sorta things. An there'll be a lot o 
get off these things that he

lights, they're



a member of the

being part of

and musical director of the annual
pantomime songs,

the and in this guise he able to enjoywas
performing without feeling that he was appearing
Edgar • The part of panto dame has since been taken over
by his son, Brian (plate 20). Kim Redpath, who was part of
local concert parties during the 1960s and 1970s, and
shared platforms with Tommy on many occasions, says ;

In summary, Tommy is conscious of the fact that as a
musician he has a high profile in the community, but he

is,

role offers him a different platform:
free to choose his own programme and has control over most

although he is more nervousaspects of the performance,

about appearing alone
backing of other musicians, and the stimulus ofhe has the

musical
administrator

the band functions verylongest serving member,
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a team. Although for the last two years he 
has been producer

his role as

as a soloist he is

cast as

interaction with them. Although Tommy functions as

than with the band. As a band member

/ composing and accompanying songs. Tommy says he 
misses being onstage, it was usual for Tommy to be 

"panto dame",

as a result, more sensitive to the reactions of a

for The Starry Nights band, and is the

as "Tommy

drama club, he greatly enjoys

KR: It made him terribly nervous just to go up 
on the stage by himself with an accordion. Going 
up heavily disguised as Mother Goose or something 
was absolutely no bother, but he didn't - he was 
all right with the band, the band were supporting 
him...a very, very modest chap.

(SA/1986/9/B2)

local audience than to those of strangers. Each musical
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democratically, with each musician contributing ideas for
new

relationships within the band, and how
these are expressed in the music, ofis beyond the scope
this thesis. Tommy's comments on playing with The Starry
Nights show that this
great deal of enjoyment, fixedalthough the long hours.
programme and sometimes unresponsive audiences can also

iimake it • In a concert party there is more
opportunity to build up rapport with the audience, manya
of whom may be iiweel kent faces", and it is at socials and
similar occasions that Tommy most frequently accompanies
other artists. Although certain items are regularly

flexibility, allowing special guests (or members of the
audience) to contribute (see Appendices 7a and 7b).

Glenkens

Since becoming producer of the panto he has taken on more
and this is not,responsibility,

feels at ease with.
personality — he is a shy and modest man

which thrusts him into the position of beinga performer,

of many musicians, who need to perform and hope for
acclaim, but feel more vulnerable while doing so.

musician m the
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repertory and possible engagements. Further 
investigation of

A paradox exists between Tommy's own

way of making music brings him a

a public figure in

and his role as

a small community. This is the dilemma

Tommy Edgar is seen as the "resident"

included in the programme, there is a degree of

just a job"

'73 Club. Of all his roles, this is perhaps the
Finally, there is Tommy's role as a leading actor in the

one in which he has most fun, and can let himself go.

apparently, something he



Glenkens. He takes his and as

is also

£3,000 accordion). Tommy is sensitive to the needs of

audiences t but he feels sometimes taken for granted by the

local community, though this may indicate a certain lack

of confidence in his

provided Tommy Edgar with the stimulus for much of his

poetry and music, and he has served the community there,

and others throughout Galloway, with performances

examined below.

Repertory and Style

Example 13 gives a sample of Tommy Edgar's repertory
taken from recordings of several occasions: an evening

socials in the Glenkens; a variety show presented by the

Christmas pantomime in which he accompanied all the

musical items,
falls broadly into two halves -repertory
and

subdivided this material into song accompaniments,
listening music or dance music,

feature in
since Tommy plays not only as part

of his band,
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but also as a soloist.

Scottish"

and those played as sets

"traditional

own ability. The Glenkens itself has

with The Starry Nights at the Cally Hotel, Gatehouse; two

and two ceilidhs in his own home. The

drama club, at which Tommy played musical interludes; a

more than one section,

"jazz-orientated" material. I have further

money in it (n.b. the cost of his

music making very seriously/ 
well as earning financially from his playing, 
prepared to invest

including a great variety of repertory, some of which is

are grouped together • Some items/ of course,



EXAMPLE 13
ITEMS FROM TOMMY EDGAR’S REPERTORY

TRADITIONAL SCOTTISH
Song Accompaniments

Tunes

Orange and Blue

Gay Gordons

Waltz

Boys of the Mairi-L

Miscellaneous
tunesLa Va tunes
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My Home
Over the Sea
Loch Tay Boat Song
Glencoe
Mrs Macleod of Raasay 
Mull of Kintyre

Westering Home 
Wi a Hundred Pipers 
I belong tae Glasgow 
Comin through the Rye

Scotland the Brave 
I Love a Lassie 
Roamin in the Gloamin 
Stop yer Ticklin, Jock 
Here 1s tae the Tartan 
Scotland the Brave 
Black Bear 
Take me Back

Dark Lochnagar
Loch Lomond 
Stornoway

Gallowa Hills
Old Hoose
Lea Rig
Killiecrankie
Gallowa Hills
Barren Rocks of Aden
Ho Ro my Nut Brown Maiden
Athol1 Highlanders

St Bernard's Waltz 
Snow in Summer 
Highland Cradle Song

Irish Washerwoman
Blackthorn Stick
Garden where the praties grow 
Irish Washerwoman

Annie Laurie
Polly Stewart
Bonny Banks o Cree
My ain wee hoose
She moved thro' the fair
The Happy Wanderer
Auld Lang Syne
I belong to Glasgow

Dark Island
A Rosebud by my Early Walk
Come in, come in
Wild Mountain Thyme
Bonny Glenkens
Bonnie wee Jeannie McColl
We 1 re no' awa' tae bide awa’ 
Northern Lights of Old Aberdeen

”Student Lancers'1

"Listening”



MODERN: JAZZ, POPULAR AND COUNTRY AND WESTERN
Song Accompaniments

Dr Finlay's Casebook

Quickstep

Waltz

Modern WaltzFoxtrot

Slow Foxtrot

Cha Cha
Shake, Rattle and Roll

Miscellaneous
The Sound of MusicThe Birdie Song
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Country Roads 
Gypsy Woman 
Act Naturally

Oona Paloma Blanca 
Hands Up

Last Thing on my Mind 
On Top of the World 
Maggie May

Anniversary Waltz
I wonder who's kissing her 
Are you lonesome tonight

Blue Moon
Sunny Side of the Street 
Unnamed

The Nearness of You 
Perfidia

Cha Cha 
Fernando 
Spanish Eyes

We'11 Meet Again
White Cliffs of Dover
Show me the way to go Home

Annie's Song
One Day at a Time

Try to Remember 
Charmaine

I Like It
Pasadena
American Patrol 
In the Mood 
Chatanooga Choo Choo

I just called to say 
Begin the Beguine 
Amore

Come back to Sorrento Forty Shades of Green
Lay the Blanket on the Ground

"Listening" Tunes

Rock an' Roll



However , as most, of Tommy's earnings from music
making are derived from his work with The Starry Nights,

repertory is often chosen with its suitabilitynew

dance tune in mind. The development of his wide repertory
is the result of Tommy's need to fill all the musical
roles discussed above. This has also led to the expansion

comments on this below. An analysis of Tommy's programmes
for evenings as a soloist,
concert party shows that these will often involve several

concert party will use mainly Scottish material.

Tommy has had many musical

musicians and recordings of many others. Although Tommy
possesses basic music reading skills, he has chosen not to

and most of his repertory has beenmake use of these,
This raises three questions:absorbed by ear.

2.

Tommy differs from Robbie Murray in the variety of

tunes
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1. How does he go about learning?
What does he take, consciously or subconsciously, 
from what is available to him

3. Why?

"inputs" during his

as a

include more jazz and modern music, while that of a

band member, or as part of a

different types of repertory, although one may
predominate. For instance, a band programme is likely to

career: local musicians, piano lessons, hearing visiting

of Tommy's technical skills on his instrument, and he

styles of music that he performs. Robbie's fiddle



could all be andtermed
we were able to establish
fiddling in Scotland against which Robbie's own playing

straightforward exercise in Tommy's case,
accordion exists in
himself owns one of the most
can be made between the accordion proper and the
electronic instrument. The former operates on reeds only.
while the latter offers additional electronically produced
tones whose timbres imitate those of other instruments

can be loosely associated with the two
accordion playing mentioned on page 162 . The first is that
of the circuit of examinations,

Scottish Country Dance Bands and otherand fiddle clubs,
organised activities (see Daun, the
repertory is Scottish. The other
different use of the accordion (usually an electronic

model) and a repertory that often includes jazz, modern
dance music and popular music. The Starry Nights band
identifies more closely with this musical environment (see
quote from Ian Wemyss, chapter four p 162 ).

Like Robbie, Tommy finds it difficult to discuss his
"I don't really know what I'm

(p ) • Tommy can interpret musical notation and
but seldom makes use of this ability,chord symbols, and

would not describe his own playing using the musical terms
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playing technique in detail:

1985, chapter four):

"worlds" of

a background of styles of

doing"

since the

such as the flute or violin. The two types of accordion

"traditional Scottish" material,

recent. The main distinction

"world" involves a

could be examined in more detail• This is a less

many different models, and Tommy

competitions, accordion



commonly employed by those who work regularly with musical
notation.

In examining Tommy's style of playing,

interested in how his social and musical enculturation
have shaped his instrumental skillst and to what extent

here to examine in depth his contribution to the style of
The Starry Nights as a whole, since this would require
further work with other members and their music making. An

analysis of the music making of the dance band would also
require a disproportionate amount of space, in the context

cassette. The musical transcriptions included in this
In discussingchapter are of solo performances by Tommy.

style of playing I intend to concentrate on these,his
because he appears more frequently in thefirstly,

a bandsman.Glenkens as
does not always receive remuneration for these
performances,
in his choice of programme. Finally, as we shall find.

to be little variation in Tommy's own stylethere appears
whether he is with his band,of playing,

Traditional Scottish

repertory is formed of

what he calls

239

The basis of Tommy Edgar's

we are

a soloist than as

or on his own.

of the rest of this thesis. Reference will be made,
however, to items by the band on the accompanying example

and has therefore, in theory, more freedom

these have been consciously developed. It is not intended

Secondly, he

"traditional Scottish" material. This



includes well known tojigs and reels which aremarches,
be found in collections such as those of Allan and Kerr
(see chapter three). few well-known pipe
tunes such as The Atholl Highlanders. The song airs

and song popularised by music-hall
performers like Harry Lauder (Annie Laurie - Musical

Example 7t cassettes item 19 - Stop yer ticklin' Jock)

and Will Fyffe (1 belong to Glasgow) . Tommy absorbed

most of this material before 1950, localfrom his family,

included a lot of fiddle and melodeon music. Will Star and

Jimmy Shand were among Tommy's musical heroes from this

period. Will Star was part of a different tradition from

that of the young accordionist dance band leaders: he was

more of a music hall entertainer, with a repertory

including a wide variety of styles. A modern parallel is

repertory as well as arrangements of traditional tunes -

accordionists such as Paddy Neary and Arthur Spink. Paddy

Unlike Robbie, Tommy attended few local dances in his

since he was often there inyouth as
and both he and his wife, Betty,the role of musician, say

this is something they regret. Tommy feels he absorbed

little repertory from listening at dances, but rathervery

that most came

local andScottish repertory,

21|0

There are also a

a dancer or listener,

Neary himself names Will Star as a player who inspired him

and "showpiece"

musicians and his father's record collection, which

include "Burns songs"

the soloist who plays "continental"

then, came from his family,

from playing with other musicians. Tommy's

(Box and Fiddle, 1984, 8th year, no.4:3).



itinerant musicians,
sources of Robbie

touring the countryside at the time when Tommy was
launching his musical

very different kind of music from most of
that which had been heard before the 2nd World War. Both
Robbie and Tommy were dance musicians, but the latter had
to cater for this new world of music and dance. As in

tunes for "old time" dances like the
Quadrilles and the Lancers amongst the repertory whichare
Tommy no longer performs (i.e. his passive repertory),
although he recalls most of them, and will play them on
request.

Recent additions to Tommy's Scottish repertory have
and contemporary localincluded a few pipe tunes,

itemcassette :
20) is very much in the style of the other Scots songs in

his repertory. The story of how it came to be made is told
Today Scottish material often makes up much of thebelow.

at socials and ceilidhs.programme

Modern: Jazz,

This category of the repertory includes what Tommy

calls
of this is the 12th Street Rag set shown inexample

21+1

were playing a

Robbie Murray's case,

Example 13. Many of these tunes came from the "Big Bands"

and recordings. These are also the

career included the "Big Bands", who

"jazz-orientated...Glenn Miller style" material. An

song, Bonny Glenkens (Musical Example 8,
compositions such as The Boys of the Mairi-L. His own

Murray's repertory, but the musicians

Popular, Country and Western



of the 1950s

Some of the earliest pop tunes Tommy learned
Hwere the orchestrations used by bands

around this time ( chapter four, and below). As itemssee
lost their

replaced by new

"classics",

1970 these have included

item 21) and 1 just called

say I love you, piper and drummer Ian Wemyss feels,to

however, that there is little in modern pop music that the

band can easily absorb.

Tommy occasionally learns versions of popular tunes

they are played by other accordionists. One example,as

is a version of the Lloyd-Webber song.recently acquired,
learnt from a recording by Paddy NearyMemories,
item 22). Country and Western music has aready

168 , where it is suggested thatbeen mentioned on page
simplicity of the melodies and the references to thethe

countryside in the verbal texts of the songs has

contributed to the recent increase in their popularity.

Tommy learned much about the jazz-influenced style of

2U2

(Cassette:

Song, Fernando (cassette:

Top Ten Club"

IW: The things that come oot in the charts these 
days, they're no' really suitable for oor type o 
[music]... an, tae be honest, the band doesnae 
really attempt some o the way oot things, because 
we jist couldnae dae it.

(SA/1985/171/B4)

t and are inseparable from the modern dances 
of that time.

On Top of the World, Annie1s

pop tunes. Others, which became

popularity they were discarded by the band, and

remain in the repertory as dance tunes. Since



music from published arrangements of popular tunes during

TE:

As with items from other parts of his repertory, Tommy
plays many of these popular tunes
The Starry Nights. Musical introductions often precede the
dance tune proper, in order to draw people on to the
floor t and establish the rhythm of the dance. Tommy will
also play these introductions when he is playing on his
own, performing the tunes only as listening pieces.

A number of styles of music are represented in

Tommy's repertory,
these in the course of an evening's entertainment. Tommy
is aware that the choice of repertory can influence the

and it is an indication of their
professionalism that at their weekly spot in the Cally

the band consider the audience very carefully beforeHotel
choosing what and for how long they will play:

2 U3

the 1950s and 1960s:

TE: We often go in and take a look at the folk
...an Alistair'11 say tae me "Whi* dae ye think 
we should start wi' the night?" Well if they're 
a' sittin' sorta glum, or the age group's sorta

as solos as well as with

success of an occasion,

and he will draw on more than one of

I think I learned more, actually..as far as 
music was concerned, when I started my own band 
and we started using orchestrations...it was quite 
early on.. . I think ye could pick up a lot by ear 
from the different chords and the different 
harmonies, ye know, that ye got.

(SA/1985/104/A3) 
We used most o them [orchestrations]. Mainly for 
the sax parts an the piano part.

(SA/1985/104/B2)



we play

I mean 30 tae 40-ish

TE:
(SA/1985/104/B3)

The musicians apparently do not attempt to cater for

they do not have

instrumentation needed to produce the kind of soundsthe

the popular repertory requires; they genuinely lack the

skills to cope with the kind ofmusical and technical

repertory they feel is demanded by younger age groups;

many of the band's audiences are made up of older people,

and in their choice of repertory they are catering for

that majority; perhaps Tommy and the other band musicians

"modern"also prefer to play the repertory mentioned above

"stuck with us"because it has and represents their own

musical tastes. For Tommy,

vehicle by which he was able

new sounds and skills. A local dance band enthusiast,
Gerald Bell (see p 128 ), describes The Starry Nights 1

repertory as "kinna old-time stuff", whereas Tommy applies

this term to the music of his own parents' generation,

before 1950 (see chapter two). The main criterion for

deciding on a programme, however t is the audience
themselves; as Tommy says above, they “take a look at the
folk", and the band is often regarded

capable of playing something to suitthe area everyone at

21Ul

over 50-ish, we play "The Sound o Music"...if we 
think there's a - slightly younger lot we maybe 
start wi' a quickstep, ye know.

JM: Aye
TE: When I mean ...younger,
JM: Aye

Ye never get them much younger 
anyway at Cally.

to encounter and absorb many

as the only one in

age). There are several reasons for this:

audiences much younger than themselves (i.e. around middle

as [than] that

certainly, this music was the



represented (Field Notes).

be influencedTommy's performance style continues to
where and to whom he isby several factors. Firstly,

that one of Tommy's primary concerns

what the audience wants.

what areis the content of a programme:

and what associations do theythe sources of the tunes,
eras. . .) .

"repertory". The third factor which determines howand

Tommy plays is his own technical ability as an

performance of his music,

has acquired his technique involves an exploration of the

playing.

Learning

2i+5

1930s-40s Learning from family, workers.
Mouth organ. Melodeon. Scots songs and tunes.

1940s Local dance bands and travelling musicians. 
Piano lessons. Solos at concerts.

1950s Own band. Touring to play at dances. 
Introduction of amplification. Modern dance 
music.

an occasion such as a wedding,

playing: we have seen

deals with these in various ways. The remainder of this

learning process by which he absorbs new repertory. Each

where all generations are

Secondly, there

accordionist 5 what skills does he employ in the

chapter, then, is an investigation into Tommy's style of

how has he acquired these, and

have for musician and listener (artists, dances,

what (if any) are their limitations? Finding out how Tommy

These two factors have been discussed above, under "role"

is to supply, as far as possible,

category of repertory and Tommy



First

andMost of Tommy's tunes have been learnt by ear,

have probably altered little from the time they were
that a tune may

and whenchange during the process of oral transmission,

replied "I possibly haveasked if he had made any tunes,

be illustrated by the story of how one tune was learnt.

The waltz tune Boys of the Mairi-L (written in 1985

by Dumfries accordionist Ewan MacGowan to commemorate the

loss of a Kirkcudbright fishing vessel) has been a fairly

recent addition to Tommy's repertory. Tommy learned the

but he also has a copy of the

melody and chord symbols written on music manuscript. I

questioned him about a phrase in his own version which

differed from the notated and recorded ones:

JM:

his version

was

2I46

tune from a tape recording,

So did you notice that difference on the tape? 
Do they play it this way? [pointing to music]

TE: Oh I don't know. I [had] whit I thought was right, 
in ma held, ye see, off the tape, but I know that 
possibly it - ye ken - because I've heard it 
since. I've listened to it since an I've thought 
to myself "I'm wrang somewhere there".

(SA/1986/16/B1)

learned initially. He is aware, however,

variations of some well-known tunes". How this happens can

In this case, Tommy had not "corrected"

of Boys of the Mairi-L, even though he knew he

1960s Changes in band members. New repertory - 
popular songs.

1970s Playing in pubs. Drama Club begins, 
electronic accordion.

1980s Composing for Drama Club. Purchase of new 
accordion, and rhythm unit.



This is an indication of thetimes since learning it.

musician also makes a subconscious decision to preserve

As part of our exploration of Tommy's acquisition of
his musical skills we should consider his contact with

(p 222 ). Before his transition from piano to accordion,

Tommy's experience of the latter had suggested to him that

fun to play - the left hand did not have to read frommore
and indeed,

seen many of the Glenkens melodeon and accordionhave
players making no use whatsoever of music notation (they

nwere known as buskers those who used music notation
were
says he learned more
dance band than he did from piano lessons,

their experimentation with modern music The Starry Nights
were breaking new ground by tackling "orchestrations" of

several changes of key, and instruments like fiddles and
saxophones played as many as three separate lines.

21+7

II

degree of conscious effort required to alter one's version

for this was

a number of

his or her own identity by creating their own version.

a separate stave,

written music. He said earlier that "whenever I went on

it would be technically less challenging, and therefore

"musically" from playing with the

tae the accordion, the music was shoved tae the side"

tunes. These were arrangements in which there were often

"wrang somewhere", and had heard the tune

of a tune, once it has become "set", but perhaps the

in his youth, Tommy would

something he wanted to learn. From the 1950s onwards, by

"readers"). It is not surprising then, that Tommy

Previously, local bands had concentrated on only the



accordion filling

in the harmonies.

Tommy about the piano was reading from"baffled”What

more
depress requires little effort), and the right which is
more problematic (i.e. he feels he is limited by his lack
of familiarity with certain keys - see below)• The
harmonic component in Tommy Edgar's playing is of
particular interest for the reason that he considers
himself fairly fluent in his selection of the available

accordion itself offers the instrumentalist a very wide
range of harmonic possibilities, and we shall attempt to
identify how Tommy selects what he will use .

Harmony

The transcribed musical examples show melody and bass
lines, and chord symbols describe the harmonies employed.
It is often difficult to decipher inner parts aurally,
especially since the simultaneous use of more than one
timbre may obscure some of the pitches. Tommy himself

distinction between harmonising the two types ofmakes a
repertory:

21|8

"musical"

melody line of a tune, with a piano or

(i.e. the choice of which buttons to

chords. Also, the Scottish and modern parts of his

Tommy says now, however, that it is his left hand which is

repertory are distinguished from each other, to a certain

two different staves, particularly that in the bass clef.

extent, by their harmonic characteristics. Finally, the



(SA/1985/57/A5)

the accordion which are played by the left hand. Although
Tommy is not reading from music,
create for himself a part which fits into the harmonic
framework provided by the other musicians:

sorta"the piano chords...ye got a pattern,
(SA/1986/73/A2). Harmonically, the modern repertory is
often far removed from the traditional Scottish material,
but Tommy does not consciously analyse and reproduce the
chord progressions:

The fixed chords with which Tommy harmonises

The

movements, while also operating the bellows, is one of the
key techniques in accordion playing. Tommy feels that his

2U9

a melody
are chosen from the buttons under his left hand.

TE: Ye see, I don't really know what I'm doing, 
but I think it sounds [right]... it1s difficult 
to say; I think each tune just seems to come 
sorta - you know what tae put in yer left hand.

(SA/1985/57/A5)

When Tommy says "your chords are all together" he is,

then, he is able to

of course, referring to the arrangement of the buttons on

"listenin' tae

coordination of the hands, which both carry out different

TE: The Scottish stuff, basically, you can get 
away wi' - you know, your chords are all together 
...George MacKinnell [pianist with band]...puts 
in some chords I've never heard tell of before, 
ye know, an sometimes we'll be playing along an 
my chords don't fit in with what he's doing, 
although his chords are right. They seem to be 
better as [than] mine, anyway...the next time 
round I'11 try an do the same.



"ye knew

when tae change.

tae ma

(SA/1985/103/B2).

and this may beTommy makes little use of minor keys,

partly for reasons of repertory rather than style (of all

only one is in a minorthe items shown in Example 13,

he seldom includes minorkey)• In addition, however,
He will sometimeschords in his harmonisation of tunes.

I in a perfectpass through chord ii on his way to V and

cadence, though ii is often suggested by the movement in

the melody and bass lines rather than by choosing the

appropriate button for that chord (e.g. bars 5 and 13 in

accompanying another instrumentalist or singer he

invariably harmonises the melody with major chords, even

if it is minor, or modal. Why has Tommy apparently not

learned to use minor chords? The most likely answer to

this lies in the instrument itself: minor chords simply

and some early

Example 14 shows two types of 24 bassaccordions.

250

experience of piano playing helped him in this:
frae here [head]

Jo "

were not available on melodeons,

Tommy does not seem to have any conscious conception

chords with his left hand, he indicated a row of buttons

I sorta sent a message

of a minor "key": when asked if he could produce minor

which were in fact producing dominant 7th chords. When

bass instrument similar to that which Tommy plays at

Musical Example 9, cassette: item 23).

left hand. When tae change yer chords an that,

accordions, with and without minor chords, and also a 120
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afirst instruments waspresent. We know that one of his
that Tommy could not play

since the instrument offerredminor chords at that time,

none .

Tommy has certainly heard minor chords and keys used

and now hasmany times in the last forty years, an

why has heinstrument which allows him this facility, so

of it? We shouldapparently chosen not to make use

remember once again that he is dependent

his memory for all his musical ideas. In analysing

we must keep in mind that many

short space of time•

Features of the music which are extracted and discussed

may often have less prominence in performance than they

It is conceivable,appear to have on paper.

been quick enough to recognisemany cases Tommy has not.

and remember the points at which minor chords occur, and

explanation - that Tommy has merely had too little time

to absorb full minor chords - can not be applied in every

of the tunes during which Tommy could have memorised the

use them. A case in point is his version of Musical

Example 10, The Dark Island (cassette: item 24). The

unaccompanied melody in a free rhythm, and after 16 bars

2$2

on his ear and

piece is dramatically constructed: it begins with an

fit them into his pattern of harmonies. However, this

then, that in

musical "events’* happen within a

prominent position in a slow tune, Tommy still does not

melodeon, so this would suggest

case; firstly, there have been repeated hearings of many

chords, and secondly, even when minor chords have a

transcriptions, therefore,



picks up

onwards. This style of performing The Dark Island/

adopted by many musicians, probably originated from the

On the tape SA/1969/115 (fieldworker, Angus John

The second version is at a faster tempo, accompanied

by chords:

that,

The unaccompanied melody forms an introduction to

Tommy's version of The Dark Island (in the song this is

"chorus", whichthe An anachrusis leads into the

the introduction.

253

IM: Agus tha mi na chluichd ann an doigh na 
piobearachd air a bhocsa - cho faisg 's cha 
ghabhas a' dheanamh. [And I am playing it in the 
piping style on the box - as close as it can be 
played.]

"verse").

Tommy plays in waltz time, at almost twice the tempo of 
0^' k&y “<3 )

The first two bars of the tune|^ which

recur in part B at bars 25 and 26, are often harmonised by

versions of it on melodeon. The first consists only of the

IM: Agus a neist, as deoigh sin, dreiseag bheag, 
tha mi smaoineachadh gun chluichd mi ann an 
waltz time ann an doigh eile. [And now, after 

in a little while I think I will play it 
in waltz time in the other style.] 

(SA/1969/115/A4)

MacDonald) McLachlan discusses the piece, and plays two

minor triads, usually chords ii and vi for bars 1 and 2

first performer of the tune, Iain McLachlan of Benbecula.

respectively ("a", below). Iain McLachlan, in his own

a waltz tempo and is harmonised from this point

melody, and Iain McLachlan precedes it with the comment



uses IV and vi (SA/1969/115/A4 -version,
harmonises the phrase with chords IV and ITommy, however,

(bars 25-26 and 41-42), the melody note lending an added
6th to chord IV ( f below).

b . c a^9 &fas A

Tommy uses some minor chords in his of harmonisations
of the modern tunes, usually combining a fundamental in
the left hand with additional pitches in the right. More
often, however, he will substitute a suitable major
chord t
chord. Examples can be found in Fernando (a song air;

item 21) and Come back to Sorrento (a

Fernando (SA/1985/62/A4b,

---rf—

~Cr

DF

(SA/1985/174/B3b)Come back to Sorrento

(Chords given in square brackets.
harmonies usually used at this point.)
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song accompaniment):

"b", below).

s

see cassette:

"c"

or the relative major, rather than play the minor

cassette; item 21)
[A™]______b n-j-;1

3 ~y

c

e.g. [Am], indicate



a

strong influence on the subsequent development of a

and the technique Tommy acquired whilemusician's skills,
with a limitedplaying melodeons and simple accordions,

choice of chords, forms the basis of that which he uses
today. Minor chords, then, appear to have
present harmonic vocabulary. This phenomenon is proof that
although Tommy has had many opportunities, since then, to
incorporate these harmonies in his music, he has found the

"tools IImusical and what hehe has to be quite adequate,
chooses to make use of today is fundamentally the
that which he played thirty years ago.

Tommy has learnt a great deal from accompanying other
instrumentalists and singers. Backing Alistair Sinclair
(woodwind player with the band) has, for instance, given
him practise in playing in flat keys:

TE:

JM:

255

no part in his

I think it wis the fact that I’ve been 
yaised [tae] playin wi' a saxophone...Bb an Eb 
an F suits the saxes...when I started off playin 
I yaised tae play a lot in D an A an - I think 
yince ye start playin in flats it’s difficult 
tae get back tae sharps, ye know...D's no' sae 
bad, but when I get intae A I get kinna baffled 
an make more mistakes.
Is that because of the right hand or the left 
hand?

TE: No, the left hand disnae make any difference — 
it's quite simple, the left hand, it's jist the 
same pattern ye follow...my right hand's weaker 
as [than] my left hand. Musically, I mean.

(SA/1986/73/A2)

same as

The early stages of learning have, of course,

This means, presumably, that Tommy would find it



difficult to transfer
particular key, into a new key, especially if this meant
changing from flats to sharps. Tommy used to play more
often in sharp keys when he had more opportunities to
perform with fiddlers.

saxophone, clarinet and flute used by Alistair Sinclair.
solo piece, or accompanying a singer,

the Tommy follows is to do with the arrangement
of the rows of buttons. Despite singers requesting
accompaniments from Tommy and George MacKinnell (who plays

Concert Party)
in keys other than those mentioned, performances I have
heard have seldom accomodated the singer, but rather the
accordionist. The singer has never complained! Tommy feels

reasonable accompaniment" in any■Ihe is able to give a
key, although perhaps not a full introduction (Field
Notes).

a musician comes fromMuch of Tommy's versatility as
years of practice at accompanying,
Straightforward major tunes containing familiar harmonic

extra challenge. Pipe

256

When performing a

a melody he already knew in one

"pattern"

"Bungie Bell's"

which are central to the instrument - see Example 14), and

"unusual" tune provides him with an

Tommy has therefore learned to cope with the needs of the

or "vamping".

tunes can be particularly awkward:

with The Starry Nights, and

the keys Tommy uses most often are C, G and F majors (keys

formulae are easily dealt with, but the occasional

In Galloway today, however, it is
rare to find fiddlers playing in local dance bands, and



are

fortnight.
(SA/1986/73/A2)

The harmonic cliche known as the
often found in Scottish music, and is especially
characteristic of pipe tunes. The progression is often
harmonised with adjacent triads (e.g.
triad follows that on A) • An example of a tune requiring
this progression is given below: Tommy's accompaniment for
the pipe march The Atholl Highlanders (SA/1985/62/A3h) :

I

secondly, a drone sounding throughout a piece leaves
little room for harmonic maneouvre on the part of the
accompanist.

By his comment

of the drawbacks of being dependent on oral sources for
the acquisition of new repertory; there may be weeks, or

257

JM:
TE:

A DE

TE: There are a few pipe tunes that ye're sorta 
contemplatin' whit's cornin' next, an it disnae. 
Especially sorta - up tae date pipe tunes, 
know, they're different nowadays ... they ' re

KI

A E.

"ye're only hearin' it yince a week

or yince a

maybe, or yince a fortnight"

Bagpipes are,’ of course, notoriously difficult to

"double tonic" is

accompany well, firstly because of their tuning

especially sorta - up tae date pipe tunes, ye 
know, they're different nowadays ... they * re a wee 
bit unusual. Ye don't think that that should 
be next, but it is...
So what dae ye do about that...?
I don't really get stuck, but eventually I'll 
get it. if it doesnae come the usual run o the 
thing it takes ye a wee while...of course ye're 
only hearin1 it yince a week maybe.

(accompaniments on accordion are usually in Bb or Eb), and

Tommy draws attention to one

in the key of A, a G



pipe tunes also

how to vamp behind a tune he has not heard before, Tommy
first finds a bass line. More difficult is the choice of
" filling11 - whether to play in sharps or flats. Unless he

has practised melody line,a and is comfortable with the
fingering in the right hand, he will not attempt to
reproduce it, especially if it in an unfamiliar key. Tommy
will, however, quickly fit a bass line to

attempt to fill in cadences and "standard” progressions .

As an accompanist for singers, Tommy Edgar has the

reputation of being a “quiet player". Andy McLymont says

"some folk says he's too quiet, but he's lood enough for

(SA/1986/7/B4b). In general,me "

less hesitant about choosing harmonies for Scots songs

than for popular songs. Contrasting his performances of

Wild Mountain Thyme and Come back to Sorrento (what

Andy calls
former to be played much more confidently. In Sorrento,

the vocal melody with his right hand until he is able to
It may be that he has learntpick up the harmonies again.

this song only from Andy's singing of it, and has

therefore not been able to hear a pattern of chord

progressions which he could imitate• The melody is not one
which suggests an obvious harmonisation, and Tommy has

achieved an effective accompaniment through the use of
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even months between hearings of an item (Robbie Murray 
mentions this

a "Neapolitan" song) at a social shows the

of course, Tommy seems

when Tommy cannot find suitable chords, he usually doubles

as a problem, page 120 ). The grace notes in

"puts ye a' off sometimes". In deciding

a new tune, and



only a few chords.

Composing

item 20) is, to date, Tommy Edgar’s only composition. Like
Robbie Murray (p 1I4O ) he finds it difficult to retain and
recall tunes he

tape recorder. One explanation as to why

he made lyrics for it. Tommy describes how the song was
composed:

The Bonny Glenkens contains textual and musical
phrases similar to those found in many popular Scots

technique of composition,

Tommy is conscious of the difficulty ofLike Robbie,

). Unless Tommy makes use of a tape recorderabove to
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Murray's case.

remembering and reproducing tunes he has composed (see

notation or a

a favourite meter. He uses the same

Tommy was able to reproduce The Bonny Glenkens is that

composes, without the aid of musical

then, as we saw in Robbie

TE: Possibly I had "Bonny Glenkens" in mind, 
'cause around that time we were winning the 
"Britain in Bloom" [competition]. I think that 
was the first year we entered it, an we got a 
prize each year we entered, ye see... I think I 
was playin' around wi' the tune. I sometimes 
come in an play at nights an get a tune off, ye 
know, an repeat it an think "that's quite a nice 
thing", but the next time I come back I ' 11 have 
forgotten it. But that one sorta stuck, ye know.

(SA/1985/57/A6b)

songs, and 3/4 is

The Bonny Glenkens (Musical Example 8, cassette:



help him retain

occasionally), he is dependent entirely on his own memory.

Another musician might write down the composition for him
using musical notation, but this would serve only as a

probably not be used by Tommy while
practising or performing. Western society tends to equate
the composition of music with its notation (Netti,
1983:65), and Dairy pianist, isPeggy Hutchison,
incredulous that Tommy has been able to compose The
Bonny Glenkens without employing musical notation:

(SA/1985/61/A5)

"if
it wis written doon it wad be a tune"!

Rhythm

central part in Tommy's repertory. The performance of this
material with the band often involves maintaining a
regular pulse suitable to

items 15 and 21). However, internal rhythmiccassette:
flexibility or
important in Tommy's music.
played as two equal quavers,
contrast between tune
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PH: Look at Tommy Edgar; Tommy Edgar made 
ye see an it was lovely! 
how they do that.

a tune,
Well I cannae understand

a particular dance (see

tunes (and he has so far done this only

Robbie Murray also says, of his own compositions,

but also as and J^.The 
3

the introduction and the rest of the

Through The Starry Nights, dance music plays a

record, and would

"lilt" (see chapter three) is also
In Musical Example 10 is



is heightened when J, becomes J.. at the beginning of part

B. This rhythmic freedom within the basic meter is also to

be found in the combination of voice and instrument in

Musical Example 8 (bars 23 etc.), where Tommy
performs a syncopated steady pulse in
the accompaniment.

In recent years Tommy has acquired an electronic

rhythm machine which is played simultaneously with the
accordion t and which is operated by

Perhaps Tommy feels the need, for the kind

of rhythmic support he receives when playing with other

’’keeps you

(SA/1986/73/B4)

Although Tommy might feel that the machine provides

it can also hinder thehim with extra rhythmic impetus,
it gets

sorta flow”. The relentlessness ofmonotonous.
the pulse dictated by the machine, and the extent to which

item 25)• Whenrecordings of two
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musical expressions

samba tunes (Cassette:

"any tempo on that,

There’s no

interested" :

means of a foot pedal.

vocal part over a

as a soloist,

musicians. The machine itself may also be an attraction

TE: I would miss it if I went on tae - if I changed 
the accordion now an it hadnae a rhythm unit I 
jist wouldnae dae it...it’d be hard work...gom’ 
back tae the beginning, an yet some - odd nights 
I’ve been playin' an get the comments "I wad 
raither hae the aul' accordion", ye ken, rather 
than the electronics.

6-7, 10-11,

which, like his most recent accordion,

this affects a musical performance, is illustrated by the



linking the two Tommy is forced to wait for thetunes,
rhythm machine tempo before he can

In the band, the rhythm machine
occasionally accompanies items such as the Country and
Western set,
contains no suitable rhythmic accompaniments to the
musical repertory used for Scottish dances (e.g. marches
and reels).

particular, find it difficult to remain exactly
synchronised with the rhythm unit - they tend to speed up.
When asked whose was the tempo, Tommy said the
machine is always right, but he emphasises the fact that
the only really correct tempo is one which suits the

something the machine cannot do.

Conclusion

During his musical career Tommy has developed an
and has been able to extendintegrated style of playing,

abilities to meet the many musical challenges whichhis
have confronted him during the last thirty to forty years.

various roles have presented him with a range ofHis
for which he has found different musicalproblems,
Tommy has tackled a variety of styles of music.solutions.

from Scots songs
chords andtechnique based on
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a handful of familiar keys.

"right"

motifs which he has learnt to combine in a

to establish the new

dance. The musicians are able to observe the dancers and,

add his own part.

"pattern" in

or the modern dances. However, the machine

if neccessary, adjust the tempo of the music. This is

The band members, and the drummer in

to Latin-American and pop tunes, with a



order to create a piece of music. His audiences need from
him

responsibility to keep up to date with newa

repertory, particularly that which appears in the popular
music

ambitions lie in the direction of mastering the skills
necessary to do this.
not necessarily concerned with the details of the music
itself (such as harmonic vocabulary), but rather with the
overall sound and style of a piece.

While there may be certain musical ideas which have
little or

the audience; indeed, they may not feel there is anything

listener, and if he or she is able to recognise a melody,
the accompanying chords serve mainly as a rhythmic rather

allows him to omit certain details from his playing,
without this detracting in any way from the performance.
His present instrument,
indication of where his creative energies are channelled -

into the expansion of his musical language (as we havenot

began playing), but into the manipulation of textures with

the a

new
vibrato etc.) and rhythm (dance rhythms, obbligatos.
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many contrasting styles of music, and Tommy himself 
feels he has

seen, this has probably altered little since he first

"missing” at all. Melody is the primary concern of the

no place in Tommy’s music making (e.g. minor
chords), this is not of great concern either to Tommy or

’charts", it is not surprising that Tommy's own

electronic sounds available to him. These open up

than a harmonic backing. Tommy's musical aesthetic, then,

As we have seen, these skills are

and the rhythm unit, are an

vocabulary of timbre (individual stops, chorusing,



repeated broken chords etc.).

Having observed Tommy's music making from several
angles (role,
to ask the question - to Tommy'sare there any limits
flexibility as a musician, and what sets these limits? We

relatively rudimentary musical
vocabulary in terms of the wide range of options available
to him, and this might be regarded by more musically

severely curtailing his development as

a testament to the fact that neither he nor his audiences
are dissatisfied with his efforts. So although there may
appear to be technical limitations to Tommy's musical

performances.

Tommy himself acknowledges the problems involved in

partly because the band lack suitable instrumentation for

their own musical preferences. The absence of many of the
younger generation of Glenkens people from the majority
community events may be an indication of the fact that the
repertory performed at occasions — such as those described
throughout the thesis - is often provided by and for those
of middle age,

2l£ ) .weddings, page

26U

literate players as

own career is

have seen that Tommy has a

a musician. However, the success of Tommy's

many contemporary compositions, but is also a result of

adding items of popular music to his repertory. This is

or over (although note his comment on

repertory, style etc.) it may be important

ability, these have little relevance in the context of his



Not only has Tommy developed his
but he has also encouraged other local

musicians - especially children - in their activities at

concerts , Plate 21 shows asocials, and in the drama club.
young Dairy accordionist,
a number of local socials

repertories to cope with the changing tastes of audiences,
since people

continually growing body of sophisticated and diverse

musicians. Chapter five has shown the experience of one
Glenkens musician in coping with this challenge.

26$

which are primarily in terms of repertory:

own music making

the Second World War, to adapt their techniques and

Derek Welsh, who has appeared at

are now able to listen regularly, via live concerts,

of music making in the Glenkens), Tommy is one of many
country musicians all over Scotland, who have had, since

musical styles, the community also requires these of its

in the last few years, at the

over the years,

addition to his vital role as local impresario (in terms

recordings and radio and television broadcasts, to a

invitation of Tommy Edgar (see also cassette: item 26). In
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CHAPTER SIX

THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOLS IN GLENKENS MUSIC MAKING

butSo far I have touched only briefly on this topic,

in this final chapter I propose to discuss the questions,

What have the schools contributed in the past?

classroom music activity in theBefore the 1950s,

Glenkens appears to have consisted mainly of class

singing. Children were also taught sol-fa. Tommy Edgar,

and others of the same generation, recall singing scales,
and songs such as

"there seemed tae be

singers in the Dairy Musical Association and church and

W.R.I.

ability to do so has been an important common denominator

amongst singers throughout Scotland. Ellen Wood has spoken

of her work with school choirs and their visits to local

some fiddle teaching at Dairy School during the 1940s and
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"Kelvingrove"

a) What have the schools contributed in the past?
b) What are the key changes which have taken place 

in Glenkens music making?
c) What are the needs arising from these changes, and 

should the schools play a part in satisfying them?
d) Do the schools satisfy these needs?

a set half dozen". Many of the

and "Men of Harlech";

choirs read from sol-fa (see example 7), and the

music festivals, especially in the 1950s (p 171 ) . There was



for1950s by Bob Sproat, who played with The Starry Nights

a time (see Plate 12). piano tuition may also have been
tutors not only

taught in schools, but were also musicians who performed
During this period itand gave lessons in the community.

would appear that the greatest contribution of the schools

in the field of choralto the community’s music making was

activities.

singing has continued to be anSince the 1960s,
but childrenimportant element of music lessons in school,

and tohave also been encouraged to learn instruments,

take part in ensemble and orchestral work. Many play

recorders for a time. An itinerant tutor (responsible for

string teaching in schools throughout the Stewartry)

teaches violin at Dairy School one or two days each week.

candidates for the Scottish Certificate of Education "O"

shows at both Dairy School and Kirkcudbright Academy (see

performed.

By the 1960s and 1970s teachers were amongst the

increasing numbers of incomers taking up residence in the

for teaching guitar and mandolin to local children. and
repertory of songs from all over the

2?u

introducing them to a

offered but as in the case of the fiddle,

Grade examinations. There have been concerts and musical

In the last six or seven years, woodwind and brass tuition

has also been available, and the school has presented

appendices 8 and 9), in which many Glenkens children have

Glenkens, and one of these, Kim Redpath, was reponsible



theworld. The opportunity to learn guitar also gave

took place during the beginning of apopular music. This
distribution of pop and rock music directedperiod of mass

guitar lessons were not part of the formal school
and Kim's group had existed for some yearscurriculum.

alongside the violins and the choirs.

These developments have coincided with the arrival of
*73and the establishment of theincomers in the Glenkens,

Club and the Glenkens Music Club (see chapter four). For

like others before them,'70s were,during the 1960s and
also active as performers in the community. By their own
music making they were creating an audience for the

some of whommaterial which they taught to the children,
later became performers themselves: for example, Kim sang

of which had probably been unheard previously, and it was
this material which was taught to the children, who then

of performers and audiences.

In chapter four I looked in some depth at two ways in
which Glenkens schoolchildren have made music in the past
(guitar group and musical shows). The question arises as
to whether these groups above would have flourished to the
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a continuing cycle

at teenagers. As we saw in chapter four, however (p 178 )/

and played an international repertory of "folksongs", most

before they were invited to appear in end-of-term concerts

children a more personal experience of the world of

performed it locally. Thus, there was

the most part, those who taught music at local schools



extent outwith the school system:- how did the schoolsame
that it madecontribute to their success? One factor was

possible regular practices and performances with a

particular group of children. The problems of coordinating

these outside of school hours have been noted above.

(from what we know of thethe indications areHowever,

music making of Lillias and Kim) that similar activities

the children’s drama club in New Galloway only because she

took up the post of full-time music teacher at Dairy

School (see PI73-l|)t

During the 1970s the musical life of the school was

particularly rich in terms of the range of activities

available t and it may be significant that Dairy Secondary

School roll reached its peak at this time. Since the

middle of the last decade,

steady decrease in the numbers of children attending all

1981. The table below illustrates how the roll at Dairy

has fallen over the last fourteen years :

Sec. Pri.Year
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1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

134
144
154

164
167
150
143
128

165
148
133

134
121
106
94
90

they not done so in schools Lillias Thomson ceased running

however, there has been a

local schools, and Balmaclellan Primary School closed in

would probably have developed in the community itself, had



8080

The music making in local schools since the 1960s has

probably accounted in some
'73 Club and other activitiesof local children in the

Brian Edgar (one of the cast in thesince leaving school:

drama productions shown in Appendix 8b and Plate 20) took

part in musical shows at Dairy School in the 1960s and

’73 Club. The

and the comments ofaccount of Glemhath in chapter four,
Sally Lockerbie and Manda Miller quoted, also demonstrate

that their school music experiences gave these girls the

skills and potential for initiating music making in the

Glenkens, and playing their part in any social occasion.

In the past, as we have seen, the family provided an
environment in which many young people had their first

experience of musical performance. The conclusion to

chapter four highlighted some of the reasons why this does

playing instruments; home music making is not so
widespread as it was before the 1960s, and there is less
visiting, depriving young musicians of an important

opportunity to sing and play together, or for their older
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1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

108
110
111

91
85
80

What are the key changes which have taken 
place in Glenkens music making?

not obtain to the same extent today: fewer people are

measure for the participation

’70s, and is now a leading member of the



which

previously allowed many Glenkens people to perform
not have consideredtogether in public, although most may

themselves musicians.

The influx of new population means that the community

is less homogeneous than previously, and separate groups

their own separate social andsome extent,

the Music Club). The arrival ofmusical activities (e.g.

incomers has meant that the music making of other cultures

is now part of the local

that people in rural

or socialise there.

Young people today have experience of a much wider

musical repertory than that which is heard at

the Glenkens. The varied repertory now provided by radio,

television and recordings creates a demand for this same

variety from local performers (see chapter five), and if

these expectations are not fulfilled by local performers,

young people - and others - may look elsewhere for their
entertainment.

need for local performers than in the past -be less

people have access to many styles of music, through

restricted to the immediate community for their
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areas are increasingly more mobile,

and are no longer

events in

parents and friends. Today there are fewer choirs,

"scene". We know too, however,

have, to

and although they may live in the Glenkens, need not work

On the face of it, therefore, there would appear to

recordings, radio and television,



that this

recorded music has ledapparent increased dependence on
to a change in the quality of the musical experience of

people in the Glenkens.

How do we define what this quality is?

There have been many examples throughout this thesis

of musical performances which have been praised and

that thereason above all others

performer is making an individual contribution which is

of Gil and Robbie Murray (chapters two and three), Betty

Wilson and the members of the Guitar Group (chapter four).

cannot be•experienced to the full other than by being

present at a live performance. A questionnaire circulated

in June 1985 to all the Glenkens schools encouraged the

children to say, amongst other things, whether they

preferred recorded or live music. Approximately two thirds

enjoyed recorded music more than live concerts. The
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reasons given for this included:

enjoyed for one

can't get to live concerts 
recordings cheaper and more accessible 
ability of listener to control choice of music 
ability of listener to control volume 
it "sounds better" 
it's "in tune"I

entirely his or her own. This holds true, whatever the

This "personal" aspect of musical performance is one which

standard of technical proficiency, and often despite a

seemingly unsuitable choice of repertory. See descriptions

entertainment. I would suggest, however,



The third who opted for live music said it was:

It appears that in trying to answer this question.
the children have recognised differences between the two
experiences. By listening regularly to recordings, they

timbreof parameters such as pitch,
they have also grown accustomed to exercisingand volume:

individual choice amongst performers or pieces of music.
the ability to select theIt seems that for some of them,

music they want takes away some of the excitement - which
ingredient we describe as the element ofmay be an

surprise; not knowing what will happen. Significantly,
live performances are described by the children as

atmospheric". These terms suggest a"visual", ii

dynamic and physical experience, not merely an aural
senses are heightened by the

dimension of the unexpected, and of the uniqueness of the
occasion?

Previous chapters have shown that the development of
technique, a repertory and confidence as a soloist is
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more exciting 
more visual 
more atmosphere

"exciting",

have become more aware

one. Could it be that

What are the needs arising from these changes, and 
should the school play a part in satisfying them?

habits of listening to, as well as making, music.
The examples cited above, then, have shown changes in



dependent upon three factors:

1.

Two additional factors must be present in order that

performers can develop their talents to the full in their

own community:

4.

the first three pointsIn the past,

mentioned have all taken place either in the family or the

immediate community. What might prevent these needs being

fulfilled? Lack of technical skills and suitable

repertory,

lack of an audience. Since I have dealt throughout this

thesis primarily with the music making within the whole

community, I will consider these topics in reverse order,

taking first the question - is there an audience?

We have seen that local audiences exist for a number

of different types of musical repertories. Anyone who

wants to perform will be given a hearing, and the

the performer flexibility in his or her choice of
repertory or performance style.
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Learning of skills and acquisition of suitable 
repertory from an early age.

2. Experience in playing and singing with others.
3. Experience in performing for an audience.

Experience of organising events.
5. An environment in which ail of the above can be 

sustained (see conclusion of chapter four).

as we have seen,

structures of local events such as social evenings allow

lack of others with whom to make music, or



The second requirement - the need for participation

- aids the musician in the development ofwith others
a

and chapter five, Tommy Edgar).

theAlthough formal learning takes place at school,

(finding out how to make use ofchild's real education

what has been learned at school) is tested and practised

make progress.

the maximum participation that individual personality and

part in a range of local musical activities.

It could be that participation is the overriding need

of young performers: of the Guitar Group, Kim says: "It
was amazing how much confidence it gave people to actually

be able just to stand up there, whether they could

actually do anything or not." A primary need is, then,
that all should be encouraged to take part.

Should the schools play a part in satisfying these
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performer (see

in home and community life. There, they develop an

needs? How can they help children to become music makers,

suitable repertory. How do we assess what is suitable?

chapter four, Glemhath,

understanding of the musician’s role, and are motivated to

We come, then, to the need for musical skills and a

circumstances will allow, and enable them to play a full

skills, a repertory, and confidence as

In the context of music making in the Glenkens, this must

mean instruments, skills and repertory which make possible



bearing in mind the five points mentioned above? The task
of any education system should be to aid the pupils in

suitable materials and

learning experiences. The initial milieu in which they
and amongst friends andexperiment with these is the home,

the repertory all theseneighbours. In the Glenkens,
of traditional and local

music. The school therefore has an obligation to deepen
the children’s experience of their own culture, firstly
because it provides the most immediate opportunities for
participation in local music making,
it is an important way of conserving their inheritance

If we accept that one of the basic means of learning

fewer musicians in the Glenkens to whom the children can

to look to their school for the kind of tuition which will

The schools also have a role to play regarding the
many musical choices offered by the wider community.
through the media, and contact with population groups

they should help
children to understand and select from these for their own

making becomes more diverse. Two different musical events
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from previous generations.
1

other than those native to the Glenkens:

use. This has become increasingly necessary as local music

expressing and developing their own musical ideas and

enable them to enjoy and contribute to local events.

groups have in common is one

musical skills is by imitation, and that today there are

skills, by providing for their use,

look to for learning experiences, then they should be able

and secondly, because



different behaviour ofin the Glenkens may involve very
I would suggest

the structure of the concerts, which physically separate

from all

present.

fulfilling the musical needs of local children (see
below), but in order that pupils may develop their talents

it seems that the opportunities for musicto the full,

making offered by the schools should be relevant to those

There is therefore a need foravailable in the community.

an exchange of information and expertise between those who

and members of the local community.teach in school,

Instances in which this already takes place are mentioned

below.

Do the schools satisfy these needs?

dominant culture (classical European), which in a number

of ways is far removed from the local culture of the

Glenkens. Tuition is offered on a greater variety of
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spontaneous participation in some form or other,

that the seeming wariness of many local people regarding

"classical" concerts (see chapter four) is due partly to

standardised throughout Scotland, and is that of the

participate only as listeners. This is unlike many local

musicians and audience, and where the latter may

occasions, which, as we have seen, encourage active and

both musicians and audience: for instance,

At the moment, the schools go some way towards

Today, the musical material taught in schools is



orchestral instruments,
trombone,

presently central to all music education in schools. As we
know, any music involves not only a repertory, but also

classical music these include the etiquette of performers
and audiences at concerts, and the use of music notation
in teaching, composing and performing. We have seen that

that it is not a necessary tool in order to make music.
The present emphasis in schools on the need for notation
may actively discourage music making from those who may

an
example of how the teaching of only one musical system
may exclude some children. The very act of reading and
writing music is associated with individual academic
endeavour rather than active music making.

What are the opportunities for children to

activities within the school itself,
teachers occasionally take groups to perform at concerts
organised by local people such as Tommy Edgar and Lillias

orchestras,
the administration of the education authorities.under
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the use of music notation has been supplementary to the

and repertory described above? They take part in

"Regional"

not want or be able to "follow the rules", and this is

"District" and

instruments than in any previous period. These are mainly

other social traditions which accompany it: in the case of

Rehearsals and performances are held, however, in the

violin and percussion. "Classical" music is

Thomson. There are

including flute, clarinet,

of course, and

main musical activity of older Glenkens musicians, and

participate in group music making, using the instruments



to
accomodate the majority of instrumentalists and.
presumablyf to draw the largest possible number of parents

that few opportunities
exist for the children to take part in
making at a local level. The incentive to do so might well
be enhanced if it made possible for the childrens1were
own orchestras to play for their
smaller towns and villages. Of all the activities
mentioned in preceding chapters, the Music Club is the

"classical” repertory,
and it provides only the chance to listen to - not to make

the music.

We have seen that Scottish traditional music is
central to the repertory of local performers. At present,
schools make little or no provision for the teaching of
this as part of the school music curriculum. Why is this?

Until relatively recently traditional Scottish music
has been considered to be of secondary importance in both

curriculum and exam structure for a number ofthe class
of them historical. A plan to make greatersomereasons,

of this material in schools has,use
by the educationaccepted in principle at least,

in Scotland in recent years (Scotresauthorities
discussion paper, 1985). Little work has as yet been done,

assessing the needs of individual schools (but
see Munro, 1984: Appendix 2t and SAC s
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only institution which employs a

peers and families in the

"Traditional Arts in

"classical" music

however, on

however, been

towns - Dalbeattie, Dumfries, or Castle Douglas

to concerts. It appears, however,



Scotland" report, how far1984, Appendix 2). At present,
the policy of using Scottish materials is implemented
depends largely on individual schools and the teachers
within them. The employment of specialist instrumental

(generally agreedtutors to be indispensible to the
teaching of traditional instruments such as the fiddle,

bagpipes) is the reponsibility of
individual education authorities. Dumfries and Galloway's
present policy is to offer tuition "where appropriate ii in

specialist instructors, and do not indicate their criteria
of this option. There

Castle Douglas, which teach piping and drumming.
Kirkcudbright Pipe Band performs at Gala days and other

(See Plate 22).events in the Glenkens.

In the course of the research for this thesis I have

Derek Welsh (plate 21,
accordionist who is presently taught by an instructor for

20 miles away. His instrument is notNewton Stewart,

school concerts or otherinvited to perform at
productions. Amy Mellor (plate 23, cassette: item 27)

receives
to learn any
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for assessing the "appropriateness"

piano accordion or

are pipe bands in Kirkcudbright and a more recent one in

come across

one instrument only,

a number of able children in the Glenkens.

the fiddle, but they employ no

cassettes item 26) is a young

violin tuition at school, but is not encouraged
Scottish fiddle tunes. Both children

participate
with a wider repertory of traditional tunes, would be

officially "recognised" at school, and he has not been

regularly in musical evenings in Dairy, and



22PLATE
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able to do so much more fully, playing along with older
performers, and with

to be more than candidates for instruction
in traditional skills on their instruments.

In short, at the moment, great
discrepancies in the kind of experience of traditional
music being offered in schools across Scotland. The
Glenkens schools teach a minimum of Scottish repertory,
and no traditional instruments or skills, to local
children. We have seen that there are only limited
possibilities for the children to participate in the
performance of classical music, and none in the Glenkens
outside the school itself. From evidence earlier in this
thesis I suggest that children who are learning musical
skills need to hear regularly and learn from performers in
the same tradition as those whose repertory they are

ii Hthere are few classicalacquiring. At the moment,
musicians in the Glenkens, and none who perform regularly

manyin public. There are,
occasions on which Scottish music is the common repertory

in local events.amongst musicians participating

do the schoolsReturning to our original question -
needs of young performers? - the answer mustsatisfy the

but only tobe; yes,
framework of the school curriculum, whose aimswithin the

and methods of teaching are laid down by a central body
knowledge of local requirements. Lilliaswhich has little
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there are,

"appropriate"

however, as we have seen,

each other. Derek and Amy would seem

a limited extent, that provided



■
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Thomson points out that some children may be dissuaded
from learning an instrument because it is a
subject”:

(SA/1986/72/A2)

We have seen that experience of playing a variety of
repertory with many other musicians can lead to the
development of great expertise and flexibilty in catering
for different audiences (chapter five), and this
experience can be gained only through the teaching of
skills and repertory which help to make this possible.
Before concluding this chapter I will mention a few
instances in which the schools might help to enhance the
quality of the musical experience of young people in the
Glenkens today.

In Carsphairn Primary School (one teacher and

voluntarily one afternoon a week to teach sewing and
children's country dance class

Friday evening in the village hall. Not only does
this benefit the children, but also actively involves
parents and others in the planning and teaching of
particular subjects. This alone contributes to the
likelihood of similar activities being carried on outside
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LT: They play brass instruments an they play 
wind instruments nowadays, an it's certainly a 
good thing. But I think they tend tae associate it 
with school - with it bein' a school subject, not 
just something that ye do for the sheer joy in 
doin' it.

"school

on a
music, and another runs a

approximately fifteen children), two local people come



the school. More direct made of the talents
of other local People, musicians to the

children to make contact with
performers in the and to take part in

Pupils are most likely

of academic or emotional
change. In the case of Glenkens children these are;
between primary and secondary school, during their years
in secondary school, and between moving from Dairy School

Technical College at Dumfries (25 miles) .

(SA/1986/72/A2)

Those
an encumbrance rathertimes do so because they are

social and personal development in
the part of teachers couldenvironment. Foresight on

must be aware of thethis: teacherspossibly prevent

musical opportunities
of these before a pupilinform children and parents

leaves the Glenkens.

also in aSchools are
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community, 

performances themselves.

by bringing 

encouraging the

seen as
a newthan as an aid to

who discontinue their music lessons at these

use might be

LT: It's the lack o continuity... they seem tae think 
it's part o their life an once that's it, that's 
it...the gap is when they leave school...a lot 
o them go away frae the area, an then they're no' 
here tae take part.

schools, or

available in these institutions, and

at fifteen to Kirkcudbright Academy (20 miles) or the

position to strengthen the

to abandon the learning of a

musical instrument at points



links between themselves

ways in which this can be and has
been done

with which the children come in
contact in their daily lives.

role to play in teaching local children about musicala
traditions not necessarily indigenous to the Glenkens, but
which are part of its social life today, such as the Music
Club. A valuable opportunity exists for local music
teachers to make the connection between the classical
music which is taught in school (largely through
listening) and that which is performed in Dairy several
times a year by some of the best professional musicians in

Scotland.

In conclusion, I suggest that through some of the
the future musical life of the

population could be greatly enhanced and enrichedGlenkens

and those inteachers by profession,in school who are

has grown from that
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making use of the local repertories, 
musicians and instruments

the community who teach
of past generations •

by actively involving parents in the work of 
the school, and

by understanding and practical cooperation between those

means described above,

have seen some of the

In addition, the school has

from their own experience, which

and the local community, and we





APPENDIX ONE
Tapes deposited in the School of Scottish Studies Archive

* Stereo Recording
SA Number InformantDate
SA/1985/54 Dairy11.2.85 Robbie Murray,
SA/1985/55 Dairy11.2.85 Robbie Murray,
SA/1985/56a Dairy11.2.85 Robbie Murray,
SA/1985/56b Ella Kirk, Minnigaff12.2.85
SA/1985/57 Tommy Edgar, Dairy12.2.85
SA/1985/58 8.3.85 Kilbarchan Concert
SA/1985/59 Kilbarchan Concert8.3.85
SA/1985/60 Peggy Hutchison, Dairy12.4.85
SA/1985/61a Peggy Hutchison, Dairy12.4.85

GatehouseSA/1985/61b Starry Nights Band,12.4.85
GatehouseSA/1985/62 Starry Nights Band,12.4.85
GatehouseStarry Nights Band,SA/1985/63 12.4.85
GatehouseStarry Nights Band,SA/1985/64a 12.4.85

Amy Mellor, DairySA/1985/65a 15.4.85
Lockerbie Family, DairySA/1985/65b 16.4.85
John Ferguson, DairySA/1985/66 9.5.85
Derek Welsh, DairySA/1985/67a 3.6.85
Willie & Agnes Dickson, Carsphairn3.6.85SA/1985/67b
Clachan Fair Ceilidh, Dairy5.6.85SA/1985/68
Clachan Fair Ceilidh, Dairy5.6.85SA/1985/69
Clachan Fair Ceilidh, Dairy5.6.85SA/1985/70a

'73 Club,Glenkens Dairy *6.6.85SA/1985/71
'73 Club,Glenkens Dairy *6.6.85SA/1985/72
*73 Club,Glenkens Dairy *6.6.85SA/1985/73
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SA/1985/74 *'73 Club, Dairy6.6.85 Glenkens
SA/1985/75 20.6.85 DairyDavy Jardine,
SA/1985/76 20.6.85 DairyDavy Jardine,
SA/1985/77 20.6.85 DairyDavy Jardine,
SA/1985/78 24.6.85 Robbie Murray, Dairy
SA/1985/79a 24.6.85 Robbie Murray, Dairy
SA/1985/103a '73 Club, Dairy6.6.85 Glenkens
SA/1985/103b 27.6.85 Tommy Edgar, Dairy
SA/1985/104 27.6.85 Tommy Edgar, Dairy
SA/1985/105 20.7.85 Gerald Bell, Dairy
SA/1985/106?a BalmaclellanAlistair Corrie,12.7.85
SA/1985/107 12.7.85

Ella Kirk, MinnigaffSA/1985/108a 29.7.85
SA/1985/108ab Lizzie Cairns, Dairy3.9.85

Lizzie Cairns & Davy peacockSA/1985/109a 3.9.85
DairyNora Little,SA/1985/109ab 3.9.85
DairyNora Little,SA/1985/110a 3.9.85
ShawheadMary Murray,SA/1985/110ab 4.9.85
ShawheadMary Murray,SA/1985/llla 4.9.85
ShawheadMary Murray,SA/1985/lllab 9.10.85
ShawheadMary Murray,9.10.85SA/1985/171a

Ian Wemyss, Castle Douglas9.10.85SA/1985/171ab
Ian Wemyss, Castle Douglas9.10.85SA/1985/172a
Robbie Murray, Dairy16.11.85SA/1985/173a
pensioners' Night, Carsphairn20.11.85SA/1985/174
pensioners' Night, Carsphairn20.11.85SA/1985/175
Mabel Young, Dairy14.12.85SA/1985/227
Robbie Murray, Dairy25.1.86SA/1986/5
Robbie Murray, Dairy25.1.86SA/1986/6a
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Alistair Corrie, Balmaclellan



SA/1986/6b 25.1.86 BalmaclellanAndy McLymont,
SA/1986/7 25.1.86 BalmaclellanAndy McLymont,
SA/1986/8a 25.1.86 BalmaclellanAndy McLymont,
SA/1986/8ab 1.2.86 HamiltonKim Redpath,
SA/1986/9 1.2.86 Kim Redpath, Hamilton
SA/1986/16a 6.3.86 Margaret McGinily, New Galloway

SA/1986/16b Dairy6.3.86 Ceilidh at Kirkland Farm,
SA/1986/17 Dairy6.3.86 Ceilidh at Kirkland Farm,

SA/1986/18 Dairy6.3.86 Ceilidh at Kirkland Farm,

SA/1986/19 Dairy6.3.86 Ceilidh at Kirkland Farm,

SA/1986/70 Ellen and Billy Wood, Dairy28.3.86

SA/1986/71 Lillias Thomson, New Galloway6.4.86

SA/1986/72a Lillias Thomson, New Galloway6.4.86

SA/1986/72ab BalmaclellanWullie Lindsay,18.6.86

SA/1986/73 Tommy Edgar, Dairy8.9.86
★'73 Club PantomimeSM/1985/24 Glenkens7.12.85

*'73 Club PantomimeSM/1985/25 Glenkens7.12.85
'73 Club Pantomime *GlenkensSM/1985/26 7.12.85
*73 Club Pantomime *GlenkensSM/1985/27 7.12.85
'73 Club Pantomime *GlenkensSM/1985/28 7.12.85
'73 Club Pantomime *GlenkensSM/1985/29 7.12.85

Additional Recordings requiring further indexing

1980 (cassettes)Glemhath,21.11.85JM/1985/Gle
Ceilidh at Nether Forrest *6.12.85JM/1985/CI-XIV
Alistair Ferguson & Davy Ferguson7.12.85JM/1985/AF/DF
Kirk Social, Dairy3.4.86JM/1986/Soc
Bessie & Edith Ferguson, Uddingston8.3.86JM/1986/EF/1&2
Service at Carsphairn Church3.8.86JM/1986/Ser
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appendix TWO
A provisional List of Chapbooks printed in Galloway

GUL
Collections Department,

BH

LC

Chapbooks in the Mitchell Library, GlasgowML

HCL

RW

all chapbooks printed in Newton

1.

2.

3.

A.4.
memoir of the author’s life.
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Unless shown otherwise, 
Stewart by J. McNairn.

Catalogue of the Lauriston Castle Chapbooks in the 
National Library of Scotland

Hornel Library Collection, 
Kirkcudbright,

Auld Robin Grey. The original story. 
LC 2858 (31)

Chapbooks in the Glasgow University Library Special 
, Bh 13-d 33 and Bh 13-d 34

Robert White Collection, Newcastle University (see 
bibliography under Ratcliffe.

Harvard College Library Collection (see bibliography 
under Harvard.)

Broughton House, 
PA 35/13, D 23/17 and LR 16/19

5. Description of Mount Vesuvius with an account of its 
various eruptions. To which is added, The dog of 
Montargis...A selection of... readings. 
Kirkcudbright. John Nicholson. LC 2861.A.(3)

The Cave of Death. An Authentic Narrative of surprising 
Escapes from French Prison. With the Ancient History of 
Giants.
Kirkcudbright. John Nicholson. BH LR 16/19.1

The Cherrie and the Slae, with other poems by Capt. 
Montgomery with... notes ... arranged by the publisher. 
Together with a memoir of the author’s life. 
Kirkcudbright. John Nicholson. LC 2861.A.(4)

Alex Peden. Minister at New Glenluce, Galloway, d. 1686. 
LC 2858 (36)



9.

11.

12.

13.

Bh 13-d 34.11/ BH PA 35/13.50

14.

Four Excellent Songs. Kate Mooney's Portion. When John15.
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7. An Excellent Old Scottish Song. The Blaeberry Courtship.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.22, LC 2858 (30)

Dundee. 
o'

Five Songs. Abraham Newland. The Three Brothers of
The Birken Tree. The Harper of Mull. The Lass 

Ballochmyle.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.20,

6. Eight Favourite Songs. Hurra for the Bonnets O' Blue. 
A Soldier's Gratitude. Thou hast left me ever, Jamie. 
Had I a Heart for Falsehood framed. Up in the Morning 
early. On Belvidera's Bosom lying. Away with Melancholy. 
It is not so.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.15, BH PA 35/13.42 and D 23/17.3

10. Five Excellent Songs. The Flower o' Dumblane. The 
Yellow Hair'd Laddie. The Meeting of the Waters. Life 
is like a Summer Flower. Bruce's Address.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.14, Bh 13-d 34.9, BH PA 35/13.48 and 
D 23/17.1

Five Favourite Songs. Royal Charlie. John Anderson 
my Jo. Whistle and I'll Come to you my lad. Love and 
Glory. Nobody Coming to Marry me.
GUL Bh 13-d 34.10, BH PA 35/13.37 and D 23/17.5

Four Excellent Songs. Home, sweet Home. Up and warn a' 
Willie. Royal Charlie. The piper o' Dundee.
BH PA 35/13.15

8. Five Excellent Songs. National Song. When Danger Threats. 
Three Cheers for Reform. Death of Abercrombie. The Cause 
of Reform.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.13, Bh 13-d 34.6, BH PA 35/13.49

Five Excellent Songs. Old Towler. Pease Strae. Blythe 
was She. Fairest of the Fair. We'll Meet Beside the 
Dusky Glen.
GUL Bh 13-d 34.7, BH PA 35/13.6

Five Favourite Songs. The Triumph of Reform. While 
o'er the rising Moon. The burial of Sir John Moore.
The pigeon. Dinna ask me gin I lo‘e ye.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.17, Bh 13-d 34.8, BH PA 35/13.7



Gow'sKenmure's on and awa’•

0

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.
(24pp)

(24pp)

Morning, or action.26.
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25. The merry and diverting exploits of George Buchanan. 
By Graham Dougal. 
ML 273 (893056)

Little Dominick. To which is added, Thoughts and 
Aphorisms. 
BH D 23/17.6

Letters on love, 
added, 
ML 375 (893057)

Four New Songs. William Burke. The Wind blew the Bonny 
Lassie's Plaidy awa. Great need of a Wife. Logan Braes. 
BH PA 35/13.29

courtship and marriage. To which is 
the Honey Moon. Cheap Tracts no.xvi.

(24pp)

The history of Jock Haxton. To which is added Coffee 
and Coffee houses... fortune telling...
LC 2858 (38)

and me were married.
Farewell to Whisky.
GUL Bh 13-d 34.3, BH PA 35/13.57

16. Four Excellent Songs. What are you at? What are you 
after. Whistle o'er the Lave o't. The Maid of Erin, 
for Ane an' Twenty. 
GUL Bh 13-d 34.15

Four Songs. Annandale Robin. The Blue Eyed Lassie. The 
Birks of Aberfeldy. For A' That And A' That.
GUL Bh 13-d 34.4, BH PA 35/13.35

Four Favourite Songs. The Sailor's Journal. Culloden. 
Old Towler. Pea Strae.
BH PA 35/13.72

Sermon, on the sufferings of Jesus

Four New Songs. Daft Jamie. The Two Emigrants. THe Lea 
Rig. Irish Hafts for English Blades.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.21, Bh 13-d 34.5, BH PA 35/13.18

The Life of Daniel Dancer Esq., the remarkable miser. 
A selection of readings.
Kirkcudbright. John Nicholson. LC 2861.A.(2)



late

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

BH PA 35/13.5

33.

34.
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thou E1ening
See the Moon o1 er
gate yestreen The Maid 
Life let us cherish.
BH PA 35/13.9

Six Excellent Songs. Clarinda. The Highland Plaid.
Musing on the Roaring Ocean. A Red, Red Rose. The Young 
Highland Rover. A Mother's Lament for the Death of her 
Son.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.25, Bh 13-d 34.14,

Six Excellent Songs. Farewell to Lochaber . Harvest Home. 
Mary's Dream. Roslin Castle. The Soldier slumbering 
after war. All's well.

Six Excellent Songs. Farewell. Drucken Jenny Din. The 
Gallant Weaver. John Anderson my Jo. THe Nightingale. 
Scotland’s Hills for me.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.24, Bh 13-d 34.16, BH PA 35/13.59

Seven Favourite Songs. Blink bonniely, 
Star. The Despairing Goatherd, 
cloudless Jura. I gaed a waefu' 
of Arundel. Sweet Evening Bells. 
GUL Bh 13-d 33.12, Bh 13-d 33.16,

Christ Luke xxii 44 to which is added The consecration 
prayer. By Rev. John Logan.
LC 2858 (35)

27• A Protestant Catechism: Shewing the Principal Errors of 
The Church of Rome. With a variety of Facts, 
Authorities, and Arguments, which prove that popery has 
no claim to Antiquity; that it is a gross corruption of 
Christianity, and enjoins doctrines and tenets 
pernicious to civil government. By Rev. John Ewart, 
minister of Troqueer. (ord.1743, d.1797) 
Kirkcudbright, John Nicholson. BH LR 26/19.3

Seven Excellent Songs. The year that's awa. Blue Bonnets 
ove^the Border. The Laird o' Cockpen. Jock o' Hazeldean. 
Pity and protect the Slave. Hurrah for the Bonnets of 
Blue. Here's a health to all good lasses - A Glee.
BH PA 35/13.63

The Remarkable Trial and Execution of Francis Ravaillac, 
For the Murder of Henry IV. King of France. With an 
account of A Terrible Sea-Monster.
BH LR 16/19.2 (24pp)

Seven Excellent Songs. Fair Eliza. Helen's Tomb. 
Strathallan's Lament. The Land o* the Leal. To the 
Evening Star. The Banks of Nith. Bonnie Doon.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.23, BH PA 35/13.33 and D 23/17.4



BH PA 35/13.4

How

Bh 13-d 34-13, BH PA 35/13-60

36-

37-

BH PA 35/13-26

39.

40.

to which is added the widow and

42.
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Candran
Rule

38. Six Popular Scotch Songs.
Kirkcudbright. John Nicholson- LC 2861-A-(5)

41. The spectre bridegroom, 
her son. Cheap Tracts no.xii. 
ML 343 (893055)

Six Songs. Braes of Galloway. Mine ain Dear Somebody.
Oh! Send me Lewis Gordon hame. Bonny Winsome Mary. Why 
Unite to Banish Care. Wat ye Wha's in Yon Town.
GUL Bh 13-d 34-12, BH PA 35/13-40

The 
now awa.

Six Excellent Songs. The Farewell to the Brethren of 
St James' Lodge, Tarbolton. Craigie-Burn Wood. 
Midges Dance aboon the Burn. Gloomy Winter's 
Roy's Wife. Bonnie Lesley. 
BH PA 35/13-16

43. Ten Favourite Songs. Loch Na Gar. On wi' the Tartan.
Oft in the stilly night. Charlie is my darling. The last 
Rose of summer. Farewell thou fair day. Alice Gray. On 
no! we never mention her. O, come to me when daylight 
sets. The King's Anthem.
GUL Bh 13-d 34-1, BH PA 35/13.13

Songs. A Scots Sang. The Song of the Olden Time. 
Side. Roy's Wife. The bonnie wee Wife. Tweedside.
Brittania.
GUL Bh 13-d 34.19, BH PA 35/13.51

Six Favourite Songs. John Anderson my Jo. There's nae 
Luck about the House. I Gaed a waefu, gate Yestreen. 
Auld Langsyne. Blythe and Happy are we. The Rose will 
cease to blow.
GUL Bh 13-d 34.18,

Tea, A Poem; To which is added, Dutch Tea Parties; 
Ichabod Crane; Superstition, & The Frenchmen.
BH D 23/17.7, LC 2858 (30)

35. Six Excellent Songs It was upon a Lammas Night, 
cruel are the parents. The Bonnie Wee Thing. O 
Condescend dear Charming Maid. Thine am I. Why, why 
tell thy Lover. 
GUL Bh 13-d 33.26,



Some Examples of Galloway texts in other chapbooks

A tragical

57(iii)36

3.
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Queen of the May &c, 
Stirling. C.Randall.

The Galloway shepherds,is 
twenty verses,

and Drunken wife of GalIowa. 
RW no 484 : 8:5

1. Ancient Ballads. I The Battle of Chevy Chace. II King 
Lear and his 3 daughters. Ill The Midford Galloway's 
ramble. 
Newcastle. J Marshall. LC 2766 (27)

48. White snake of Dairy moat; to which is added, Lochinvar 
and the Young Page, and the life of Captain Dudley.
ML 670 (893187) (24pp)

The Midford Galloway's ramble is a story involving 
a horse of the renowned Galloway breed.

a long text of around 
in which the narrator asks the local 

shepherds to tell him of the inhabitants, towns and Lords 
of Galloway. A version is also to be found in the 
Dalbeattie MS (1919) of Thomas Fraser (BH.MS 10/1).

44. Three Excellent Songs. The Tears of Scotland. An 
Excellent new song on the Rebellion. Geordie Whelp's 
Testament.
BH PA 35/13.3

45. Three Favourite Songs. As I stood by yon Roofless Tower. 
John Barleycorn. Husband, husband, cease your strife. 
GUL Bh 13-d 33.19, BH PA 35/13.32

46. Three Favourite Songs. Highland Lad and Lowland Lass. 
Bonnie Jean. The Storm.
GUL Bh 13-d 33.18, Bh 13-d 34.2, BH PA 35/13.24

47. Thrummy Cap and the ghaist, a diverting tale (In verse.
By John Burness). To which is added The Life of Thomas 
Rambold, a highwayman, and The guardian snake.
LC 2858 (34)

2. The garland of withered roses containing 
account of two lovers of Exeter...To which are added two 
other songs, viz: 1. Sawney and Jockey 2. The Galloway 
shepherds. 
Belfast, 1769. HCL no 806 :
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The song Hills of Gallowa is still retained in 
Glenkens oral tradition today by Robbie Murray (see 
chapter three and appendix 6c). The text is given in 
several collections, and is by Thomas Mounsey Cunningham, 
brother of the poet Allan Cunningham. In his note on 
Thomas in The Bards of Galloway the editor says:

Another version was obtained in 1906 from Robert 
Chree, who had learnt it in his youth. Fair Gallowa is 
to appear in volume 5 of The Greig-Duncan Folk Song 
Collection.

4. Welcome Charlie o'er the main; to which are added, The 
day returns, Hills of Gallowa, Oh Nancy wilt thou fly 
with me, The sailor boy, The sailor's return. 
Stirling. W.MacNie, 1826. ML 668 (76168, 893245)

Several of his songs have attained great popularity: 
"The Hills o' Gallowa'" was the great song of the day, 
and is still well known in the South of Scotland.

(Harper, 1889:251)

The Drunken wife of Gallowa is also known as
Hooly and Fairly, and has been printed many times (e.g. 
Scots Musical Museum vol.II:199, no. 191 and Alexander, 
1865, vol.II:218).

Greig found variants of another Galloway song - 
Fair Gallowa - which he uses in one of his articles 
for the Buchan Observer (FSNE no.167). The text of Fair 
Gallowa was recorded from a Mrs Dickie of New Deer. 
Greig's note to the song also adds:

This song has travelled even further afield, for the 
chapbook version noted above was printed in Stirling. It 
was collected in Buchan in north-east Scotland by Gavin 
Greig. Two versions are to be included in the forthcoming 
volume 3 of The Greig-Duncan Folk Song Collection.

It has found its way from the South of Scotland... 
Another well known song belonging to the same 
district is "The Hills o' Gallowa'".



APPENDIX THREE

Galloway and Glenkens material in the collections of
Andrew Crawfurd and William Macmath

A: Andrew Crawfurd

A song collection which is

manuscript collection was presented to Paisley Central

publication by Emily Lyle. Volume I was published in 1975

forthcoming.

Crawfurd (1786-1854) came from Lochwinnoch in

interest in the literary world, occasionally contributing
After a handicapping illness he was ableto periodicals.

to give more time to antiquarian matters.

The song collecting was done almost wholly from 1826
to 1828. Crawfurd seems to have been inspired to this by
the appearance of William Motherwell's Minstrelsy,

Auld Ballats, which contain nearlymanuscript volumes,
all Crawfurd's songs: Volume I is headed
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a potential source of

Library by Crawfurd's niece, Miss Mary Young, between 1903

by the Scottish Text Society, and. Volume II is

valuable Galloway material is that of Andrew Crawfurd. The

Renfrewshire. He trained as a surgeon, but also took an

go into this. This is clear from the titles on the three

and 1910, and has only recently been edited for

Ancient and Modern, and intended most of his material to



(Lyle, 1975:xvi)

Although the bound volume of the Minstrelsy was

published in 1827, the first part had come out in 1824,

and most of the book was completed by 1826. Therefore

material in the introduction and the appendix, which were

last to be written. As well as quoting several Crawfurd

items in his MS Ballad Book. Through Crawfurd,

MacQueen on two occasions for his expenses on journeys
(Lyle,

1975sxxiv) which were made early in 1827. Although
there is only one item inGalloway is mentioned here,

vol.I of Crawfurd * s Collection which is said to have

been recorded any further south than Ayrshire •

fragment heard in Twynholm, near Kirkcudbright. MacQueen1s

note to the item runs;

(Auld Ballats 2.292 no 196, in
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$c. By A.
Paisley,

The song (of which this fragment) is a considerable 
length, being sung the night previous to my departure 
from Twynholm, Kirkcudbrightshire, I had no opportunity 
of writing it. It was sung by a young man, David 
Wackston.

Motherwell was only able to make use of Crawfurd's

to travel in the south-west of Scotland in search of

Motherwell was able to pay a poet called Thomas MacQueen

It is a

ballads. Motherwell's Notebook shows sums paid to

texts in the Minstrelsy, Motherwell also included 18

"thro1 Ayr and Galloway on the old quest"

Old Ballats; &c. taken down from the Recitation of 
various Persons, who got them by Oral or Traditional 
Communication. In three volumes vol.I 1827, 
Crawfurd, Johnshill, for William Motherwell, 
aiding him with his minstrelsy.



This fragment is from The Trooper and Maid, Child
and runs:299/

Chorus

among those recorded from Thomas MacQueen's sister, Mary.
Mary MacQueen was probably born around 1800. A younger

in 1809 or 1810.sister was born in Sorbie, Wigtownshire,
It is likely that Mary too may have spent some of her
early life in Galloway. The MacQueen family came to

when the family emigrated to Canada. Thomas MacQueen also
left Scotland in 1842/
newspaper editor. Mary learnt many of her songs from her

but not located.
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She teuk his horse by the bridal rein 
And led him to the stable
And she * s gein him baith corn and hay 
To eat while he was able

Bonny Lassie, I’ll lye near thee now 
Bonny Lassie, I’ll lye near thee 
And I’11 gar aw thy ribbands reel 
I’ the morning or I lea thee

Other songs which had their source in Galloway are

local waever, Will Storie. Crawfurd collected songs from
Lochwinnoch sometime before 1821/ when Mary married a

for Canada, where he became a

and brothers, Thomas and Hamilton. Others were learned in
own family, her mother, her grandmother, great grandmother

Galloway, Ayr and Lochwinnoch, and from individuals named.

Mrs Storie during her time in Lochwinnoch, until 1828,

Lyle, 1986, draft introduction)



Volume I of Emily Lyle's edition of Crawfurd ' s

Collection includes all of Mary MacQueen's songs. Four
of these (nos 28-31)

"a lad inNumbers 28 and 29 were learned from
ForGalloway - Samuel Gardener", and are chapbook songs.

version to be nearer that text than the Child or Bronson

Fause Knight upon the Road.

and Motherwell was particularlyvaluable informants,
The same Notebook entryinterested in her songs.

referring to Thomas Macqueen mentions two payments to Mrs

"To expense of bringing Mrs Storie to Paisley and getting
her airs noted".
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28
29
30
31

are songs learnt in Galloway:

Mary MacQueen (Mrs Storie) was one of Crawfurd' s most

Baffled Knight), and Emily Lyle prints some verses from

Mother Bunch
The Hills o' Gowrie 
The Shepherd's Son 
The Fause Knicht

these are printed in Motherwell's Minstrelsy. Motherwell
was assisted in the notation of these airs by Andrew

Number 30 is a version of a Child ballad (112, The

Storie, one apparently for songs received, and the other

texts (Lyle, 1975:xxxi). Number 31 is Child no 3, The

other versions see Whitelaw, 1874:535 and Appendix 6c.

We know of ten airs recorded from Mrs Storie, and

a chapbook of the same title, showing Mary MacQueen's



Blaikie, session-clerk and
Lyle, 1972). None of the ten airs

Galloway songs mentioned above. the melodies areHowever,

all distinctive in character The

Laird of Ochiltree Walls, particularly beautiful and
unusual.

Andrew Crawfurd collected songs with Galloway

connections from two other singers. Firstly from John

a tailor who came to Lochwinnoch from Stranraer. InSmith,

1783 he married in Lochwinnoch. All the songs John Smith

source for were learnt before this, during his

time in Stranraer. He was probably in his 60s when his

and they constitute numbers 73 to 81songs were recorded,

in vol.I of Crawfurd's Collection. Number 75,

is a Child ballad,Mossgrove,

be compared to chapbook versions.

Crawfurd noted songs from William Gemmel,Secondly, a

One of theseCumnock tailor who had moved to Lochwinnoch.
is set in Glenlee in the Glenkens.song no.70,items,

"a notoroes glutton andJohnie Miller of Glenlee was
1975:xlvi) .in Lyle,(Crawfurd MS 2.179,extrordonry fat"

Clerk in 1766.
probably composed between then and John's death in 1780.

The note to the song says it was composed by William

Gemmel's
two of them from the Glenkens itself.of this song,
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precentor of Paisley Abbey (see

names a

and some of the others can

are for the group of

father. There are, however, three other versions

John Miller’s younger brother, Thomas, became Lord Justice-
The song mentions this, and was therefore

and some, like no. 32,



One of these was said to have been written by Dr
Robert Trotter (1736-1815)/ the famous muir doctor of the
Glenkens/ and head of a clan of other Trotters who

produced a number of publications relating to folk-lore in

the area (see bibliography). Trotter’s poem about John

The Laird *s Soliloquy - is printed in ModernMiller

Scottish Poets (Edwards,

closely related to the other versions of the text,

popularity since it features in two other MSS: the 18th

century collection of Elizabeth St Clair (the Mansfield

MS p300) and the 19th century collection of William

Macmath (Macmath MSS vol I: 16 February 1874). The

from an MS belonging to John Murray of Knocknarling,

Jessie. The noteand sent to Macmath by his sister,Kells,
to the song says '"Sung to a well known air in the district

story to old Scotland's glory." I
Crawfurd's Johniehave not been able to trace this tune•

Miller of Glenlee is also linked with a tune, The

6:532). The Laird of Glenlee is also amongst David

Herd's manuscripts (Hecht, 1904:85).
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- We'll quaff off our

mentions no tune. The song evidently achieved some

indeed have been the author, or he may have derived The

although the last stanza is rather different. Trotter may

Laird's Soliloquy from lyrics already in circulation. He

1897, vol.XI:174) and is fairly

Banks of the Dee (Scots Musical Museum, 1839, vol.

In the second volume of Crawfurd's Collection a

Macmath version, called Turkey Jock Miller, was copied



group of songs collected in Ayrshire by Thomas Macqueen
Two of these are of particular

Glenkens. Song no.95,
fox hunt which takes place in the hills betwen Galloway

(Minnoch), Lochdoon, Glenhead and Carsphairn. This text
was recorded from a Mrs Pettigrew (or Petticrew) in Ayr,

native of Dalmellington. Another version of the
narrative can be found in the Macmath Song and Ballad

This text has been printed twice: as BuchanMS.
1925:96-97) and as Buchanwe heard (Miller,

Forest (Buchan, 1984:123). The Macmath version has one
stanza than the version in Crawfurd's Collectionmore

style and content is commonbut much of the
not mentioned in the Crawfurd text is that of Maxwellname

of Straquhan. Maxwell was apparently a celebrated Galloway
1981:496-497) who died by drowninghuntsman (MacTaggart,

in 1699. There is an elegy to him in Historical and
1843:344).Traditional Tales (Nicholson,

Macmath transcribed Buchan Forest from the MS of
and the paper of theJohn Murray, mentioned above,
The correspondence fromoriginal was watermarked 1823.

states that the ballad was borrowed fromMacmath‘s sister
and was originallythe son of Dr Murray the linguist.

written in his hand (Macmath MSS vol I: 16 February
1874, R57). A further link between the two versions of the

extract from Macmath's notes on its
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song is provided in an

who was a

and Ayrshire. Several local names

interest because they are connected with places m the

are to be included.

are mentioned: Minock

to both. On

Forest, as

Buchan Hunt, tells the story of a



source:

This is very similar to stanza 4 of the Crawfurd text:

There are no tunes connected with the ballad, though
it seems likely that it was sung,
Crawfurd direct from an informant,

source as Turkey Jock Miller,Macmath from the same
which is described as being sung.

The other song to be printed in vol.II of
Crawfurd's Collection which is worth noting is no.139,

story of a wedding which is to
the River Dee: the bridegroom does nottake place near

and the bride's family fear he has been unable toarrive,
cross the river. At the last minute,
and is wed that night.

Crawfurd text refers only to the Black Water o'The
other versions of this song situate the lad's
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0 John Malcolm cum let me by 
At me thou has nae feid
For mony a day I did provide 
Guid kitchen to you bread

Being at New Galloway, some time after I got the 
Ballad, I mentioned it to my old friend, Miss Hamilton 
McKie, who gave me this variation of the fifth stanza, 
as all she could remember. (Perhaps I should say 'this 
additional stanza')

as it was recorded for
and since it came to

however, he arrives,

0 let me aff this ae time
And at me hae nae faict
For mony a time I've provided
Fresh kitchen for thy bread

(Macmath MS;63)

Dee, but two

Black Waters o' Dee, the

(Crawfurd vol II, no.95)



home at Glenlee in the Glenkens (Peter Buchan MS 1.222v-

in Lyle, 1985-86) and the wedding at the Bridge of223r t

from a Mrs Duff)•MS,
Other verions of the song are to be found in volume 3 of

the Greig Duncan Collection (due for publication at the

song no.617 and also in the 19th century

Maver1s Genuine Scottish Melodiescollection,

1865:114). The tune given in the latter bears(Alexander,

text in the Macmath MS, vol.I: May 1874, R66) .

Andrew Crawfurd, did valuable collecting in thethen,

coming across several songs learnt in Gallowaysouth-west,

and others referring to places and events in theitself,

Further versions can be found in the otherarea.
collections indicated above. One song at least, The Lass

is retained in oral tradition in the Glenkens

and it is not unlikely that additional items fromtoday,
Crawfurd's Collection are known elsewhere in Galloway.

B: William Macmath

Macmath (1844-1921) was concerned, throughoutWilliam
much of his life, with collecting and preserving ballads

and elsewhere. Macmath is an

study of the area' s music for three

recorded from the Glenkens texts andhereasons: firstly#
and otherclassic ballads, songs.tunes of some of the
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important figure in a

the same title as the song. There is also a version of the

end of 1986) as

and songs from Galloway

Ken, near New Galloway (Motherwell

o' Gowrie,



Secondly/ Macmath corresponded with and sent ballads to

F.J.Child in America. Child included Glenkens material in

Macmath's manuscripts, bound and in chronological order,

Library at Broughton House in Kirkcudbright*

Macmath's own life and his contribution to ESPB have

been well researched and documented by J.D.Reppert in his

Reppert's numbering of items in the Macmath manuscripts is

(e.g.R269).

Macmath's Career and Association with Child

William Macmath was brought up at Airds of Kells in

and exposed early on to the singing andthe Glenkens,

reciting of ballads by members of his
Afterlater to become his most important informants.

Macmath movedtraining with a solicitor in Castle Douglas,
to become professionalto Edinburgh at the age of 23,

His skills as a copyistcopyist for a law firm.
for "heundoubtedly aided him in his work with ballads.

strong bias towards research and orderly method, hehad a
had a mind trained to precision in details, and had a

heart to which the popular muse was already an old

familiar when he undertook his first effort to assist
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own family who were

thesis "F.J.Child and the Ballad". Where appropriate,

given after other references, for ease of cross-reference

The English and Scottish Popular Ballads• Thirdly, all

are available for consultation locally, in the Hornel

Child's collection" (Reppert, 1953:26).



William Macmath saw Child's circulars of 1873
appealing for ballads, and began writing to him. Although

met only once, in Edinburgh in 187 3. Macmath would ask for

to Macmath's

Although Macmath had several opportunities to publish

He also spent much of his spare timefindings into ESPB.
locating and copying the ballad manuscripts of other

collectors.

After Child's death in 1896 Macmath did little
significant ballad research: ESPB had provided a unique

which all his work was directed. It isobjective at
that after 1896 Macmath's own ballad

manuscript contains fewer ballads from oral tradition, and
and an increasing number fromfrom the Glenkens,

manuscripts and printed sources.

nine volumes of the Macmath correspondenceThere are
1873 to 1897 (hereafter the Macmath MSS) anddating from

two volumes
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would include much additional information on sources,

sometimes noted this in ESPB, but more often simply refers

his own material, he did not do so, but channelled all his

their association lasted for over twenty three years they

a list of the ballads Child intended to print next, and

noticeable, too,

containing almost one hundred items, of the

send any version he could find. As well as texts, Macmath

relevant persons and places, and cross-references. Child

"suggestions" (Reppert, 1953:34).



Macmath MS).

Macmath * s Informants

interested in items noted from informants in the Glenkens.
Macmath's most important oral contributor of ballads was
his mother's sister, Jane Webster (1819-1901) who had been
brought up at Airds of Kells, and later lived at Dairy and
Crossmichael. Letters passed regularly between Macmath and

she sent him texts gleaned from herhis aunt: own
repertory and those of other local people. Macmath himself

Sixteen of heralso recorded directly from Miss Webster.
ballads were printed by Professor Child.

Minnie also gave him material, though less frequently.
Other Glenkens singers who provided items were Alexander

Mary Cochrane,
all these informants were able toGalloway. In may cases,

thussay where they themselves had learnt a song,
providing names of singers often of a previous generation.

George Murray (who sent his father's papers relating to
at Balmaclellan (Macmath MSS volballads) minister

111:5.1.1883/ R269). Macmath also corresponded with the
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Others who passed on ballad texts and references were

songs and ballads collected by Macmath (hereafter the

Crossmichael, and Miss Hamilton McKie, New

Macmath's four sisters, Jessie, Agnes, Helen and

For the purpose of this study, we are particularly

Kirk, Inspector of Poor, Dairy, Sarah Rae, Balmaclellan,



Trotter family, formerly of the Glenkens (Macmath MSS
vol III•5•1•1883t R268ff)• Exhibiting the well known

possibly even tried to pass off as
ballad

immediately recognised this. Malcolm Harper, Galloway
editor and poet, also features in the ballad
correspondence (Macmath MSS vol III; 27.12.1883/ R348) .

As well as copying ballads he received (he always
manuscript) Macmathinsisted on seeing an

had presumably been interested enough to meet them
personally.

Of the ballad The Queen of the Fairies (Child 39;

Tam Lin) he writes;

(Macmath MSS vol IV;14.10.1886t R414)
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"original"

Taken down by me, 14th October 1886/ from the 
recitation of Mr Alexander Kirk...who learned it 
about 
Barlay,

"original" a modern

case, Jane Webster had sent their songs to Macmath, who

Trotter talent for imaginative composition, James Trotter

This note is typical of the additional information 
Macmath supplies with each item.

The Laird o' Lochinvar (R371). Macmath

fifty years ago from the singing of David Rae, 
Balmaclellan. He was the brother of Sarah Rae, 

from whom Mr Murray got a version of The Loctunaben 
Harper .

Alexander Kirk and Mary Cochrane (see above). In each
himself recorded directly from some informants, such as



Most of the songs collected by Macmath were recorded
in his ballad and song manuscript. A list of Glenkens
items from the Macmath MS ends this appendix, and this

is followed by the tunes and texts of five items whose

airs have not been printed elsewhere.

There are ten tunes appended to vol.I of the

all from the Glenkens,Macmath MS, and transcribed by

Minnie Macmath, Eight of these were printed in vol.5 of

ESPB (pp411-424) and were reproduced, along with their

in The Traditional Tunes of the Childby Bronson,texts,

Ballads so it is unnecessary to give them here. Tunes

far as I know, have not been printed,

63 and 48. The last three are52, 55,for songs 43,

versions of Child ballads.

55:54: The Trooper Lad,in vol.II of the Macmath MS:
Of these,Pretty Peggy and 63: The Silly poor harper.

but did not

frog (set to

"Uncle Rat crap...") and 52:verse two of the text
Annie. The tune for 48: TheShe' s

Corbie and the Craw does not appear with its text in the

Macmath MS but is with the original copy of the ballad

(Macmath MS vol VIII:1•3.1893)•

frog bred in yon well
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a bonnie lassie,

are those

43: There was a

There are three tunes, which accompany their texts,

which, as

The Macmath Song and Ballad MS

only no.54 was printed in ESPB. Child saw,

print, the airs for songs 43: There was a



the Mouse, and came from Jane Webster • Macmath gives two
other texts for this There wassong, but only the third,

Annie.

I have so far been unable to find other versions of

this song.

55 s Pretty Peggy

This is one of three Macmath verson of Trooper and

air for Pretty Peggy is fairly close to that usually
Jane Webster's text, however,associated with the ballad.

features some rather more direct exchanges of words than

63: The silly poor harper

this isBetter known as The Lochmaben Harper,
Child mentions anIn a note,ballad no. 192 in ESPB.

fragment of text from Arthur Mitchell (lateradditional
who was with Rev. George Murray Snr. whenSir Arthur),
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woman in his parish"

This is a version of The Weddinge of the Frogge and

in 1866. Macmath was sent this text

a frog . .., has a tune.

are found in other versions.

the ballad was recorded from Sarah Rae "a poor weak minded

maid (Child 299). The others are items 70 and 72. The

in 1883, by Murray's son, who wrote:

52: She's a bonnie lassie,



In 1899 Macmath received
Sir Arthur Mitchell. There seems little doubt that it was

Either it was not availablealso collected from Sarah Rae.
to Child, or he did not think it important enough to
print. The tune is of the same type as those given by
Bronson for The Lochmaben Harper (Bronson,
182-183), and is indeed a

the song.

This is the only tune in Macmath's collection not to

Whitelaw prints

gives for The Three Ravens (Bronson vol I, 1959:308-

315) .
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I might add that I have heard her sing the ballad 
myself, to a very simple but particularly plaintive 
lilt- - more like a rapid chaunt than an ordinary song, 
and it had a wierd pathetic effect (very true to the 
ballad spirit) upon me, which rings in my ear yet, 
altho* I only heard it once when a lad.

(Macmath MS vol.1:56)

along with the text of the first stanza and the burden of

1874:403). The tune is of the same family as those Bronson

a tune for the ballad from

have come from the Glenkens: it was learnt from a Dumfries

48: The Corbie and the Craw

attributes the ballad to Alexander Carlile (Whitelaw,

"chaunt". It is shown below,
1966, vol.3:

a text almost identical to Macmath's, and
family, and is a version of The Three Ravens (Child 26).



Items collected in the Glenkens

by William Macmath

+ Music provided

my son + (cassette

Low [The Golden Vanity] +

item 2)

Volume II
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11.
12.
14.
15.
17.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

43.
44.
46.
47.

Macmath MS: 
Volume I

: item 1)
1. The False Knight +
2. Lord Randall,
3. Hynd Horn +
6. johnie Scot +
9. As the king lay musing upon his bed

Bloody Lamkin
There was a silly poor harper man
Where have ye been, my guid auld man
I saw the snail draw the whale
It's of two brothers who were in the Army
The Queen of the Fairies [Tam Lin]
Buchan Forest/ as we heard
There was a lass in the north countrie +
Lord Lovel
Queen Jeanie

24. The kye are to the good green woods
25. One day sitting in her bower window
27. They asked him and speired him
30. John Blunt [Get up and bar the door]
31. We'll awa to bonnie Dundee
33. Ye may tell to my wife Maggie
36. The Lowlands,
38. Queen Jeanie
42. Glasgow Peggy +

There was a frog bred in yon well + (cassette;
The auld Deil cam to the man at the pleugh +
Queen Jeanie was in labour
She could na wash

49. The Jolly Beggar Man
50. Bonny May to the [ewe buchts] is gone
51. May Collin is a bonny lass
52. She's a bonnie lassie Annie +
53. The Golden Vanitee +

54. The Trooper Lad +
55. Pretty Peggy +
56. The Trooper Lad
63. The Silly poor Harper etc. +
79. Guesses or Riddles heard at Airds
84. I wasn't in Noah's Ark
85. As I looked out of my heazy peazy
86. Gang an' hear the gowk [y]ell
87. Tale-pyat tarton



&

u

1892.
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A/l fad i'Urltf dtd'LvA^ Al -

/i^ZZy A fau ~&id J .

From Jane Webster, Aircis of Kells, 
Learned from Rosanna McGinnies.
Macmath MS vol. 1:95.

e#-

Uncle Rat crap up the wall
Kitty alone, Kitty alone
And swore the deil was amang us all
Kitty alone and I
Uncle Rat crap up the wall
And swore the deil was amang us all
Cock ma carry, Kitty alone
Kitty alone and I

A ‘ -fe ,

/fz2z/' ixyfa ffl-Li krfdt
43: There was a frog bred in yon well

There was a frog bred in yon well 
Kitty alone, Kitty alone 
And a merry mouse in yon mill 
Kitty alone and I
There was a frog bred in yon well 
And a merry mouse in yon mill 
Cock ma carry, Kitty alone
Kitty alone and I



52: She's a bonnie lassie, Annie

1

sad

1895.
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I mzd
p

Oh how can I be dull an' 
My Johnny, oh my Johnny 
When I am sixteen weeks gane with child 
To you my roving Johnny

From Jane Webster, Airds of Kells, 
Learned from Helen Reid- 
MSSjnath MS vol. 1:108.

Oh it's no your money that I do crave 
My Johnny, oh my Johnny
It's your fair body I fain would have 
It's you my roving Johnny

Ir/uJ tn if a*

A 4, brtvruj I

Oh I'll awa' to yon high high hill 
Where swiftly flies the swallow 
An' at the foot o' yon mountain steep 
There lives that lassie Annie

Oh what maks you sae dull an' sad 
My Maliy, oh my Maliy
When I'm a brisk an braw young lad 
She's a bonnie lassie, Annie

Oh twenty guineas I'll gie to thee 
My Maliy, oh my Maliy
An; that will pay the nurse's fee 
She's a bonnie lassie, Annie



55s Pretty Peggy
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Lochmaben Harper")under "The(Remainder of text in ESPB,
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63: The Silly Poor Harper

o^o/- vrotr,

From Sarah Rae, Balmaclellan, 
Macmath MS vol. 1:35.

Turn - tid - iddly 
Dodaly - diddaly 
Tidaly - diddaly 
Dodaly - dan

There was a poor silly harper man
And he lived in Lochmaben toon 
And he has wagered wi1 Lairds an Lords 
And mony a guinea against a croon



48: The Corbie and the Craw

f- J. - t-; j 1 ZE

1 It zz

is he fat?

breakfast on his

For

1893.
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The Corbie wi his roupie throat
Ca'd frae the leafless tree 
"Come ow'r the loch! Come ow'r the loch
Come ow'r the loch tae me."

From John Christisan, Dumfries/ 
Macmath MS vol. 1:101

mu

fluff wi her roostie wings 
"Whaur tae, whaur tae?"

"He’s frae merry England 
Oor sheep c 
"1'11 come, 
Is aye the best o'

The Craw pit up her sooty heid 
Looked frae her nest whaur she lay
And gied a
And cried

to their ain countrie 
back sin-syne."

"We’ll breakfast on ms bonnie breest 
And on his back we'll dine 

the lave hae gane *
And ne'er come

_  I come to steal 
and kill oor deer."
I'11 come for an Englishman 

cheer 1"

"To pyke a deid man lying there 
Ahint yon mickle stane."
"Is he fat, is he fat, is he fat. 
If no we'll let him alane."



APPENDIX FOUR

Census figures for the Glenkens

1755Civil Parish 1801 1851 1861 1871 1881

1911 1921 19311901 1951 1961 1971 1981

(1797)from OSA1755 1981 (Scotland)
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634
351
826
878

559
360
807
847

784
534
609
891

557
365
860
803

554
496
832
778

627
355
843
848

1145
855

1238
1091

550
248
775
756

1086
553

1149
1170

437
238
752
759

1057
545

1074
1007

350
188
610
718

937
484
988
970

378
174
646
613

Balmaclellan 
Carsphairn 
Dairy
Kells

figures
Other figures from Census records for



APPENDIX FIVE

Farms in Carsphairn Parish

1951*Farms 1986

[pub.1965] : 122.* 19511951 see 3rd SA,

329

Muir of Deuch 
Brownhill 
Waterhead 
Erif f 
Meadowhead 
Lamford 
Drumjohn 
Lamloch 
Woodhead 
Brockloch
Holm of Daltallochan 
Garryhorn 
The Crofts
Carnavel
Bardennoch
Shell
Castlemaddy 
Polquhanity 
Carminnow 
Knockgray 
Marbrack 
Furmiston 
Marscalloch 
Muirdrochwood 
Smeaton
Craigengillan 
Strahanna
Holm of Dalquhairn 
Upper Holm
Dundeugh

FC 
FC 
FC 
S 
S 
S 
FC 
0 
S 
S 
0 
0 
0 o o 
FC? 
FC? 
0 s 
0 o s 
FC 
FC 
0 
FC 

uninhabited 
0 
FC 
FC

S:
0:
T:
FC:

inhabited by shepherd in 
owner occupier 
tenant farmer
Forestry Commission

S
S
S
S
S
S
S 
0
S 
0
T
T
0
T
0 

uninhabited
S 

house let
S 
T
S s
FC
FC
S
S
S
0
S
FC

employment of owner



appendix six
Glenkens Songbooks

Contents of Tommy Edgar's Poetry BookA:
ferm catThe wee1.

3. An Irish Letter (Anon.)

4. To a Cigarette Smoker (Bill Duncan)
5. Toast tae the Lassies

6.
7. On Queen Elizabeth

In Conclusion8.
9. The Toaster

10. A bit o' luck

11. Clegs (W.D. Cocker)

12- The Threshing Mill

13. The Manset 1983

14. Twae Ladies in Binns

15. The Herds Prayer
I'm fine (Anon.)16. Thankyou,

17. Jokes
18. Newmilns Cuddy Race
19.
20. My Auld Friend

21. Different Faces (i)
22. Different Faces (ii)

23. Four Men

24. Fred Lewis
25. Willie the Pig

330

New Galloway Craws
John (fragment)

Burns' thoughts on Maggie

2. The new van



SongbookB:

from the Ferguson family+ tunes

1. Willie's gane tae Melville Castle

3. 0 This is no my Ain Lassie

fine thing to Sing +4.
5. jolly Sailor

6. Bonnie Gallowa

7. A few Days +

8. Charlie McNeil

9. Piper McFarlane +

10. Sound Advice
11. Johnnie Scobie

12. Gourock +

13. Be Kind to Auld Grannie +

14. Love makes the world a merry-go-round

15. The End of the Road

16. A cup o kindness

17. The Admiral's Broom
18. Rogerum +
19. The Foggy Dew
20. Bonnie Strathyre
21. I wish I were where the
22. Maiden of Morvern
23. Daisy Bell
24. Down by de Cane Brake
25.

26. The Egg +
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Contents of Bob Ferguson's

It's a

Presbyterian Cat +

2. The Piper o' Dundee

Gaudy [Gadie] Rins +



30. Sally in our Alley

31. The Little Irish Colleen

32. The Jolly Curlers + (to

33. Dashing away with the +

I ’ ve37. round here +
38.

39. Notes of concert party's accounts etc.
40. Phil the Fluter +

332

a Song now to sing you of people
Wireless Whist (game)

Smoothing Iron
34. As I walked down thro' Dublin City
35. Scots who would their country aid (to "Scots wha hae")
36. You have heard of Adolf Hitler

27. Hame is aye Hame +

28. The Contemplative Sentry

29. A Hundred Pipers

"Tullochgorum")



SongbookC:

*1 Motto

2 Shepherd's Prayer

3 The Lugless Tailor +

4 My Auld Friens A' *Hame

5 The Braes o Glenlee *+

6 The Lads that were reared among Heather +
7 The Bonnie Wee Winda +

8 A Bunch o Watercresses (+)

9 The Unlucky Married Man

10 The Waddin Spree

11 I coud na da1 it for laughin'

12 The Coalman

13 The Auld Quarry Knowes

14 The Lass o Gowrie (*) +
15 The Goat of the WRI +

16 The Gallant Forty-Twa *

17 Bob
look Genteel18 A Fourpenny Dickie to

19 The packman *+
20 The

21 The Bonnie Bonnie Isle o Skye

22 The *+Hills o Gallowa
23 The Lass o Cashogle *+
24 The Road and the Miles

333

provided music
’ than the informant

Hat's Tight, The Coat's Tight,

Contents of Robbie Murray's

* Local Songs
+ songs for which Robbie has
( + ) Airs available from sources other

o the Bent (+)

to Dundee +

an I'm Tight Too



guchanbank25
26 The Vital Organ Transplant

27 Shon McLaen [Sean Maclean]

Additional Titles given

28 You’ll never miss the Water
29 The Widow's Ae Coo *

30 We've aye been Provided For an Sae will we Yet (+)
31 A Pair o New Shoon an a Five Shillin' Fee
32 When Fortune Turns the Wheel (+)

33 I Wish the Caul' East Win' wad never Blaw (+)
34 Ere ye speak ill o yer Neighbour Keep yer Ain Door Clean

35 Ilka Blade o Grass keps its ain Drap o Dew

36 We're

37 Success tae Bonny Scotland
38 When the Echo Mocks the Corncrake amang the Whinny Knowes ( + )

*+39 On Cree's Lovely Banks in the Gloamin'

40 Then

41 The Lad the Wears the Crook an Plaid
Slippery Stane at Ilka Buddy's Door42 There’ aye a Muckle

43 Farewell tae New Cumnock
44 Jimmy Raeburn +

46 My Love is Like a Red Red Rose +
47 Bonny Strathyre (+)
48 My Nannie's Awa' (+)
49 There' de a rows bound to

33U

45 Jeannie's Black E'e +

"Hurrah, Hurrah'1 for my Heather Hills

a' Scottish Here

till the Well runs dry



appendix seven

programmes of Glenkens Socials

1.

go,

3. The Rural Institute (JS, poem)

4. Highland Fling / Seann Triubhas (DM & TG pipes, dancer)

6. Joke / The Farm Cat / The New Van (TE, own poems)
a bonnie wee lass

to Sorrento

9. Barracks

10. Joke (TE)
I Happy Wanderer /

12. 2 Jokes (JS)
(AM & TE voice, acc.)I'll Walk beside you / Goodbye13.
I'm fine (TE, 1st is

15. Dance
dr. acc .)16.

of Old Aberdeen (all)17.

335

Pipe tunes (DM, JS & TE pipes,
I Northern Lights 

voice, acc.)

With: Jack Scott (recitations, 
Edgar (accordion, recitations, 
(songs), Donald McFarlane (pipes),

ye / The Black Bear/ 
voice and drums)

11. Country Roads / Mexican Hat tune 
Samba tunes (TE, acc.)

14. Twae Ladies in Binns / Thankyou, 
own poem)

(DM & TG pipes, dancer)

2. My Ain Wee Hoose / Will ye 
voice, acc.)

Come in, Come in, it's nice tae see 
Come in, come in (JS & TE accordion,

15. Auld Lang Syne / We

lassie, go (TE & AM

18- The Bonny Glenkens

jokes, songs, drums), Tommy 
jokes, song), Andy McLymont 

and Tracy Gray (dancer).

A: Carsphairn Old Folks Party (SA/1985/174-175) 

Salutation Hotel, Carsphairn. 20.11.85. 20-30 present.

5. Set of pipe tunes (JS, TE & DM dr., acc., pipes,)

7. The Auld Meal Mill / A fine wee lass, 
(JS & TE voice, acc.)

•re no' awa tae bide awa (all)

8. She moved through the fair I Come back 
(AM & TE voice, acc.)

Johnny / Heiland Laddie (DM & TG pipes, dancer)

I belong to Glasgow
(by TE,



B:

3.4.86. ?60Dairy present.

1. Lord's my Shepherd (all)

2.

3. Bonny Gallowa / The Old Rugged Cross (SB, GM,
4. Poem (JS)

5. Highland Fling / Heiland Laddie (GM,

6. 2 Jokes / Twae Ladies in Binns (TE, poem)

8. Magic Tricks (RL)

10. Presentation to departing church office-bearer

13. The Rural Institute (JS, poem)

14. Village Maid / ?Flora (GM, TG,
dr. accs.)15. Set of American tunes (JSr

dr.16. Gay Gordons (JS,

17. Magic Tricks (RL)
Enchanted Evening18.

accs.)tunes (TE, GM,19. ’’Continental" accordion

accs.)20. Old Time Waltz (dr.
tae bide awa (all)21.
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Dairy Kirk Social (JM/1985/Soc)
Town Hall.

acc., dancer)

Come in, come :
Loch Lomond / Stornoway (JS,1 Watering Home? / Annie Laurie / 

/ TE, GM, voice, dr. accs.)

Auld Lang Syne / We're

Bonny Lass o Ballochmyle I Some 
(SB, GM, voice, acc.)

accs. dancers)

TE, GM,

TE, GM, dr.

9. The Auld Meal Mill / A fine wee lass (JS, TE, GM,voice, 
accs.)

voice, acc.)

voice, acc.)

no1 awa

With: JS, TE, TG, George MacKinnell (accordion) Sam Black (singer) and Ray Lightfoot (magician). S Black

11. Ae Fond Kiss (SB, GM,

TE, GM,

7. Set of "Continental" accordion tunes (JS, 
accs.)

12. St. Bernard's Waltz (JS, TE, GM, dr.

TG, acc., dancer)

accs. dancers)



■

APPENDIX EIGHT

programmes of Musicals and Pantomime

DALRY SECONDARY SCHOOL
ENTERTAINMENT

*******************

20th JUNE ’724-THURSDAY:

21st JUNEFRIDAY:

7.39 p.m.AT

■WHEEL'• BAGON

BY Primary Pupils

Secondary PupilsBY

337

help!
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1

School Friends: FIONA McLftCHLAN, ROSSLYN

GOOD - PQE-NOTHINGS*

VILLAGE WORTHIES
4

MINISTRY OFFICIALS

farmer doonb - GORDON McMurray

339

Miss SMITH -
Miss JONES -

WILLIE -
HENRY -

KENNETH
DREW
JANE
JOYCE

BRIAN
JOHN
JOHN

SUSAN
LINDA

HARBOUR
DOUGLAS

MEARNS
McNAUGHT

EDGAR
PATERSON
FINLAY

LILLIAS 
EDWARD 
JAMES 
KIM 
JOHN

DI -
DOT -
CATHY -

MICHAEL 
GEORGE 
DEREK 
KENNETH

TOM -
DICK -
HARRY -
ECK -
HUGHIE -
STEVE -
JOCKY -

JEANETTE McGINILY,
MARGARET McCLYMONT

HALLIDAY 
McMATH 
ANSELL )
THOMSON ) 
THOMSON ) 
KERR )

THOMSON 
WHITE 
PETTIGREW
REDPATH & PUPILS 
YOUNG & PUPILS

DAVID BRINKMAN, D, PATERSON, MARTIN HARPS

PAWCIA JANE BONE* ANNE MARSHALL, FIONA MELROSE, SHEENA McQUAKER, 
, MAUREEN PRINTIE, MARGARET WATSON, LYNNE LOCKERBIE,

•help! ‘ 
+•+++++++

PRODUCER:
STAGE DIRECTOR:
BUSINESS MANAGER:
SCENERY;
LIGHTING & STAGE MANAGER;
ASSISTANTS:

•++++J2J? “ PRESENT.++++++++++++++++++++++

CHORUS ++++++++
Elizabeth guthrie, hazel johnstone, catriona harvey, alaena kently,

- -----g.—.urui, iiuudijiN THOMSON, LINDA McNICOL, 
LYNDA COOK, MARGARET CORRIE, ELIZABETH McQUEEN, 
.TPAAromrnT? ..---- — STEVEN WOOD, ALAN FINDLAY.

FATHER: JOHN , WATRET
MOTHER: DIANA AGNEW
PETER: their Son PETER HAMILTON
MARY: their Daughter FIONA McCLYMONT

DOROTHY ROSS, MAUREEN PRINTIE, ^^™Sg^°y^LLOP LAnScWHAN,

LSeK STcSo,
CAROLINE JARDINE, KIM STILL, MARY SMEE, VALhi^ ’
ANDREW TAYLOR, ROBERT MoCRAE, .^J?SoRD^
STEPHEN WALKER, HAMISH RIDDET, WILLIAM RUTHERr
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